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Abstract
Severe flood events throughout Europe in recent years have increased political, public and
scientific awareness of the risks posed by large flood events. In response, engineers and
researchers have transferred their attention from rural studies to consideration of urban areas
where risk is concentrated. Computational fluid dynamics methods have been extensively
employed in the evaluation of in-channel and out-of-bank flow processes in natural rivers
in the last 20 years. In the case of urban flood events, computationally efficient methods
are required to estimate flood risk at fine scale details over wide areas. The overall aim of
this thesis was therefore to understand the controlling features of urban areas for floodwavc
propagation and subsequently, develop computationally efficient methods to evaluate flood
risk.
The first component of this research was focused on determining the features of urban
areas that modulate floodwave dynamics. Subsequently, the effect of grid resolution on
the representation of urban features and flood propagation was investigated to determine
the compromise between computational cost and model performance. It was found that
floodwave propagation through urban areas in the UK is controlled by the distribution of
building sizes and separation distances.
The second part of this thesis details the development and evaluation of sub-grid scale
porosity techniques aimed at harnessing high resolution topographic data sets within coarse
resolution numerical models. For the first time, this research presents a consistent and
rigorous evaluation of a variety of porosity techniques for flood modelling. The results suggest
that representing the broad scale effect of buildings and obstacles on flood flows provides
the best compromise between data demands, pre-processing requirements and computational
cost. Indeed, the use of a porosity techniques yielded model performance at least as good
as standard model configurations at double the resolution for an order of magnitude less
computation time. The techniques developed here provide a structured approach towards
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Recent severe flood events in the UK, in particular Carlisle in January 2005 and Gloucester-
shire in the summer of 2007, have raised public, political and scientific awareness of flood risk
and the need for effective flood protection and alleviation measures. Furthermore, events
across Europe in the summer of 2002 highlighted the need of effective but justifiable flood
managements schemes as annual damage estimates far outstretch current management ex-
penditure. Current flood management expenditure in the UK for fluvial and pluvial urban
flooding is estimated at £800 million whereas average annual damage estimates in 2004 were
as much as £1,400 million (Evans et al., 2004). In the UK alone, nearly two million prop-
erties are located on floodplains along rivers, estuaries and coasts and The Department of
the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) further estimate that 200,000 properties
are classified as at risk of flooding as they do not have the Government prescribed standard
of protection against a 1-in-75 year flood event. Furthermore, the Association of British
Insurers (ABI) note that member companies have reported a total of 165,000 claims totaling
£3 billion as a result of the summer 2007 floods in the UK (ABI, 2007).
Climate change scenarios and development projections suggest that flood risk in Europe
is likely to increase. Firstly, sea level rise, increased storm frequency, changing seasonal
patterns and an increase in the probability of extreme events mean that low-lying areas
will be at greater risk from flooding in future years (IPCC, 2007). Secondly, increased
public and private development in floodplains will have a dramatic effect on both the annual
damage estimates and the distribution of areas at risk. Evans et al. (2004) project as much
as £30 billion of annual damage from fluvial and pluvial flooding by 2080 based on high
emission scenarios and current management expenditure. Despite these projections, a recent
proposal from the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister details the development of a further
250,000 properties and ",,£500 million of investment located on floodplains in south east
England (Prescott, 2005). However, the practicality of this investment is undermined by
the fragmented approach to responsibilty for flood risk between UK Government and the
private insurance industry as levels of sufficient protection and risk awareness are, as yet,
undefined (Huber, 2004). There is a clear disparity between attitudes towards planning and
management and the perception of present and potential flood risk.
1
1.1 The role of flood inundation modelling
Increasing flood risk requires the development and application of an appropriate set of
tools to inform local and regional government on management policy, engineers for plan-
ning and design purposes and (re-)insurers to calculate exposure. However, Gouldby and
Samuels (2005) note a discrepancy in the definition of risk across the wide range of disci-
plines and activities concerned with risk assessment. Furthermore, these definitions have
multiple dimensions depending on the needs of the particular decision-maker and applica-
tion. Therefore, in terms of quantifying flood risk, it is necessary to reduce the ambiguity
of the term and provide a coherent approach for its application to flooding, particularly in
urban environments. In this case, there is a vital distinction between the 'hazard' and the
'consequences' of the hazard; the product of which can be considered the risk of a given flood
event. Gouldby and Samuels (2005) detail the source-pathway-receptor-consequence model
to include associated probability, fragility and depth-damage curves from Sayers et al. (2002).
This model provides the basis for a consistent method for dealing with the assessment of
flood risk from identification and understanding of the hazard through to quantification of
vulnerability and exposure.
The recognition of flood risk and the need for effective assessment and management
strategies is paramount prior to any planning, design or policy discussions. In response, the
commissioning and subsequent publication of the Foresight Future Flooding report (Evans
et al., 2004) and the funding of large flood risk assessment projects (e.g. Flood Risk Man-
agement Research Consortium (FRMRC) and FLOODsite) by UK and EU funding streams
are prime examples of the realisation of, and reaction to, this need.
1.1 The role of flood inundation modelling
Wheater (2002) noted that decision-support modelling tools are required to inform strategic
planning, flood design and management and climate change scenarios. The aim of simulation
models is to 1) 'explore the implications of making certain assumptions about the nature of
the real world system' and 2) 'to predict the behaviour of the real world system under a set
of naturally-occurring circumstances' (Beven, 1989). To date, flood inundation modelling
applications have mainly been concerned with the former in the form of event validation or
history-matching (Konikow and Bredehoeft, 1992). However, in terms of flood risk assess-
ment in current and future environmental and political climates, flood inundation models
and their application are required to fulfill both these aims. There is no guarantee that a
2
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model designed under one specific set of naturally-occurring circumstances will respond in a
realistic manner when subject to extreme events, which is precisely when the answers matter
most (Kirchner, 2006).
Floods and floodplain inundation are inherently spatio-temporal phenomena that, in
the absence of field observations, require a distributed physically based modelling approach.
The practical application of flood models, therefore, requires the ability to extrapolate across
space and/or time and to predict situations where no measurements are available (Hunter,
2005). The final report of the ED Concerted Action on Dam Break Modelling (CADAM)
project (Morris, 2000) suggested the information required for satisfactory assessment of the
consequences of flooding at any point of interest within the flood zone may include:
- time of first arrival of flood water
- peak water level and extent of inundation
- time of peak water level
- instantaneous depth and velocity of flood water
- duration of flooding
Consequently, flood inundation modelling is required to simulate the movement of a flood
wave along a river valley through compound channels, over complex topography and through
areas of varied topology and land-use and provide a time-accurate solution. The problem then
arises of how to conceptualise the problem of flooding and translate that into a reasonable
numerical approximation.
1.1.1 From concepts to numerics
The utility of flood modelling relies on the appropriate definition of the problem, both con-
ceptually and numerically, and subsequent evaluation of the performance of the modelling
tool prior to use in a decision support framework (Wheater, 2002). A conceptual model
is a hypothesis pertaining to current understanding, or perceptual model, of the physical
phenomenon (in this case, fluvial flow processes) in which the relative importance of known
processes are represented in detail, represented simply or ignored. Any conceptual model
will be wrong and will be known to be wrong (Morton, 1993), but will still have the possi-
bility of being approximately realistic (Beven, 2002). Until recently, the dominant practice
in environmental modelling was to ensure that any conceptual model, and the numerical
representation thereof, was 'as real as possible' by employing a reductionist approach (see
3
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Freeze and Harlan, 1969). However, models based on this approach often incur considerable
setup and computational costs and are often characterised by a large number of unknown
parameters with varying degrees of measurement tractability (Beven, 1989). On the other
hand, over-simplification and lumping of processes can lead to redundancy of (high resolu-
tion) input data and indistinguishable model configurations (see Beven (2006)). Ultimately,
the most appropriate method will be the simplest one that provides the information and
functionality required by the user whilst fitting the available observational data as defined
by some appropriate measure of acceptability limits (Bates and De Roo, 2000). This ap-
proach implicitly employs some notion of the principle of parsimony (Box and Jenkins, 1970)
which recommends selecting the simplest method that describes the available data based on
an analysis of the trade-off between bias and variance of the parameter estimates (Di Bal-
dassarre et al., in press).
The hydraulic processes of in-bank, channel flow are well understood and numerically,
the de St. Venant equations of gradually varied unsteady flow in open channels are generally
accepted as an appropriate basis for flood modelling (Wheater, 2002). Various simplifications
of these equations exist (e.g, Muskingum-Cunge routing, kinematic or diffusion wave approx-
imations etc.) and site-dependent characteristics will determine the complexity required for
modelling channel flows. On the other hand, out-of-bank flows in compound meandering
channels are known to be highly three dimensional and involve the development of i) a
strong shear layer between the main channel and the floodplain (Knight and Shiono, 1996)
and ii) significant conveyance between mcandcr loops, both acting to transfer momentum
across the channel-floodplain boundary.
The question that arises is then how to structure these assumptions numerically and
a number of approaches of varying complexity have been developed since the 1960s (Xan-
thopoulos and Koutitas, 1976; Zanobetti et oi., 1968, 1970). A fully three dimensional
numerical treatment of these hydraulic processes is not currently viable at reach-scale as
computational costs, turbulence closure schemes and the transient nature of the shoreline
limit practical application of these models (Hunter et al., 2007). Furthermore, the data
available for model building and evaluation may not support this level of detail. In the other
extreme, until recently, most flood risk assessments were undertaken using 1D models which,
although being computationally efficient, are limited by the inability to simulate lateral flood-
plain flows, the subjectivity of cross-section location and orientation and the representation
of the floodplain as either extended cross-sections or storage cells based on the underlying
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topography. A number of authors have shown that a 2D representation of floodplain flow is
sufficient detail to represent gradually varying flow over complex topography (see review in
Hunter et al., 2007). Regardless of the process complexity, models need to be parameterised
and evaluated prior to any application within a decision support framework.
1.1.2 Parameterising flood models
Constructing a hydraulic flood model of any given reach requires a substantial amount of
boundary data to parameterise and constrain the computation in the form of i) topographic
data to define the model grid, ii) flow conditions, internal and external to the model domain,
and iii) definition of the flow resistance parameter values. Until the mid-1990s, elevation
data for the UK was derived from a combination of surveyed contour information, with some
interval and accurate to ± 1.25 m, and spot heights, with a relative accuracy of ± 5 mm but
poorer absolute accuracies (Marks and Bates, 2000). These data are combined to produce
digital elevation models of roughly 10 m horizontal resolution with an error of at least ±50
em, an error of significant magnitude to have complex effects on flow patterns (Bates and
Anderson, 1996). The advent and proliferation of Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR),
has reduced the errors of digital elevation data to 0.15 m vertically and 0.10 m horizontally at
sub-metre spatial resolution (Mason et al., 2007). In rural areas, a number of studies (Cobby
et al., 2003; Mason et al., 2003) have shown the utility of these topographic data to drive
unstructured mesh generation and friction parameterisation for hydraulic models. In urban
areas, LiDAR data has been used to drive flood models, at grid (Hunter et al., 2008) and
sub-grid scales (Yu and Lane, 2006b), and to derive building characteristics (Forlani et al.,
2006). The errors associated with LiDAR data and their effect on flood modelling have been
investigated (Neelz and Pender, 2006) and explored in detail (Raber et al., 2007), and such
data has significantly improved the representation of topographic variations in hydraulic
models.
Flow boundary conditions for hydraulic modelling of floods, whether 1D or 2D, are gener-
ally specified as flow hydrographs derived from gauging stations, both internal and external
to the modelled reach. These hydrometric data are routinely archived from nationally main-
tained gauging stations (e.g. UK National River Flow Archive) and are usually in the form
of a time series of water stages and/or discharge estimates. Despite the spatial coverage
and ease of data acquisition, it should be noted that there is a clear discrepancy between
the design specifications of flow gauging stations and the data requirements for hydraulic
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flood modelling. Most gauging stations in the UK were originally designed for low flow
monitoring for water resource management such that during floods, these stations operate
outside the designed measurement range. Moreover, most discharge records are derived from
stage-discharge rating curves relating measured water levels to a flow (Herschy, 1999) but
errors in rated discharge data can be up to ±20% for large out of bank flows (Pappenberger
et al., 2006). Uncertainties in measured rating curves, when subject to extrapolation to
larger events or into the future, may generate significant deviations in model results to re-
duce confidence in the model's predictive ability. Furthermore, the assumption that present
observations are indicative of future conditions is not guaranteed as natural systems are dy-
namic (Oreskes et ol., 1994). Uncertainties in gauged flows resulting from these assumptions
and problems initiate an uncertainty cascade (Pappenberger et ai., 2006) that propogates to
model predictions of water depths and consequently to estimates of flood damage.
Perhaps the most controversial and least determinable aspect of model parameterisa-
tion in hydrology is the definition of an appropriate flow resistance parameter formulation
and value. A number of formulations of flow resistance or 'roughness parameters' have
been derived empirically (e.g. Manning's n, Chezy, Darcy-Weisbach) and their relative ap-
plicability depends greatly on the field of interest. However, most engineering applications
of flooding adopt the Manning's n approximation to represent bed shear. Theoretically,
roughness can be defined for each computational cell based on empirically derived estimates
from field measurements (e.g. Chow, 1959). However, studies have reported difficulty in
resolving 'optimum' model performance from a single model realisation using field derived
friction values (Beven, 1989) implying the need for calibration strategies (Hunter, 2005).
Furthermore, Horritt et cl, (2007) have demonstrated the difficulty of reconciling model and
application specific 'optimum' friction values with published tables (Chow, 1959) or 1D mod-
elling approaches (Fisher and Dawson, 2003) after calibration and subsequent validation of
the hydraulic model. Calibrated roughness parameters in hydraulic models of varying com-
plexity actually account for differences in process representation (Horritt and Bates, 2001b,
2002) and may belie limitations in other model parameterisation data (Pappenberger et al.,
2006). Most hydraulic models limit the variation in roughness parameters to a few distinct
classes, generally split between a channel flow resistance and a floodplain flow resistance to
reduce the dimensionality of the problem. However, roughness values will vary in space and
time depending on conditions prior to the flood event and evolving conditions during the
flood event. Roughness parameterisation, therefore, will be model specific, site specific and
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event specific (Lane, 2005). As such, calibrated parameters should be recognised as being
'effective' values that may not have a physical interpretation outside of the model within
which they were calibrated (Beven, 2000b).
1.1.3 Evaluating models in a risk framework
The utility of flood modelling in any decision support system relies on the modeller's and
decision maker's confidence in thc validity of the model results. The former requires objective
evaluation of model output compared to observed features of the flood or benchmark results.
The latter requires clear and appropriate communication of model findings conveying the
relevant and necessary aspects of the modelled scenario. The following section concerns
the former, where methods for evaluating models and model results are discussed within
a framework of analysing risk from natural hazards. Model evaluation is conventionally
done within a calibration and validation process. In all but the simplest of cases, numerical
models contain variables or parameters relating to a physical property of the domain that
require adjusting for use in the modelled reach. In the case of flood models, channel and
floodplain friction coefficients are calibrated so that the model is best able to reproduce
available observational data. The data available to constrain the calibration and validation
process of any hydraulic model is generally some combination of bulk flow measurements,
wide-area synoptic maps (e.g. satellite imagery) and point measurements of maximum water
level.
Very often, modellers will use values from literature look-up tables of the chosen rough-
ness coefficient (i.e. values of Manning's n from Chow (1959)), as a substitute for detailed
model calibration. This approach is only applicable if the basis of the model is the same
as the assumptions of the original derivation of the roughness coefficient (Yu and Lane,
2006a). Until recently, modellers tended to maximise a convenient 'goodness-of-fit' (depen-
dent on available observational data) to obtain an optimised parameter set and proceed into
a predictive phase with this model configuration. This relies on the premise that one model
parameterisation will prove optimum in representing the modelled phenomenon, regardless
of how this phenomenon changes over time or space. This assumes that values of friction
parameters are independent, firstly, of objective function and calibration data and secondly,
of numerical code used and combination of modelled site and event. However, a number of
authors in many fields of hydrological science (Beven and Binley, 1992; Freer et al., 2004;
Pappenberger et al., 2005; Wagener et al., 2003; Werner et al., 2005b) have shown that
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rather, a range of behavioural (Spear and Hornberger, 1980) or acceptable model parame-
terisations, with 'effective' parameter values, exist, leading to a range of possible outcomes
during a predictive phase.
The previous section detailed the data necessary to construct models and in particular,
hydraulic flood models, noting specifically that there is significant uncertainty associated
with input data. Pappenberger et al. (2006) note that models sit at the bottom of an
uncertainty cascade where errors in input data propagate through the model system and
are inherent in the results. Therefore, even if all parameters are known accurately and
parameterised accordingly, uncertainties in input data will still lead to a range of possible
model parameterisations, and thus predictions, after calibration (Beven, 2000b).
The data available to constrain the calibration and validation process can be broadly
divided into spatially lumped and spatially distributed measurements. Bulk flow measure-
ments of catchment or reach discharge or water levels indicates spatially lumped catchment
response whereas wide-area synoptic maps (e.g. satellite imagery) or maximum inferred wa-
ter levels are indicative of spatially distributed data. Refsgaard (2000) noted that bulk flow
characteristics do not allow the potential of a model to make spatially distributed predic-
tions to be tested, a vital component for the analysis of risk. However, gauged bulk flows,
internal and external to the model domain, should still be a significant part of any calibra-
tion/validation strategy (e.g. Bates et al., 1998a; Fawcett et al., 1995).
Spatially distributed datasets of flood extents and water heights may be gathered from
remotely sensed imagery, either directly (flood extents) or after processing (intersecting a
DEM to retrieve water heights (Schumann et al., 2007a)). Airborne and satellite remote
sensing can deliver wide-area synoptic views of flooding that are generally processed into a
discrete, binary classification of wet/dry areas. The classification of these images can result
in error. The delineation of a flood boundary is subject to noise from both local ground con-
ditions (i.e, emergent vegetation) and sensor properties (i.e. incidence angle, spectral band).
Furthermore, there is large variation in the ground resolution of remotely sensed imagery
depending on the type and age of the sensor. Point measurements of local water depth
maxima can be inferred from wrack marks or discolouration of fixed structures (e.g. build-
ings and bridges) (see McMillan and Brasington (2007) and Neal et al. (2009a)). However,
Freer and Beven (2005) highlighted the mismatch between the nature of variables used to
run and evaluate a model and the nature of the observed variable. At the local point scale
(e.g, a surveyed water level measurement compared to the free surface elevation predicted
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at the effective model grid scale), this difference arises as a result of scale, heterogeneity and
non-linearity effects so that the predicted variable is not the same quantity as that measured
(Beven, 2006), which may not even be indicative of the natural phenomenon (Oreskes et al.,
1994). Oreskes et al. (1994) further note that observations and measurements of both in-
dependent and dependent variables are laden with inferences and assumptions attributed to
the environmental modeller. In practical terms, what is perceived as a maximum water level
mark may purely be the level at which water remained ponded during floodwave recession.
The important feature here, is that regardless of the data used in model validation, a range
of acceptable model parameterisations will always exist (Beven, 2006).
Based on current data collection and modelling approaches, a range of acceptable model
parameterisations and therefore, model predictions will always occur. However, as Beven
(2000a) noted, this range of possible model realisations should be considered as the risk of
a given event. As such, models should always be evaluated within a risk framework, given
current limitations in data and models. Modellers and decision makers should not view this
as a problem, but rather as a means of communicating the translation of a hazard to a risk.
1.2 A changing emphasis
Until recently, most hydraulic modelling applications, whether 1D or 2D, have been limited
to rural flood events. Rural areas have long been the focus of much hydrology-related
research mainly stemming from a geomorphological heritage and a reductionist approach
originating as a result of quantification in physical geography (Richards, 1996). As a result
of this reductionist approach, process interactions in compound meandering channels of rural
reaches are well understood (Knight and Shiono, 1996). Although rural reaches can be both
topographically and topologically complex, the spatial scales of this complexity mean that
their hydraulic behaviour is somewhat easier to define.
Surveying over large areas of the UK has delivered contour data to ±1.25 m accuracy
and spot heights with a relative error of ±5 mm provided topographic data sets for early
modelling studies (Bates and Anderson, 1993). Advances in laser altimetry in the 1990s
led to a dedicated data collection programme over the UK's coastal regions and large river
floodplains (Marks and Bates, 2000). This, in turn, proliferated studies of flooding on rural
river reaches (e.g. Cobby et al., 2003; Horritt and Bates, 2001a; Werner et al., 2005a). As a
result, processing algorithms for LiDAR data were originally designed for rural floodplains
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(Mason et al., 2003) and have been extended to other remotely sensed topographic data for
larger river basins (Wilson et al., 2007). As noted above, the calibration of friction parameters
represents the greatest area of uncertainty in flood modelling and so relationships between
land use and empirically derived friction factors has been extensively explored (Mason et al.,
2003; Werner et al., 2005b). Such relationships are only meaningful if the model and friction
bases are similar but as most friction formulations are based on rural river reaches, such
methods may at least provide satisfactory initial parameterisations. In addition, Bates (2004)
noted that data used to validate hydraulic models consists largely of bulk flow measurements
from gauging stations and remotely sensed imagery giving direct measurements of relevant
processes. However, these data were, until recently, only available on rural reaches.
The changing emphasis which has sparked the sudden interest in urban flood modelling
studies (as a simple count of papers on the topic since 2004 will show) is largely a result of the
consideration of risk rather than hazard modelling. The increased communication between
the engineering and insurance industries and academia, in response to the large flood events of
recent years, has further highlighted the need for research in this area. More specifically, the
important features of a flood (outlined in §1.1) become increasingly important in urban areas
where asset value is high and depth-damage curves are highly sensitive. Therefore, there is
clear need to develop appropriate techniques for urban environments that are characterised
by significantly different hydraulic processes. Urban flood events contribute most to overall
flood risk and thus there is a dear need for appropriate flood risk management strategies
able to cope with current and future flooding scenarios.
1.3 The challenge of urban applications
Mignot et al. (2006) note that urban areas are characterised by obstacles of varying shapes
and length scales and Yu and Lane (2006a) recognise the importance of these structural
features in terms of flow direction and storage volume on the floodplain. Many urban areas
are also characterised by linear features such as hedges and fences which may significantly
affect flood flow fields. Moreover, Mason et al. (2007) note that these structures are of high
spatial frequency and Mark et al. (2004) quantify this by arguing that any model of urban
flooding must be of high enough resolution (1-5 m) to resolve these features. Harnessing
the high resolution topographic data made available through LiDAR is required to describe
this topographic variation. The storage volume and flow paths in urban environments are
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also a product of complex topological artefacts that must be quantified. The MasterMap®
data product combines high resolution topological and land use data in a set of GIS vector
layers and its combination with LiDAR topography (Mason et al., 2007) has provided the
first attempt at fully representing urban environments in a digital form.
Braschi et at. (1991) argue that, from a hydraulic viewpoint, flooding in an urban envi-
ronment is a series of storage areas (road junctions) connected by channels (roads) carrying
flow. In fact, the channelised flow is driven by surface slopes and urban structures and may
be sub- or super-critical depending on local conditions. Depending on the source of flooding,
flow in these channels may also be of high velocity and shallow depths (Mark et al., 2004)
and subject to hydraulic jumps and shocks. Thus, it will be necessary to determine how im-
portant these super-critical, high velocity flows are for determining flood risk and ultimately,
flood damage. This in turn has an impact on the complexity of numerical scheme required
for urban flood models (see Hunter et al., 2008).
The storage of water on the floodplain is, however, not limited to road junctions and the
extent to which storage in buildings affects flood propagation is a challenge not previously
encountered in rural areas. Although this will have a significant impact on estimates of
damage, Hingray et al. (2000) argue that the velocity of the passing floodwave is so much
greater than the seepage velocity that this component can be ignored. Furthermore, any
estimates of seepage will be reliant on detailed knowledge of building infrastructure and
layout, further adding to the growing data costs of urban flood modelling.
Friction parameters are still the most important optimisation parameter in flood models.
As noted above, the relationship between rural areas and friction factors is well known
and has been explored in much detail although the values remain effective. However, little is
known about how these empirical relationships, or indeed the effective values, transfer across
to the urban setting. Indeed, the move to urban environments precludes the use of these
empirical relationships as rural river reaches were used as the basis for their derivation. The
need to investigate the impact of friction parameterisation, and how this changes with scale,
is, therefore, of paramount importance in urban flood models.
Nonetheless, event mapping in urban areas may actually be more successful than rural
areas as a wealth of calibration and validation data may exist:
- anecdotal evidence
- water marks on buildings
- trash lines and wrack marks
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_ aerial photography (news, police, etc.)
- satellite imagery
Until recently, however, these data have not been routinely collected and the lack of these




The preceding review has highlighted the need for detailed and rigorous flood risk assess-
ment in urban areas in response to large urban flood events (e.g. November 2000 in UK,
August 2002 in Europe) and increased planning for developments on floodplains (e.g. South
East Growth Areas (Prescott, 2005)). The CADAM report (Morris, 2000) highlighted the
need for detailed information on depths and durations of flooding, which will be even more
important in urban areas where depth-damage curves are highly sensitive to water depth
predictions. This requires a rigorous evaluation of current tools and techniques, balancing
computational burdens, numerical complexity of the modelling framework and investment
in bespoke data collection and model building. If these prove unsatisfactory at providing re-
liable and practical tools for the end-user, new methods are required to provide the required
hydraulic information in an appropriate format and to an appropriate level of detail.
1.4.2 Thesis focus
The broad aspiration of the thesis is, therefore, 'to improve the quality of hydraulic
information gathered from spatially distributed flood inundation models of urban
floods'. Specifically, it will seek to:
(i) elucidate the controlling features of urban environments on models of flood propagation
and as such, assess the utility of simple model codes for modelling dynamic urban floods.
(ii) identify limitations of current approaches to urban flood modelling and to attempt to
overcome these by developing new methods, specifically designed for urban applications.




(iv) identify simple to implement, practical approaches for engineers to apply flood models
to urban areas.
In order to identify specific objectives to address these research aims, it is necessary
to understand in detail how numerical flood models are constructed, the advantages and
disadvantages of the different methods and how these techniques may be applied to urban
flood scenarios. This will be the focus of the following chapter, in which 'state-of-the-art'
flood models will be discussed in relation to current practice in order to identify specific





Numerical modelling of fluvial flow
processes
2.1 Introduction
In Chapter 1, flood inundation modelling was shown to be an important practical problem
where spatially-distributed model predictions are required and used to inform major decisions
relating to flood hazard and risk mitigation. Increased demand for accurate predictions
of quantities relevant to the management of floodplains, such as discharge, water surface
elevation, inundation extent and flow velocity, has arisen out of a shift in emphasis from
rural to urban floodplain systems. The specific interest in urban floodplains is a result of the
need to consider the risk rather than the hazard and has been influenced by large flood events
(e.g. autumn 2000, Carlisle 2005, summer 2007) causing substantial damage. Clearly, from
an insurance and planning perspective, confidence in the modelling output is paramount as
the ramifications of mis-prediction in urban areas are significant.
Chapter 1 has thus outlined the broad problem of flooding in today's society and noted
the generic requirements created by the shift to consideration of urban flood events. In
addition, the specific challenges arising from this shift have been noted and the need for the
adaptation of existing tools or the development of new modelling techniques is apparent.
Chapter 2 aims to move from this general context to a detailed examination of current
approaches to ultimately define a research direction to address specific objectives. Firstly,
the numerical modelling tools created to resolve flow processes on urban floodplains will
be explored by considering the dimensionality of the problem. Secondly, the challenges
presented to flood modellers by a shift to urban environments are explored and thirdly, the
approaches within current urban flood modelling frameworks are examined. Finally, specific
research objectives will be identified and an outline of the thesis will be presented.
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2.2 Hydraulic modelling of floodplain inundation
2.2.1 Flow processes in compound channels
Flow processes in open compound channels have been extensively studied experimentally
(e.g. Carling et al., 2002; Ervine et al., 1993; Shiono and Knight, 1991) and numerically
(e.g. Lane et al., 1999, 2002). Complex flow interactions exist between the channel and
adjacent floodplain across a variety of spatial and temporal scales. During the passage of
floodwave down a river reach, water may gradually or rapidly extend and retreat over the
neighbouring floodplain (Hunter, 2005). As a result, floodplains may either act as temporary
storage or provide an additional mode of conveyance down the valley. At the reach scale,
the combination of channel-floodplain interactions and friction effects acts to decrease wave
speed, or celerity, and attenuates the flood peak as it is translated downstream. In natural
rivers, the relationship between celerity and discharge is such that wave speed reaches a
maximum at about two thirds of bankfull discharge (Qbl) and reduces to a minimum at
roughly 1.5 times bankfull discharge. The latter point is associated with the maximum
channel-floodplain interaction effect at which time the shallow floodplain depth is most
effective at attenuating flood peaks (see NERC (1975) for a more detailed discussion).
In the near-channel zone, a complex set of processes interact to create substantial mo-
mentum exchange between the in-channel and out-of-bank portions of the floodwave. The
dominant processes governing this momentum transfer are largely dependent on the shape
of the channel. If the channel is straight, flows in the faster flowing main channel and
slower moving floodplain are essentially aligned causing a shearing layer at their interface
(Shiono and Knight, 1991). The vertical vortices and secondary circulation that this shear
layer creates is the principal mode of momentum transfer as high-momentum fluid from the
main channel is convected onto the floodplain (Knight and Shiono, 1996). In the case of
meandering compound channels, the shear layers created at the interface are generally much
more intense which has a profound effect on channel conveyance (Hunter, 2005). Sellin et al.
(1993) observed the general flow patterns in compound meandering channels on the UK
Flood Channel Facility at HR Wallingford where water spills from the apex of the down-
stream meander and flows over the floodplain before interacting with the channel at the
following meander. In this case, water is expelled vigorously from the main channel onto
the floodplain and provides a route for rapid floodplain flow conveyance. It is worth noting,
however, that floodplain flows beyond the meander belt will not be subject to such modifica-
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tions (Hunter, 2005), or indeed influenced substantially by these energy losses and complex
flow channel-floodplain processes.
In the far field, a floodwave can be approximated as a gradually varied, shallow water
wave where vertical velocities can be assumed negligible compared to the horizontal velocities.
This is based on the premise that horizontal extent of typical floods is large (up to several
kilometres) compared to the depth (usually <10 m and typically "-'I m) (Hunter, 2005). In
terms of hydraulic modelling, these dynamic flow fields can therefore be assumed to be two-
dimensional and thus only varying in the x and y Cartesian directions. Bates and Horritt
(2005) note that whilst it is clear complex 3D processes dominate the near-channel zone,
their impact can often be assumed negligible in terms of the evolution of the out-of-bank
floodwave. Furthermore, the types of data routinely collected during or after flood events do
not resolve these three-dimensional flows, and thus there is little data with which to evaluate
models of this behaviour. In addition, these 3D processes do not sufficiently affect the system
to be necessary for adequate predictions of the information required from hydraulic models
(e.g. Morris, 2000).
Flow interactions with micro-topography (e.g. Bradford and Sanders, 2002), vegetation
(e.g. Cobby et al., 2003) and structures (e.g. Haider et al., 2003; Mignot et al., 2006) on
the floodplain may also be important, thereby complicating the modelling problem (Hunter,
2005). In particular, where these features actively influence the flood routing behaviour, in
addition to their effect on storage, explicitly representing these effects is necessary adding
further complexity to the modelling process. Furthermore, consideration of water exchange
with the surrounding environment may be important for particular model applications (e.g.
long river reaches, urban drainage systems). Integration of these additional features into the
modelling framework may add a significant computational burden and may also be difficult
to parameterise (Beven, 2002).
It is clear that one-, two- and three-dimensional processes exist during the extension and
retreat of a floodwave along a river channel and over the floodplain. However, these spatially
varied processes have considerably different magnitude effects on the overall description
of floodplain inundation. Although 3D processes clearly exist in the near-channel zone,
their effect on far-field inundation is negligible and, indeed a 3D model of reach scale flood
dynamics would be computationally prohibitive. As a result, most work to date on natural
and urban rivers has been concerned with ID and 2D descriptions of inundation processes
which are therefore discussed in the following section.
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2.2.2 One-dimensional approaches
One-dimensional models of fluvial flows have been extensively applied in academic (e.g. Hor-
ritt and Bates, 2002) and industrial (e.g. HR Wallingford, 2004) applications for investigating
flood behaviour at reach scales of tens to hundreds of kilometres. This class of hydraulic
model has been shown to provide consistent approximations of bulk flood routing properties
such as propagation and attenuation of the flood wave and backwater effects. As a result,
these methods can rapidly evaluate variations in water level and discharge in the downstream
direction (Hunter, 2005). The premise of 1D codes is the simplification of the full Navier-
Stokes equations for fluid flow to assume only longitudinal variation in hydraulic conditions.
Therefore, the continuity equation can be expressed as (Bates and Anderson, 2001):
(2.1)
where Q is the discharge (m3s-1) , A is the cross-sectional area (m2 ) , x is the distance be-
tween cross-sections (m) and t is the time. Similarly, the conservation of momentum can be
considered between two cross-sections Ax apart and yields a first order partial differential
which can be expressed in the conservative form as:
8Q 8(Q2fA) A(8h S)-
8t + 8x + 9 ax + f - 0 (2.2)
where h is the height of water (m), 9 is the gravitational acceleration (m2s-1) and Sf is the
non-dimensional friction slope. Although Equations 2.1 and 2.2 have few exact analytical
solutions, with appropriate boundary and initial condition specification these can be solved
numerically to yield estimates of Q and h in both space and time.
The one-dimensional simplification of the Navier Stokes equations yields predictions of
system state variables that are commensurate with point field measurements of river dis-
charge. As such, these models provide good predictions of wave routing for in-bank flows
where lateral and vertical velocity variations can be assumed negligible (Knight and Shiono,
1996). Consequently, these models form the basis of a number of standard hydraulic river
modelling codes such as HEC-RAS and ISIS. The UK Environment Agency routinely col-
lect channel bathymetric data at discrete cross-sections that are then directly incorporated
into the 1D modelling platforms. Delineation of flood extents from 1D models requires an
additional processing step as there is no information content between the prescribed cross-
sections. Therefore, results are often coupled with high resolution topographic data to yield
distributed flood depth information throughout the floodplain (Lane et al., 2003; Schumann
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et al., 2007b). However, there is considerable skill required in analysis of appropriate cross-
section data (Samuels, 1990) and where floodplain flows are complex and unknown a priori,
a two-dimensional approach is necessary to fully understand flood dynamics. In an attempt
to tackle this problem, storage cells or reservoirs can be incorporated to represent the dy-
namics of flow on the floodplain. However, these rely heavily on good topographic data and
detailed knowledge of the embankment spill sections. Furthermore, as cross-sections are gen-
erally spaced hundreds of meters apart, these storage cells calculate instantaneous floodwave
propagation speeds between adjoining units. Therefore, in order to more accurately resolve
floodplain dynamics, two-dimensional treatment of the flows on the floodplain is required.
2.2.3 Two-dimensional codes
During extreme flood events, flows overtop river banks and the entire floodplain becomes
inundated such that the dominant flow is in the downstream direction, and thus flows can
still be considered as one-dimensional (Cunge et al., 1980). However, ill less extreme flood
events, complex flow patterns emerge on the floodplain that necessitate a two-dimensional
numerical treatment. In this case, the depth-averaged Navier Stokes equations, otherwise
known as de St Venant equations, may be used to represent these flows. Neglecting wind
stress and applying Mannings's roughness formulation to represent the net effects of turbulent
diffusion, dispersion and surface roughness these may be expressed as:
oh 8(uh) 8(vh)
-+--+--=0ot 8x 8y (2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)
OU ou OU oh n,2uvu2 + 712
at + U ax + 11ay + 9 8x + h4/ 3 = 0
8v 8v 8v 8h n,2 vV u2 + v2 _ 0
at + Vax + Uay + gay + h4/3 -
These can then be solved using some appropriate numerical procedure (e.g. finite difference
(FD, Falconer and Owens, 1987), finite element (FE, Hervouet et al., 2000) or finite volume
(FV, Horritt, 2004)) to obtain predictions of the water depth, h, and the two components
of the depth-averaged velocity, U and 11, in the x and y Cartesian directions (Hunter, 2005).
As these equations assume no variation in vertical velocities, they are well suited to describe
flow processes where the horizontal extent far exceeds the vertical depth. Two-dimensional
models have the added advantage of being able to capture some aspects of the near channel
flow structures, in addition to representing moving boundary effects in the far field.
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2.2 Hydraulic modelling of floodplain inundation
Numerous formulations and simplification of these equations exist within the modelling
community, some of which will be discussed in detail with reference to urban applications
below (§2.4). However, broadly speaking, these can be divided into models that solve the
full 2D de St Venant equations (Bradford and Sanders, 2002; Hervouet and Van Haren,
1996; Horritt, 2004) and diffusion wave based approximations of these equations (Bates and
De Roo, 2000; Bradbrook et al., 2004; Zanobetti et al., 1970). The advent of LiDAR data
has proliferated a large number of studies using 2D models as the topographic component of
these models has become parameterised more completely. However, the broad scale adoption
of these methods for practical applications has been largely limited by the lack of contiguous
channel bathymetric data and the significant processing power required to run these models.
2.2.4 Coupled ID-2D methods
In response to physical shortcomings of 1D models and the significant computing require-
ments of 2D models, a suite of models have been developed that couple a ID representation
of channel flowswith a 2D floodplain description (Bates and De Roo, 2000; Bradbrook et al.,
2004). Coupled 1D-2D models were developed to reduce the high resolution required in 2D
models to resolve channel flows and as such a 1D-2D model can be a combination of full
1D and full 2D or any simplification thereof. The ID component of these models vary in
complexity and thus simplified forms of Equations 2.1 and 2.2 can be employed:
ah uau 1 au8f = 80 - - - - - - --




For example, TRENT (Villanueva and Wright, 2006) and TUFLOW (Syme, 1991) solve
the full dynamic equation whereas LISFLOOD-FP (Bates and De Roo, 2000) employs the
kinematic approximation. The kinematic approach ignores the latter terms such that the
momentum equation is reduced to the friction slope, 8 f, and is generally solved using empir-
ical formulas for steady flow (i.e. Manning's, Chezy's) which yields the following (assuming
Manning's equation):
n2p 4/3Q2
80 - AIO/3 = 0 (2.7)
where P is the wetted perimeter (m) and n is Manning's friction coefficient. This formulation
is implemented in the original LISFLOOD-FP code (Bates and De Roo, 2000) by assuming
that channels are wide and.shallow such that the wetted perimeter can be approximated by
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the channel width (Hunter, 2005). However, the kinematic assumption may not be appli-
cable where backwater effects dominate the flood signal (e.g. the Amazon floodplain) and
therefore, it is necessary to use higher-order schemes, such as the diffusion approach (e.g.
Bradbrook et al., 2004). This method also has the added advantage of being able to incor-
porate complex changes in slope direction in the longitudinal channel direction. Regardless
of approximation chosen, these equations are typically discretisod using implicit finite differ-
ences to avoid numerical instabilities and permit the use of time steps comparable with the
physical phenomena under consideration (Cunge et al., 1980).
The representation of floodplain flows in two dimensions in this class of model is often
approximated using a diffusion wave based model (Bradbrook et al., 2004) or a storage cell
approach using an analytical equation (e.g. Manning's equation) to represent the inter-cell
fluxes (Hunter et al., 2005b). These equations are generally implemented in a finite difference
formulation on structured grids such that the depth of water in a given cell is a function
of the change in volume in the cell defined as the fluxes into and out of cell during a given
time step. Use of the higher-order diffusive wave approximation was found not to provide
significant improvements to model results to justify the additional computational expense
for a rural application (Horritt and Bates, 200la). Therefore, fluxes in the x and 11 Cartesian
directions can be considered independently and can be resolved using Manning's equation
(Equation 2.8).
h}{~ (t::.h) 1/2Qx= -- -- t::.y
n t::.x
(2.8)
where hflow is the depth of water available for flow between two neighbouring cells, specifi-
cally the elevation difference between the highest water level and ground level of neighbouring
cells. Once more, regardless of numerical scheme chosen, these equations are generally solved
using explicit schemes whereby floodplain flows are calculated first followed by the updating
of water heights throughout the domain. However, such codes have well documented stabil-
ity constraints (e.g. Cunge et al., 1980; Hunter, 2005) that require flow limiter formulations
to prevent numerical oscillations (Bates and De Roo, 2000). However, this has the added im-
pact of calculating unrealistic wave propagation characteristics and displaying insensitivity
to floodplain friction pararncterisation (Hunter et al., 2005b).
The interaction between the 1D and 2D solvers in these hybrid codes is effected by
allowing fluxes from both domains to be included as either: (i) the source term; or (ii) as
part of the volume updating procedure, respectively. In this manner, there is no exchange of
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momentum between the channel and floodplain although a number of authors (Bradbrook
et al., 2004; Horritt and Bates, 2002; Yu and Lane, 2006a) have found this effect to be
negligible in terms of far field inundation extents and depths.
. T~ble 2.1 presents a summary of the available techniques and models classified in terms of












No physical laws included
in simulations
Solution of the one-
dimensional de St Venant
equations
1D plus a flood storage
cell approach to the sim-
ulation of floodpain flow
2D model without the
conservation of momen-
tum for floodplain flow
Solution of the full two-
dimensional shallow water
wave equations
2D model with a solution
for vertical velocities us-
ing the continuity equa-
tion only
















Broad scale assessment of
flood extents and flood
depths
Design scale modeling which
can be of the order of lOs to
100s km depending on catch-
ment size
Design scale modeling which
can be of the order of lOs to
100s km depending on catch-
ment size with the potential
for broad scale application if
used with sparse cross-section
data
Broad scale modelling or ur-
ban inundation depending on
cell dimensions
Design scale modelling of the
order of lOs km and may
have the potential for use in
broad scale modelling if ap-
plied with very coarse grids
Predominantly coastal mod-
elling applications where 3D
velocity profiles are impor-
tant and has been applied
to reach scale river modelling
problems in research projects
Local predictions of three-
dimensional velocity fields in
main channels and flood-
plains
Table 2.1: Summary of available methods for floodplain inundation modelling grouped by model complexity
and dimensionality adapted from Pender (2006)
2.3 Challenges of urban complexity in hydraulic modelling
Flow processes in compound channels are, clearly, well understood and the equations, and
their simplifications, governing these processes have been successfully incorporated into nu-
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merical models. However, urban environments have significant effects on the nature of these
flow·processes in open channels and on floodplains. In particular, urbanisation distinctly
changes the dynamics of flood flow processes. Furthermore, urban areas are characterised
by distinct topographic and topological features that affect flooding processes and patterns.
The effects of urbanisation on catchment hydrology and small-scale flood hydraulics are thus
discussed in more detail to determine the appropriate numerical scheme to resolve floods in
urban environments.
2.3.1 Effects of urbanisation on flood processes
Urban development typically involves the removal of trees, the replacement of soils and
vegetation with impervious surfaces and the replacement of the natural drainage system with
a network of storm sewers (Nelson et al., 2009). The increase in impervious surfaces acts
to reduce: (i) interception of rainfall by the canopy; and (ii) infiltration into the subsurface
both of which increase the fraction of rainfall that becomes runoff. Overland flow velocities
are substantially faster on smooth surfaces (e.g. concrete, asphalt) and runoff enters the
channel system more quickly, whereupon the high velocities are maintained in a dense and
efficient network of sewers (Richards, 1982) or urban rivers. Leopold (1973) and Smith
et al. (2002) recognise the decreased lag time and increased hydrograph peak and total
runoff volume for a given rainfall depth created by these effects. Carter (1961) considers the
changes in runoff volume and lag time as independent and subsequently calculates a growth
factor analogous to 2.5 times greater runoff volume for a completely urban area (i.e. 100%
impermeable). Work by Epsey et al. (1969) and Brater and Sherril (1975) suggests an inverse
1:1 relationship between increasing runoff volume and lag time for regional analysis of unit
hydrographs in the United States. In terms of flood frequency, a number of authors have
shown a diminishing effect of urbanisation on flood peaks with increasing flood return periods
(Hollis, 1975; Martens, 1968). Nonetheless, the complex relationship between percentage
urbanised, percentage sewered, and drainage basin area and slope ultimately determine the
changes to runoff properties during urbanisation.
A number of authors have observed channel enlargement and incision in response to
urbanisation and the associated changes in the flow and sediment regimes of the catchment.
Specifically, Leopold (1973) found the number of floods exceeding channel capacity increased
significantly with increased urbanisation as a result of decreased channel cross-sectional area.
An increase in sediment yield during urban development is also enhanced during the smaller,
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more frequent flood events. As the flood regime becomes more flashy, channel enlargement
may, therefore, tend towards bed incision rather than lateral bank erosion. However, channel
enlargement varies significantly with channel, basin and flood frequency characteristics where
enlargement is increased in regimes that adapt to more frequent, low return period events.
Nelson et al. (2009) found that although there were significant increases in flood peaks due
to urbanisation for the Dead Run catchment in Baltimore, the channel planform remained
remarkably stable. It is clear that understanding changes to channel and floodplain dynamics
in response to urbanisation is vital to appreciating flood causing mechanisms throughout an
urbanising catchment. This impacts on any assessment of future flood risk as any modelling
framework must be robust enough to incorporate the effect of such changes on both flood
hazard and flood risk.
2.3.2 Urban topology and topography
Mason et al. (2007) note that high spatial frequencies of elevation change are characteristic of
urban topography. From a hydraulic viewpoint, these have a significant effect on floodwave
propagation and storage (Mignot et al., 2006; Yu and Lane, 2006a) and from a modelling
standpoint, the varying shapes and length scales should determine the grid resolution of any
model (Mark et al., 2004). In fact, the surface drainage network may be approximated as a
series of channels (i.e. roads) connected at storage areas (i.e, road junctions, squares) and thus
modelled as such (Braschi et al., 1989). However, this assumes that the flow paths are known
a priori and that open areas act purely as storage rather than as a mode of conveyance.
Furthermore, urban floods are often flashy and as such are high velocity, shallow flows
that can be subject to hydraulic jumps, shocks and reflections (Hunter et al., 2008) which
will dramatically influence the complexity of the numerical scheme required. Mark et al.
(2004) note that the combination of high frequency topographic features and the complex
topology in urban areas necessitates at least a 2D treatment of flows at high resolution. This
high resolution requirement exposes a dichotomy in urban flood risk assessment whereby
computationally efficient city-wide predictions are required with local scale detail for damage
and risk evaluation. Therefore, any numerical modelling scheme must be able to reproduce
fine scale detail over large areas efficiently for the end-user and decision maker.
In the rural case, flow paths are determined purely by the topographic features of the
floodplain. However, in the urban case, flood flows are determined by the alignment of
storm sewers, culverts and the road network. The incorporation of an artificial drainage
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system in the form of sewers means that urban flooding may occur as a result of sewer
surcharge and/or river overbank flows. A number of authors (Mark et al., 2004; Schmitt
et al., 2004) have noted the importance of the complex relationship between surface and
subsurface drainage systems for conveying water through the urban network. Parameterising
subsurface flows requires detailed knowledge of the sewer network, flow conditions prior to
the event and individual connections between the surface and the subsurface. In addition,
the grid resolution of any numerical models must be such that manholes and drains can
be incorporated directly into the description of local topography « 1 m). An increase in
parameter dimensionality coupled with the high resolution requirements of any such scheme
make the problem computationally unattractive and the magnitude of local information
required limits this approach to small-scale studies (e.g. Schmitt et al. (2004); Xiao et at.
(2009)). However, in certain applications the contributing influence of the sewer system to
flooding may not be ignored as this source can lead to significant overland flow and damage.
Specifically, a large proportion of the insured losses from the summer 2007 floods in the
UK were a direct result of sewer surcharge. Nonetheless, the proportion of flows from these
systems may be negligible compared to overall flood volume (e.g. in the Carlisle 2005 event)
and will be modelled implicitly in any 2D model of surface flow once water has surcharged
to the surface (although the magnitude of this surcharge is difficult to quantify). Therefore,
when addressing the issue of urban flooding, it is necessary to determine the origin of the
dominant floodwaters in order to determine suitable hydraulic modelling frameworks with
which to assess current and future flood risk.
2.4 Approaches to urban flood modelling
The review of flood modelling methods has highlighted the significant development of tech-
niques designed for the simulation of flooding over reach-scale rural areas ("'"10-60 km).
However, the shift to encompass risk and hazard modelling has brought urban environments
to the fore and the intricacies thereof necessitate different approaches to flood inundation
modelling. A number of authors have adapted current modelling tools while others have de-
veloped entirely new techniques to address this problem. The section that follows details the
mounting body of work concerning calibration and validation of urban flood models, bench-
marking models of varying complexity, compensating for urban topographic effects through
friction parameterisation and the development of sub-grid scale methods for representing the
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complex topography of urban environments.
2.4.1 Applied calibration and validation
Spatially distributed calibration and validation data, in the form of inundation extent im-
agery or water level records, has been found to offer considerable potential for constraining
uncertainties in calibration parameters for flood inundation models (Aronica et al., 2002;
Hunter et al., 2005a). To date, most work in this area has been limited to rural areas, al-
though recent work has attempted to apply this form of model evaluation to urban areas
(McMillan and Brasington, 2007; Neal et al., 2009a; Yu and Lane, 2006a). Synchronising in-
undation extent imagery, often derived from satellite imagery, with the flood peak is essential
in urban areas as these tend only to inundate during very high flows or due to some unex-
pected failure in the drainage network (Neal et al., 2009a). Yu and Lane (2006a) calibrate
the diffusion-based ID-2D model JFLOW using aerial photography on the falling limb of the
hydrograph for a flood event in November 2005 on the River Ouse in Yorkshire, UK. The
authors explore the grid resolution sensitivity of inundation extent predictions and results
from this work suggest that uniform values of Manning's n cannot be used to resolve the
correct temporal variations in floodwave propagation for coarse resolution models. These
results question both the reliability of n as a calibration parameter particularly without
some form of spatial distribution and the validity of a field-estimated friction value for use
in 2D diffusion wave type models for urban applications. However, Horritt (2000a) notes
that due to computational cost, friction parameterisation is generally limited to calibration
of a uniform friction factor or at best a crude representation of the spatially heterogeneous
friction surface. Satellite inundation extent imagery may be further complicated in urban
areas as these have generally been derived from Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images
which are difficult to process in these areas due to a large amount of backscatter and indeed,
the resolution may be less than the gaps between buildings (Neal et al., 2009a).
Field measurement of water levels, whether in the channel or on the floodplain, have been
shown to provide considerable information regarding the spatial variation in flood response in
rural applications (e.g. Tayefi et al., 2007; Werner et al., 2005a) and more recently for urban
applications (e.g. McMillan and Brasington, 2007; Mignot et al., 2006; Neal et ai., 2009a).
The quality of such data is rather variable and thus different model evaluation strategies
are required. Butler et al. (2009) acquired a binary measure relating to flooded/not flooded
properties from a survey following a flood in Hull, UK in June 2007. Results from this
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analysis suggest a diffusion-wave based model (FLOWROUTE™) can adequately describe
pluvial flood propagation and does not portray a bias towards under- or over-prediction.
McMillan and Brasington (2007) describe a more complete data set whereby a survey of
riparian residents yielded maximum water depth information at discrete building locations
in the floodplain for a flood on the River Granta in Cambridgeshire, UK. In this study, a
different diffusion-based flood model employing a flow limiter was shown to largely under-
predict flood depths. Calibration of channel friction parameters yielded different optimum
parameter sets depending on the observational data used, a finding similar to previous studies
in rural areas for a diffusion-wave based model with a flow limiter (Horritt and Bates, 2001a).
A further level of detail is obtained by carrying out a detailed post-event survey of water
marks and wrack lines (Mignot et al., 2006; Neal et al., 2009a). The latter report a data
set of 263 point measurements of maximum water surface and extent elevations collected
following a l-in-150 year flood event in Carlisle, UK in January 2005. In this study, a 25
m grid resolution LISFLOOD-FP storage cell model is calibrated to a root mean squared
error (RMSE) of 0.32 m between measured and simulated maximum water levels. Mignot
et al. (2006) calibrate Manning's n for a flood in Nimes, France in I9flfl by minimising the
difference between modelled and observed maximum water level over the whole domain.
This calibration procedure resulted in a peak water elevation ----0.13 m lower than measured
flood marks with a standard deviation of ----0.53 m. This was an acceptable technique as in
this case, the friction coefficient alters the mean maximum water level without affecting the
main features of the flow or local water surfaces. It is clear from both these applications
that model calibration of friction parameters was a useful method for parameterising the
frictional resistance of buildings. Furthermore, Mignot et al. (2006) provide the first known
independent validation of an urban flood model by assessing the performance of the calibrated
model on a less extreme event from September 2002. In this case, the model appeared to
show a lower standard deviation (----0.20 m) but significant over-prediction of the mean peak
water depth (---- +0.3 m). As urban floods become more prevalent (Lane, 2008), the need for
detailed data sets for model evaluation of urban flooding scenarios will become increasingly
necessary.
2.4.2 Model benchmarking procedures
As urban flood risk assessment is in its infancy, only a few studies have benchmarked mod-
els of varying complexity for modelling inundation processes in urban areas (HR Walling-
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ford, 2004; Hunter et al., 2008). In the former, the ISIS, LISFLOOD-FP, TUFLOW and
TELEMAC-2D models were evaluated comparatively for flood inundation in the Greenwich
embayment of the River Thames, UK by defence overtopping/failure scenarios. The models
were evaluated by comparing (i) the depth time series at seven discrete locations within the
embayment to allow comparison of wave propagation speed and flow depth, (ii) discharge
time series at point(s) of defence failure to determine both the volume of water entering
the domain and the ability to model breach flows, and (iii) flood extent maps. Predictions
from ISIS (a ID model), TUFLOW (a full-2D depth averaged finite difference code) and
TELEMAC-2D (a full-2D depth averaged finite element model) were considered satisfactory
for in each case. However, LISFLOOD-FP (a quasi-2D model solving Manning's equation for
floodplain flows), was shown to markedly underpredict the both spatially distributed (i.e. in-
undation extent, flood depths) and bulk (i.e. wave volume, travel time) flood characteristics.
Specifically, these shortcomings may be summarised as: (i) systemic underprediction of flood
extents and water depths; (ii) wave propagation speeds highly dependent on grid resolution
(~x) and time step (~t)j and (iii) the appearance of numerical instabilities and oscillations
in cells of deep water. It should be noted, however, that the version of LISFLOOD-FP
employed in this study employed a flow limiter to dampen oscillations in areas of sharp free
surface slopes (i.e. around the breach) which caused the unrealistic propagations observed in
this study. Despite previous findings (e.g. Horritt and Bates (2001a)), calibration of Man-
ning's n was not undertaken to resolve differences between the different models. However,
unreported investigations by the authors conceded that the model was capable of accurately
reproducing either the bulk wave dynamics or inundation extent if specifically calibrated to
do so (Hunter, 2005).
As a result of this and other studies, Hunter et al. (2005b) developed an unconditionally
stable version of LISFLOOD-FP that adapts the time step based on a CFL condition for
advective flows. This model was shown to overcome the observed numerical oscillations
in areas of deep water and produce realistic sensitivity to floodplain friction variations.
Following these developments, Hunter et al. (2008) benchmarked a number of models of
varying complexity for a pluvial-induced flood event in July 2002 in Greenfield, Glasgow.
This work found that floods in urban areas are characterised by numerous transitions to
supercritical flows and numerical shocks and reflections, the effect of which are localised and
do not appear to affect overall wave propagation (Hunter et al., 2008). Furthermore, the
diffusion based models (LISFLOOD-FP and JFLOW) were shown to under-predict maximum
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flood extents and as such, at this site, the inclusion of inertial effects appear to be important
to understand inundation extent. However, this is likely to be a result of the steep slopes and
alignment of roads in the dominant flow direction. What is clear, however, is that correct
prediction of local water elevations within urban areas is broadly achievable with a wide
range of numerical schemes and that uncertainties in both friction parameterisation and flow
condition specifications are likely to dominate results in practical applications.
2.4.3 Physical roughness value parameterisation
The most common approaches to representing frictional resistance on rigid structures are:
(1) to calibrate the friction parameter in the computational model to observed flow or water
level data (see §2.4.1); or (2) to assign friction values based on scale models of the given
region. The latter is a labour intensive and costly exercise but has been attempted by a
few authors (e.g. Haider et al., 2003; Soares-Frazao and Zech, 2008; Zanichelli et al., 2004).
Haider et al. (2003) compare a 2D explicit finite volume model (Rubar 20) with a 1:100
scale model of the Toce River Valley. There were slight differences between the setup of the
scale and computational model as individual buildings from the scale model were grouped
into units of 10 for the numerical simulation. The Manning's n value was set as 0.0162 as
recommended by the Italian Agency for Electricity and Dams (ENEL) although no physical
basis was provided for this value. Generally, the inclusion of structures in the model lead to
higher water levels at the observation points which was largely due to the reduction of flow
area and subsequent constriction of flow. Moreover, no physical basis was provided for the
Manning's n value used although an increased Manning's n value was tested to investigate its
success at replicating the effect of buildings but this was found to be inappropriate. Similarly,
Soares-Frazao and Zech (2008) compares a full 2D, depth averages model to a scale model
of a dam break scenario through an idealised urban area and set the Manning's n value to
0.01 based on steady-flow experiments. However, the blocks used to represent the buildings
were wooden and thus will have different fiction characteristics to concrete or brick houses.
Zanichelli et al. (2004) construct a 1:100 scale model of the Po River Delta in Italy to
examine the sensitivity of numerical models to friction parameterisation. The authors note
that empirical values of roughness (e.g. Chow, 1959) were generally developed for ID mod-
els to account for surface roughness, water depth, vegetation effects and channel sinuosity.
However, in full 2D, depth averaged models, these factors are represented differently and
thus will lead to changes in the empirical model required to represent friction effects. This
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change is probably more relevant to the main channel than in the floodplain where velocities
are moderate and roughness values depends largely on vegetation height, distribution and
type. In urban areas, friction is largely a result of building height and distribution, and
road surfaces so this premise may still hold. As a result, the authors develop a relationship
between Manning's n and the physical scale model whereby n scales like A1/ 6 where A is the
scale of the physical model.
In addition to scale models, methods for determining a friction value based on vegetation
features have been investigated for rural environments (e.g. Fathi-Maghadam and Kouwen,
1997; Mason et al., 2003) although few studies have considered urban applications. Hervouet
et ol. (2000) devise an extension of the de St. Venant Equations in order to simulate the
dynamic effects of obstacles through incorporation of an appropriate friction factor based
on the drag force exerted by cylindrical obstacles. This is incorporated into the momentum
equation as a stress term such that the effect of cylindrical structures is:
(2.9)
where n is the number of structures in area, A, with diameter D and drag coefficient, CD.
Translation of this formula into a standard expression for friction such as the Chesy Law
or the Manning-Strickler Law would give a value dependent on water height which would
be computationally demanding to update friction values at every time step. Consequently,
Hervouet et ol. (2000) add the force equation (2.9) directly into the momentum equation.
Therefore, this requires a priori knowledge of the detailed structure density. diameter and
drag coefficient, which is generally unavailable and of questionable quality. and thus limits
the generality of the model. This also assumes that the structures are cylindrical which may
be appropriate in a rural setting (i.e. trees) but may not be applicable in an urban setting
where most structures are rectangular and anisotropy may playa significant role. The local
resistance due to obstacles in this formulation can be changed into a friction resistance in
terms·of the drag coefficient, and structure density and diameter. Nonetheless. Hervouet
et al. (2000) test TELEMAC-2D using the friction formulation and note the lack of ability
to reproduce the constriction effect exerted by these features. Empirical relationships do
exist for cuboid and rectangular shapes in immersed flows that relate planform area to a
drag coefficient, CD (Munson et al., 2005). However, there have not been any studies to date
that have assessed these relationships for emergent bodies and as such. these have not been
incorporated into numerical models for water flow around these features.
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Tarrant et at. (2005) use MasterMap® land coverage to determine spatially distributed
Manning's n values for the Greenwich Embayment on the River Thames. The sensitivity
of TUFLOW, a full 2D hydraulic model, to friction values is investigated by increasing the
originally high value of building roughess from a Manning's n of 0.5 to 1.0. However, the
final flood extent appears relatively insensitive to changes in friction. The same authors
further note that due to the lack of sensitivity of flood models to friction values in urban
areas, it is likely that flood evolution and extent is more dependent on the volume of water
entering the floodplain and the small-scale topographic variability than on surface roughness.
However, the insensitivity may well be a function of the high roughness values used in the
original simulation and thus is not representative of the sensitivity of flood models to friction
parameterisation in urban areas.
Lane (2005) notes that the roughness and frictional resistance of the surface over which
a fluid flows is one of the fundamental parameters of geomorphological and hydrological
research and yet is generally implemented as a calibration parameter in most numerical
modelling exercises. Furthermore, Yu and Lane (2006a) note that friction should be set in
relation to the complexity of the model used for any given application. Indeed, empirical
friction values should only be applied in numerical models if the basis for derivation of the
empirical value is the same as the basis for the equations in the numerical model. For exam-
ple, empirical values of Manning's n should strictly only be used in situations comparable
to those for which they were originally devised (i.e. steady flow in natural rivers). Beven
(2002) further suggests that friction values will be highly scale dependent suggesting values
devised from physical scale models will bear little relation to values yielding optimal model
performance. In addition, there are likely to be multiple parameter sets that will yield similar
model performance given uncertainties throughout the modelling framework (Beven, 2006).
As such, friction values should be considered a scale dependent calibration parameter that
is a component of topography to be parameterised, rather than a component that has any
physical meaning itself (Lane, 2005).
2.4.4 Porosity and sub-grid scale techniques
Recent advances in processing speed and data collection have clearly facilitated a number of
studies into the representation of urban areas within hydraulic models although the increase
in computer power, and the adaptation of numerical models, has not been such that these
models can explicitly represent urban structure over large areas. Consequently, a suite of
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sub-grid scale algorithms have been developed to incorporate the effect of fine scale urban
media on coarse scale flood routing models with varying success and complexity. Molinaro
et al. (1994) note that it is possible to approach the flooding of urban areas in two distinct
manners. The first approach is to implement a channel network type model and the second
approach is to retain a two-dimensional representation and realise that water only flows
through part of the urban domain as a result of urban structures. ThC' first type' of model is
employed by Braschi et al. (1989) as an initial attempt at modelling flood wave propagation
and inundation extent for urban areas by implementing the concept of storage capacity of
an urban media. The model domain is discretised into a set of discrete nodal points, acting
as reservoirs, at squares or road crossings connected by a series of channels in which the flow
direction and nature (sub- and/or super-critical) may change rapidly and vary throughout
the channel. The model calculates the water stored at a given node as the sum of the
inflow to the node, outflow from the node and any external inputs (e.g. rainfall). The
storage of water is concentrated at discrete nodes in the domain determined by squares,
gardens or road intersections. The porosity of a given node in the computational domain
is determined by the ratio of the unobstructed area to the total plan area and is defined as
time invariant. Therefoe, the reduction in node storage volume as a result of urban media
is represented. However, Braschi et al. (1991) make the observation that the storage area
will increase with increasing water level and so one could implement a time varying porosity
value. The time-invariant approach was tested on the 1966 flooding in Florence and validated
against flood extent derived from photographs and flood depth maxima observed on urban
structures. However, this study still included the calibration of both the friction and porosity
parameters to determine a best-fit to the observed data. The actual value of urban porosity
for this study was found to be insignificant for determining an optimum model calibration
and not physically based (Braschi et al., 1991).
Molinaro et al. (1994) implement a similar porosity concept in a finite volume two dimen-
sional flood inundation model (FLOOD2D) such that for a particular grid cell, the total area
that can be flooded is reduced by the area obstructed by buildings (Figure 2.1). The model
solves a simplified form of de St. Venant Equations where the convective inertial terms are
neglected which is suitable for flood modelling of gradually varied flow as spatial variations
in kinetic energy are generally negligible. An important characteristic of FLOOD2D is that
the computational grid adapts to the propagation of the flood (i.e. during Hood expansion, a
set of grid cells is automatically added to the domain after each time step) (Molinaro et al.,
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1994). In order to implement the concept of urban porosity within FLOOD2D, the authors
define an effective area, Ae , that can store water for a given grid cell.
(2.10)
where nl is the ratio between the 'free length' and the total length of each cell side and 6.x
and 6.y are the cell side lengths. Subsequently, it is possible to define a ratio, nA, between
the effective area and the total area as a function of nl:
(2.11)
Molinaro et al. (1DD4) define the two new parameters, nI and nA, as the linear porosity
and the aerial porosity, respectively, of a given built up area. onsequently, the continuity
equation is modified to include the effective area of a cell and 'free length' of each cell side
and can be expressed as follows:
where
(2 ) 6.h + nl,i+lqx,i+l - nl,iqx,i + nl,j+lqy,j+l - nl ,jqy,j - 0nl - n l - -
6.t 6.xi 6.Yi
nl,i = min (nl,i; nl ,i+1) n'/,j = min (nl,j; nl,j+l)
(2.12)
(2.13)
The same authors note that this makes the assumption that the water storage in buildings
is relatively insignificant. This is justified as the temporal variations in this storage will
be small with respect to the temporal variations in water exchange between cells. Notably
this formulation of porosity takes into account the. caling of the cell volume accessible to
floodwaters as well as recognising that the porosity at cell boundaries is the controlling factor
6x
Figure 2.1: Schematic of a computational grid cell with sub-grid scale blockages where buildings are drawn
in black . From Molinaro et al. (1994).
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for the fluxes between cells. However, this method does not incorporate any topographic
information of the sub-grid scale units used to determine the areal and linear porosity of a
given cell.
Moramarco et al. (2005) attempt to use FLOOD2D to simulate flooding of the Upper
Tiber basin in Italy with and without the incorporation of a porosity value. A 10 m resolution
grid was derived from a detailed cartographic map and individual topographic surveys and
two Manning's roughness coefficients were determined for the channel and the floodplain
separately. However, using the inflow conditions computed by the hydrologic model, results
from FLOOD2D showed that the water level did not exceed the capacity of the river channel
and thus, would never have caused the observed flood extent. Consequently, having inspected
the local topography and urban layout, it is clear that the flooding was likely caused by
a progressive blocking of a significantly placed bridge. Therefore, Moramarco et al. (2005)
assume a progressive obstruction of P. Nuovo Bridge up to 50% and apply the urban porosity
approximation. No detail is given as to the spatial distribution or time evolution of the
porosity values but the model does appear to be in good agreement with the observed water
depths around the bridge and in the main town square.
Guinot and Soares-Frazao (2006) developed a storage porosity formulation based on the
unobstructed to total area ratio for the flux and source terms of a full-2D depth averaged
model using a modified Riemann solver for unstructured grids. The model was shown to
perform well in analytical test cases with uniform porosity distributions. Soares-Frazao
et al. (2008) extend this model to incorporate a conveyance porosity as the fraction of cross-
sectional area available for flow (similar to the linear porosity of Molinaro et al. (1994)).
The authors apply this model to a large scale experiment aimed at simulating a dam break
on the Toce River Valley in Italy. In this case, the porosity values are assumed uniform
throughout the urban area and represent the planform fraction of the urban area available
for water storage and flow. In contrast, Sanders et al. (2008) develop similar storage (¢) and
conveyance (1/)) porosities for a full-2D finite volume model (BreZo (Bradford and Sanders,
2002)) but calculate both for each cell and edge, respectively. This new formulation provides
good results in comparison to a fine resolution model and laboratory experiments.
The porosity treatment methods outlined above generally incorporate a scaling factor
based on the area encompassed by urban structures. However, this only accounts for large
scale features that obstruct flow throughout all feasible flow depths. The ground height
variation in an urban area can be substantial however and it is necessary to consider that
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the small scale vertical variations in topography may largely affect the overall flow direction
and water storage. Therefore, the need to incorporate sub-grid scale topography is apparent.
Defina et al. (1994) note that the ground surface is often represented as a piecewise constant
or a piecewise linearly varying surface which neglects surface unevenness within a compu-
tational cell in the domain. However, when dealing with small water depths, the surface
irregularities and height variations playa large role in defining the extent of a flood event.
Consequently, an adaptation of the shallow water equations are developed to incorporate this
surface unevenness. A new parameter, TJ, is introduced to represent the wetted percentage of
a cell as a function of the water depth, h. Therefore, the new continuity equation is written
as:
8h 8hu 8hv
r/8t + 8x + 8y = 'W
where 7J is the wetted percentage of a cell, h is the water depth, u and v are directional
velocity components and 'W is a sink/source term. The parameter TJ is defined by examining
the relationship between the mean water depth and the top bed elevation above the mean
for a number of real topographical profiles and can be summarised as follows:
{
( lC)2-0 1-~e Yl i m if Y, < }Ill'TJ = a ~m
1 if Ya > }'lim
(2.15)
where Ya is the difference between water depth and mean bottom elevation, Ylim is the
difference between highest ground elevation and mean bottom elevation and (l' is 0.7. Bates
and Hervouet (1999) adapted these curves by parameterising the relationship between TJ and
Ya for each computational element using LiDAR data of a tidal mud flat in the UK. However,
it is unlikely that the topographical profile in an urban area will fit this standard form and
a new relationship may have to be determined for each urban area under investigation.
Hervouet et al. (2000) modify the technique of Defina et al. (1994) to enable temporal
variations in local porosity, TJ, in the continuity equation to represent constriction effects and
the volume occupied by obstacles.
8(TJh) + 8(TJhu) + a(TJhv) = 0
8t ax 8y (2.16)
Incorporating this same concept into the momentum equation is a necessary step as the poros-
ity is a limiting factor in the available flow area. However, using the non conservative mo-
mentum equation and simplifying the diffusion term, the momentum equation is unchanged
by the inclusion of a porosity concept. Using this concept in tandem with TELEMAC-2D for
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dam break flood wave cases ncar urban areas, Hervouet et at. (2000) found that th adapta-
tion simulated the constrict ion effect of obst acles successfully but failed to incorporat th
head-losses caused by obstacles or the friction los es on vertical tructur .
Yu and Lane (200Gb) derive a theoretical sub-grid scale topographic treatment in or-
der to enable a simple raster based inundation model to ad quately r pr nt mall sca le
features and yet still provide the speed of simulation associated with thi cl of model.
To adequately present thi s approach numerically, it is necessary to discu th c II torage
volume and cell flux effects separate ly. In te rms of the sub-grid scale repre entation of the
storage effects, it is necessary to consider a grid cell divided into ub-grid c II as in Figure
2.2. Standard approximations of topography in coarse grid model assume b d el vation of
the c II to be the average of the sub-grid scale cell elevation and storag volum i calcu-
lated with reference to this datum. Consequently, thi is likely to under-estimat th true
volume of storage for min(Ei,j ) < H < max (Ei ,j ) and thi will lead to over-estimation of
wat er levels and may contribute to the relatively fast d iffu ion of water over the floodpla in
in thi s class of model (Yu and Lane, 2006b) . Therefore, Yu and Lane (200Gb) develop a
DEM pre-processing step to accurately represent the actual storage of water in any given
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Figur 2.2: Schematic view of hypothetical sub-grid topography. a) shows the model with its sub-grid cells:
1, 2, e:3 and e4 are sub-grid cell bed elevations; w is the resolution of the model grid . b) show the four
elevations unwrapped onto a 10 plain; H is the sub-grid water surface elevation: E is th bed elevation of
the model cell which is equal to the average of its sub-grid cell elevations. From Yu and Lane (2006b) .
(2.17)
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where Vij is the water volume, Hij is the water surface elevation, ek is the bed of elevation of
the sub-grid cell k, w is the width of the grid cell containing Nij sub-grid cells and Ni~ is the
number of wet sub-grid cells. This formulation reduces the water volume and water surface
elevation errors associated with the rate of wetting and drying process both within individual
cells and across the floodplain as a whole (i.e. rapid diffusion across the floodplain at coarse
grid scales) (Yu and Lane, 2006b). The concept is implemented by solving the governing
equations at a given model resolution but calculating the water volume and extent based on
the sub-grid model resolution. However, it should be noted that the model developed in Yu
and Lane (2006a) does not incorporate a rigorous time stepping stability criterion shown to be
a significant requirement for physically realistic results from such codes. Indeed, the authors
use grid cell effective velocities in a standard CFL criterion for shallow water waves (see Eqn.
3.6), which is not strict enough, or numerically based, for this model formulation. In addition,
as this constraint yields very small time steps, the authors implement a numerical fix based
on the maximum CFL. Hunter et al. (2005b) showed considerable numerical oscillations and
unrealistic wave propagation in diffusion wave based models without strict time stepping
control. McMillan and Brasington (2007) adopt a similar approach to Yu and Lane (2006b)
as a pre-processing step by calculating a porosity value as the ratio of unblocked area to
total plan area at a set of discrete height increments (i.e. at a slice or plane through a porous
medium (Sanders et al., 2008)) for each cell. A relationship between water height and
storage volume is then derived at those same increments with linear interpolation between
them. This method assumes that porosity variation is a linear function but as topography
is described in a discrete step-wise manner, the porosity function will also be a step-wise
function. Furthermore, the authors calculate porosity values in vertical slices up to 12 m
above the base DTM with few increments between 0 and 1 m depth, the range in which most
urban flood depths appear to occur.
Molinaro et al. (1994) noted the importance of scaling fluxes between cells based on the
'free length' of adjoining cell boundaries which should also take into account the effect of
small scale topographic changes. Yu and Lane (2006b) implement this concept as a set
of rules that define whether adjacent sub-grid scale cells are hydraulically connected based
on the sub-grid scale topography and water surface elevations. Given l sub-grid scale cells
along a given cell face, there will be I+ 1 possible values of porosity for the cell depending on
the number of sub-grid cells contributing to the flux (Yu and Lane, 2006b). Therefore, the
porosity value is expressed as a percentage of the number of sub-grid cells along a common
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face. For example, if there are 4 sub-grid cells, the possible values of porosity for any given
cell are 0, 0.25, 050, 0.75, 1.0. The porosity values, defined as a DEM pre-processing to
retain computational efficiency, are used to scale the flux explicitly. However, as Manning's
equation determines the flux as a non-linear function of the water depth, it is necessary
to ensure that the correct water depth is used in the evaluation of the flux (Yu and Lane,
2006~). Consequently, the effective depth for the flux from any give cell is:
"n .5/3
d _ 3/5 LJi=l aie-
n
(2.18)
where n is the number of sub-grid cells that are wet along the outflow side of the cell and
cit is the effective water depth in the individual sub-grid cell contributing to the outflow.
McMillan and Brasington (2007) also note the importance of sub-grid scale topography for
controlling flow direction. Consequently, the porosity values are incorporated directly into
their two methods for computing fluxes between neighbouring cells. Firstly, a relationship
between depth and cross-sectional area at each cell boundary is derived and secondly, the
inter- and intra-cellular porosities are explicitly included in the flow limiter equation (see
McMillan and Brasington, 2007 for details).
Yu and Lane (2006b) incorporate this sub-grid scale topography algorithm into a simple
cellular storage model detailed in Yu and Lane (2006a) and apply this model to the River
Ouse in Yorkshire. Yu and Lane (2006a) note that this reach is suitable for such model
testing because of the "availability of a one-dimensional hydraulic model of the main river
flow, high quality LiDAR data for the floodplain surface, the presence of structural features
on the floodplain characteristic of urban areas and remotely sensed data on inundation
extent and water levels of a large flood event in November 2000." In order to adequately
888esS the new model formulation, it esd necessary to undertake a model validation and
verification exercise whereby the model esd validated using the at-a-point in time data from
-300 hours in the November 2000 flood. The model was then verified using high resolution
benchmark simulations at 4 m resolution. The model is set up using 4 m, 8 rn, 16 m and
32 m resolution DEMs and uses the sub-grid treatment in a ratio of 2:1 so that the 8 m
DEM uses the 4 m DEM to define the sub-grid scaling. The results confirm that the rate
of diffusion across the floodplain is greatly reduced thus greatly impacting upon the timing
of inundation. Further results suggest that the sub-grid scale treatment also reduces the
maximum inundation area for all mesh resolutions at all time periods (Yu and Lane, 2006b).
Regardless of the measure used to assess model accuracy, it is evident that the sub-grid
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treatment improves the predictions compared to the original model configuration (without
sub-grid treatment).
2.5 Research design
2.5.1 Identified research objectives
The preceding sections have documented the growing body of research concerning the repre-
sentation of urban areas within different hydraulic modelling platforms. A clear dichotomy
has presented itself where flood risk assessment is required over wide areas of the urban
landscape (i.e. whole cities) but fine scale local detail is necessary to assess the hazard and
risk to individual properties for planning and insurance needs. This requirement comes at a
high computational cost, unlikely to be resolved with computing power alone, and therefore
methods must be developed to optimise the performance of coarse resolution models. The
aim of this thesis is therefore to 'develop computationally efficient methods for fine
scale, wide area models of urban flooding and to undertake the rigorous testing
thereof within a consistent modelling framework'.
Specifically, this literature review has highlighted a number of areas within this broad
focus that require significant investigation and clarification. Firstly, although there has
been a proliferation of studies on urban floods, there have been few studies that consider
the features of urban areas modulating fioodwave propagation. Indeed, most studies have
arbitrarily chosen resolution based on trade-offs between computation time and available
data, and a degree of modeller skill. To date, although studies have analysed the effect of
grid and topographic resolution on the ability of hydraulic models to adequately simulate
floodwave propagation in rural areas, issues of scale in urban areas have thus far been left
largely unaddressed. Furthermore, studies of urban floods have not dealt explicitly with the
quality of representation of buildings, in terms of fidelity to the known building footprint,
and the few studies that have considered scale have dealt with the broad scale effect of
model resolution. Therefore, it is clearly necessary to evaluate the effect of coarse resolution
topographic descriptions of urban environments on predictions from hydraulic models.
Secondly, although a number of numerical porosity techniques have been developed for
urban flood models, the detailed formulations and their complexity, in terms of topographic
representation, vary significantly. In addition, the apparent performance of these porosity
methods may be masked considerably by the differences in model complexity, and indeed, in
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the specific implementation of that complexity (I.e. FV vs. FE, implicit vs. explicit solvers,
diffusion wave VB. full 2D de St Venant). Importantly, the use of porosity techniques in
diffusion wave type models has largely been conducted in models that employ variations of
flow limiters which have been shown to dramatically alter floodwave propagation character-
istics (Hunter et al., 2005b). Judgement of the appropriate porosity method to use for a
given applications is therefore hampered not only by the variation in porosity techniques,
but also by the variability of models. Clearly, research is required to develop and evaluate
porosity methods within a consistent modelling platform to objectively assess the relative
performance of these methods. Consequently, it will be possible to provide guidance on the
necessary level of complexity required for porosity techniques for particular test cases.
Thirdly, the discussion of both scale and porosity techniques has been largely limited
to a single flood event at one particular site or to scale laboratory experiments. It is well
known that there is considerable inter- and intra-urban environmental variability. Further-
more, events of varying magnitude develop and propagate in significantly different manners.
Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the performance of new methods within a number of
different urban areas to provide further guidance for the appropriate technique for any given
urban flood risk assessment.
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modelling of urban floods
The previous chapters have highlighted the need for effective flood risk assessment tools
and the opportunities for research within the context of improving current approaches to
urban flood modelling have been identified. Specifically, the need for rigorous evaluation of
current approaches within a strict modelling framework has been recognised. Furthermore,
the development of techniques to characterise urban areas for urban flood modelling practi-
tioners are required. Finally, porosity methods need to be developed and assessed within a
consistent modelling approach to identify the necessary complexity for their practical appli-
cation. A number of authors have highlighted the significant data requirements for successful
flood modelling studies in rural areas (Bates, 2004; Hunter et al., 2005a). However, it is im-
portant to, consider how these data requirements change with a shift of emphasis to urban
environments.
The data requirements can be considered as two distinct but inherently linked units; the
data needed to build, and the data needed to evaluate, hydraulic flood models. The successful
application of hydraulic models to flooding scenarios requires a substantial amount of data
(e.g. floodplain topography, channel bathymetry and flow conditions) and observational data
to constrain model predictions. Therefore, the chapter that follows will develop the detailed
research design in order to meet the objectives outline in §2.5. Firstly, this chapter will seek
to evaluate the available modelling platforms and select an appropriate model with which
to conduct the research. Secondly, a discussion of the data available for investigating urban
flood events will be presented and as such the specific data required for successful urban flood
modelling projects will be highlighted. Finally, this chapter will act as a justification and
explanation of the chosen model data sets for evaluating current techniques and developing
new approaches to inundation modelling in urban areas.
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3.1 Selection of modelling framework
3.1.1 Model code selection
Table 2.1 details the spectrum of model structures and complexity available for the numerical
modelling of floodwave propagation. Specifically, Chapter 2 demonstrated that any model
of urban flooding episodes must incorporate a two-dimensional representation of the flow
structures in order to adequately resolve the detailed spatial variation without sacrificing
computational cost. The chosen model should therefore be a 2D hydraulic model with a track
record of successful application to urban flood events. In addition, there are a number of
other requirements in order to undertake the identified research objectives. Firstly, the source
code must be available in order to allow the development of the new numerical techniques
and secondly, the model must have simple numerics in order to successfully implement these
methods and provide practical advice for engineers. Referring back to Table 2.1, these
requirements prohibit the use of a number of models and as such, limit the available modelling
tools.
Building on early studies using a 2D diffusion wave approximation of floodplain flow (e.g.
Han et al., 1998; Hromadka and Yen, 1986; Xanthopoulos and Koutitas, 1976), a number of
raster-based models have been developed to exploit high resolution topography data available
through LiDAR. These models generally employ a 1D representation of channel flow linked
to a 2D representation of floodplain flow, commonly involving a diffusion-wave treatment
(Bradbrook et al., 2004). These models minimise the degree of process representation and
thus are extremely computationally efficient, especially on the coarse resolution grids for
which they were originally designed. A number of authors (e.g. Bates and De Roo, 2000;
Horritt and Bates, 2001a; Hunter et al., 2005a; Werner, 2004; Wilson et ol., 2007) have shown
the utility of this class of model for reproducing single patterns of observed flooding over large
rural reaches. More recently, these models have been applied to urban applications with some
success (e.g. Butler et al., 2009; McMillan and Brasington, 2007; Yu and Lane, 2006a). Most
notably, the diffusion wave approximation has been shown to perform well in relation to more
complex numerical codes (Hunter et al., 2008; Prestininzi, 2008) where local discontinuities
and small scale oscillations have a small influence on the overall dynamics of the flood. As
a result, models of this class have been developed for the insurance (Butler et al., 2009;
Lohmann et al., 2009) and engineering (Bradbrook et al., 2004) industries where practical
methods for wide-area modelling are most necessary. Morris (2000) noted that in order to
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adequately assess flood risk, water depths and velocities must be known throughout the
model domain. However, as the diffusion wave approximation ignores the local acceleration
and advective terms in the de St. Venant equations, instantaneous velocities from such
models are not representative of the real-world quantity. As a result, such diffusion wave
models can only be used in situations where the depth term dominates the velocity term
in damage calculations. This is the case in most fluvial floods in the UK where flows are
slowly propagating and gradually varying such that velocities are negligible compared to
water depths.
Here, the LISFLOOD-FP code of Bates and De Roo (2000) and Hunter et al. (2005b) is
selected as representative of this class of hydraulic model which fits the above requirements
with which to explore its suitability for urban flood modelling. This model was initially
jointly developed at University of Bristol, UK and EU Joint Research Centre, Italy (Bates
and De Roo, 2000) and has since been developed by a number of researchers at University of
Bristol (Hunter et al., 2005b). As a result, the program source code is available for manipula-
tion. Furthermore, the simplicity of process representation allows for more straight forward
incorporation of additional numerical techniques. LISFLOOD-FP uses a ID kinematic wave
equation for channel flow linked to a 2D representation of floodplain flows calculated using
an analytical flow equation (Manning's equation). Channel flow is computed as in Eqns 3.1
and 3.2 using an implicit finite difference scheme.
eo aA
ox + at = q
n2p 4/3Q2
So - AlO/3 = 0
(3.1)
(3.2)
where Q is the volumetric flow rate (m3s- 1) , A is the cross sectional area of the flow (m2) ,
q is a source term from other sources (i.c. floodplain, tributaries), So is the bed slope, ti is
Manning's friction coefficient, P is the channel wetted perimeter and h is the flow depth.
The flow between floodplain elements is calculated using the continuity equation (Eqn. 3.3)




(3.4)h~{~ (D.h) 1/2Qx = -- -- 6.y
n D.x
where Q is the flow between floodplain cells (m3s- 1) , h is the height of water in any given
cell (m), D.x and D.y are the grid spacings (m) and n is Manning's friction parameter.
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The numerical scheme is setup using an explicit finite difference discretisation of the time
derivative and a 5-point stencil finite difference discretisation of the space derivative:
t+~thi,j _t hi,j tQ~-l,j _t Q~j +t Q~j-i _t Q~j
~t ~x~y
where ~t is the time step, the left exponent represents the time step and the right exponent
represents the spatial index. However, explicit models are conditionally stable such that the
time step must be small enough to satisfy the Courant-Freidrichs-Lewy condition and prevent
numerical instabilities. The CFL condition for the de St Venant equations is expressed as
follows:
CFL = ~t max (Ju~. + v~. + Jgh i J·) s 1~x ~,J ~,J ' (3.6)
(3.7)
where u and v are velocities (m2s· i ) and 9 is gravitational acceleration (m2s-i ) . In this case,
the u and v terms are not applicable as the diffusion wave approximation removes the local
velocity and inertial acceleration terms from the 2D shallow water equations and thus it is
not possible to define a wave speed. Some model formulations (e.g. Bradbrook et al., 2004;
Yu and Lane, 2006a) approximate the velocity terms as QIA although this provides a grid
square effective instantaneous velocity rather than the physical property and thus wrongly
estimates the stable time step. This often leads to a computational time step which is very
small compared with the physical phenomena under consideration (Bradbrook et al., 2004;
Cunge et al., 1980). In the original formulation of LISFLOOD·FP, small time steps relative
to the grid resolution were selected which offered a partial solution although instabilities still
remained when addressing flow over complex topography.
As a first solution to this problem and in order to prevent numerical instabilities with a
prescribed time step, a floodplain flow limiter was invoked to prevent 'over' or 'undershoot'
of the solution and is a function of flow depth (h/1aw ) , grid cell size (~x) and time step (~t):
Qi,j = min (Qi,j ~x~y(hi,j - hi-i,j))
x x , 4~t
The limited flowvalue is determined by considering the change in depth of a cell, and ensuring
it is not large enough to reverse the flow in or out of the cell at the next time step (Hunter,
2005). However, this flux limiter is largely responsible for the lack of sensitivity to floodplain
friction often reported about this class of model as there is no friction term (Manning's n)
in Eqn. 3.7. Nevertheless, anecdotal evidence from developers of other storage cell codes
indicates that the majority include a similar condition (e.g. Bradbrook et ol., 2004; McMillan
and Brasington, 2007.
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In response to the lack of friction sensitivity, observed instabilities in areas of deep water
and oscillations between neighbouring cells (explored in more detail in Cunge et al. (1980)),
Hunter et al. (2005b) developed an optimally stable version of LISFLOOD-FP. An adaptive
time-step algorithm based on considerations of model stability, analagous to a Courant-
Freidrichs-Lewy condition for advective flows, was developed which effectively solved these
problems. Here a von Neumann stability analysis for the explicit discrete diffusion equation
yields a time step that is controlled by the grid spacing (~x) and the depth available for
flow (hflow). Further stability analysis suggests that an optimal time step for this hydraulic
model is given by:
_~x2 . (~I~hll/2 ~ l~hll/2)~t - 4 min 5/3 ~x ' 5/3 ~ (3.8)h f low h , low Y
A more detailed discussion of the derivation of this adaptive time stepping algorithm is
given in Hunter et al. (2005b). However, as the timestep (~t) is a quadratic function of
the grid size (~x), this method comes at a high computational cost when applied on the
high resolution grids necessary for urban simulations (1-10 m) (Hunter et al., 2008) but still
retains efficiency on coarse resolution grids (10-100 m) for which the code was originally
developed.
As an explicit method is employed, negative depths may occur on the floodplain during
the drying phase where more water may leave a cell than the cell actually contains (Bates
and De Roo, 2000). As a result, a non-dimensional scaling coefficient is introduced such that
mass is conserved and water depths return smoothly to zero as the cell dries.
Vi,j
'W = ~t(Q~-l,j + Q~j + Q~j-l + Q~j) (3.9)
The LISFLOOD-FP model is a representative example of diffusion-based storage cell type
models that has been extensively evaluated for rural applications (e.g. Bradbrook et al., 2004;
Horritt and Bates, 200la; Werner et al., 2005b) and more recently, urban test cases (e.g.
Hunter et al., 2008; Neal et al., 2009a). To meet the objectives outlined in §2.5, significant
development of the current model code was required and is outlined below.
3.1.2 Program structure
LISFLOOD-FP was originally written in the PC-Raster programming language (Bates and
De Roo, 2000) but was subsequently recoded into the C programming language. In order
to develop the techniques for the research objectives, it was necessary to restructure the
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model code to facilitate the addition of new modules specifically developed for urban appli-
cations. Furthermore, as this model is being applied to a number of different applications
of significantly different scope (i.e. Amazonian rural floodplains (Wilson et al., 2007) vs.
small-scale urban areas (Hunter et al., 2008)), having a model structure into which modules
can be added easily was advantageous. The restructured program call graph is displayed
in Figure 3.1. The function in green shading correspond to sections of the code that are
responsible for loading in external data and setting up model variables, such as arrays hold-
ing the digital elevation data, channel parameters and the boundary conditions. IterateQ
initiates the main time iteration loop from which core model functions are called. Initially,
the program calculates fluxes in the channel, followed by conveyance on the floodplain us-
ing through Manning's equation (CalcFPQx and CalcFPQy). Floodplain flow may also be
calculated using standard weir equations (CalcWeirQx and CalcWeirQy) at specific loca-
tions. The functions that follow are concerned with applying boundary conditions (BCs and
BoundaryFlux) and updating water depths (UpdateH and DryCheck). Each time loop then
finishes with file output and mass balance calculations before returning to IterateQ. When
the simulation is completed, there are several file output calls before the model documents
the total simulation time and returns to the command prompt.
The Ccode was updated to object oriented C++ using data structures within a modular
framework (see Figure 3.2). The first row is split up into files concerning reading and writing
functions, the second row is the core processing functions for time and space iteration and the
third row documents optional and utility functions. Modularising the code in this way and
splitting functions according to their purpose eases the addition of new procedures within
a defined framework. In the process of re-coding, a number of bugs were also highlighted
that would have significantly hindered the progress of the project.
3.2 Building urban flood models
The data required to build robust but site specific model applications can be broadly clas-
sified into two groups, namely topographic data, whether that be floodplain elevations,
channel bathymetry or land use classifications, and boundary conditions, describing the flow
characteristics and domain delineation. Beven (2002) notes that the perceived complexi-
ties of environmental models precludes knowledge of all the boundary conditions, auxiliary
conditions and system characteristics given the current state of measurement technology.
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Figure 3.2: Structure of the new modular file setup for LISFLOOD-FP where the first row concerns file
reading and writing functions, the second row is the core processing functions and the third row documents
optional and utility functions.
However, parameterisation of topographic data has been explored extensively in rural areas
(e.g. Bates et al., 1998b, 2003; Cobby et al., 2003) and more recently in urban areas (e.g.
Mason et al., 2007; Neelz and Pender, 2006). Combining this with technological advances
in altimetry producing data at sub-metre scale accuracy and precision, suggests elevation
data is no longer the limiting factor for hydraulic modelling applications of flooding episodes.
Furthermore, sonar surveys of channel bathymetry (e.g. Eilertsen and Hansen, 2008; Hor-
ritt et al., 2006) and the use of digital mapping data (e.g. Mason et al., 2007) have further
reduced uncertainties associated with topographic data sets. Specifically when addressing
these issues in urban areas, detailed knowledge of the urban media topology and elevation
is required to capture the high frequency elevation changes over short spatial scales and the
intricate flow networks that urban media create.
Traditionally, 2D modelling techniques have not only been limited by the sparsity of
topographic data, but also by computer processing power. Recent advances in computing
TM •
technology (e.g. Accelerator boards (ClearSpeed , GPUs, etc) and High Performance Com-
puting) have relaxed these constraints such that the new, high resolution data sources can
be exploited to their full potential. The responsibility now lies with environmental modellers
to adapt current models to take full advantage of the available resources. In the interim,
intuitive and physically-based methods for aggregating such data to scales at which the cur-
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rent suite of numerical models are computationally feasible and efficient for engineering and
planning applications, are required. However, aggregation to coarse model grid scales gen-
erally assumes that the governing equations still hold and that effective parameters can be
found appropriate to the model scale (Beven, 1995). With reference to flood modelling, if the
assumption that, on a large scale, a floodwave is still a slowly propogating, gradually varying
wave, then the governing equations may remain unchanged. In practice, Lane (2005) notes
that for topographic parameterisation, a change of model scale necessitates a change in the
degree to which topography is parameterised implicitly (i.e. as frictional resistance) rather
than represented explicitly. However, the issues of scale and aggregation of topographic data
in urban applications are largely unexplored in urban hydraulic modelling.
As noted in §2.4.3, detailed LiDAR return information can be used to inform friction
parameterisation in 2D numerical flood models. Bates (2004) notes that this may lead to
the prospect of spatially distributed grid scale effective parameters and thus a reduced need
for calibration of hydraulic models. Such a method assumes that the areal average friction
is the dominant frictional resistance to flow at the grid scale. Applying a similar technique
in urban environments may be possible with detailed land use information from digital
mapping datasets (e.g. MasterMap®). However, Beven (2006) notes that friction values at
coarse grid scales may not be physically based, but rather may be truly effective parameters
that cannot be determined a priori. Furthermore, the usc of land usc classifications and
empirically determined values from literature (e.g. Chow, 1959) to assign friction values is
meaningless as most friction formulations (e.g. Manning's n; Chezy's C) were derived for
natural rivers and should not be applied outside this context (Lane, 2005). In addition, this
is only an appropriate method if the basis of derivation of the floodplain friction values uses
the same assumptions as the model being applied to the floodplain. Therefore, although
topographic and topological data sets may provide guidance for the derivation of friction
values, these values are inherently calibration parameters and should be treated as such in
any modelling framework.
Boundary conditions for hydraulic modelling of floods, whether 1D or 2D, are generally
specified as flow or water stage hydrographs derived from gauging stations at the top (and
sometimes, bottom) of the modelled reach. However, there is a clear discrepancy between
the design specifications of nationally maintained flow gauging networks and the data re-
quirements for hydraulic flood modelling. These gauging stations were originally designed
with either water resource management or flood warning, rather than hydraulic modelling
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in mind. As such, during flood events these gauges often operate outside the designed mea-
surement range introducing significant uncertainties to these data. Furthermore, as typical
gauge spacing in the UK is 10 - 60 km or more apart, few such data are available (Bates,
2(04). Uncertainties in input data, when subject to extrapolation to larger events or into the
future, may generate significant deviations in model results that can negate any predictive
ability (Oreskes et al., 1994). Furthermore, the assumption that present observations are
indicative of future conditions is not guaranteed as natural systems are dynamic (Oreskes
et al., 1994). The alteration of gauging station reaches and flow dynamics by vegetation,
floodplain development and sediment transport represent practical limitations to current
gauging station data sets.
3.3 Assessing urban flood models
The combination of uncertainties in parameter values and initial and boundary conditions
initiate an uncertainty cascade (Pappenberger et ol., 2006) that propogates to model pre-
dictions of water depths and consequently to estimates of flood damage. Until recently,
validation data for hydraulic models has largely been bulk measurements (stage of discharge
at points on the river network) representing the spatially aggregated catchment response.
However, flood inundation modelling is a spatially and temporally distributed problem that
requires distributed, rather than lumped, observational data to constrain and validate model
predictions (Bates, 2004). The integration of remotely sensed imagery with flood models (e.g.
Horritt et al., 2007; Schumann et al., 2007b) and the use of spatially distributed point mea-
surements (e.g. Hunter et al., 2005a; McMillan and Brasington, 2007) provide large data sets
with which to evaluate competing model structures and parameterisations.
Bulk flow measurements represent an uncertain aggregate catchment response to that
point and thus evaluating hydraulic models with these data can lead to a wide range of
conjectures. For any given model, many different combinations of flow conditions and grid-
scale effective parameter values may lead to the same aggregate catchment response but give
different spatial predictions and, thus, process inferences. In fact, replication of aggregate
catchment response often only requires single values of model parameters spatially lumped at
the catchment scale (Bates, 2004). As such, stage and discharge data are unlikely to provide
a sufficiently rigorous test for competing model structures (Hunter, 2005) and indeed, render
model parameterisations indistinguishable from each other (Beven, 2002). Nonetheless, flow
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records have proven their utility in testing the wave routing behaviour of flood models and
have been shown to be replicable by even the simplest of numerical schemes (Horritt and
Bates, 2002).
A consideration of measurements for driving models highlights the mismatch between
the nature of variables used to run and evaluate a model and the nature of the observed
variable (Freer and Beven, 2005). At the local point scale (e.g. a surveyed water level mea-
surement compared to the free surface elevation predicted at the effective model grid scale),
this difference arises as a result of scale, heterogeneity, non-linearity and incommensurability
effects so that the predicted variable is not the same quantity as that measured (Beven,
2006), and which may not even be indicative of the natural phenomenon (Oreskes et al.,
1994). Oreskes et al. (1994) further note that observations and measurements of both in-
dependent and dependent variables are laden with inferences and assumptions attributed to
the environmental modeller. In practical terms, what is perceived as a maximum water level
mark may purely be the level at which water remained ponded during floodwavc recession.
Similarly, ponded water may deposit wrack marks that may be incorrectly interpreted as
maximum flood extents. Given the noise in observations (spatially and/or temporally) used
to evaluate model predictions (Beven, 2006), model states will inevitably be both equifi-
nal and indistinguishable. Furthermore, Hunter et al. (2005a) note that there is a trend in
environmental modelling to ignore the errors and uncertainties associated with field mea-
surements due to the difficulties in collecting these data. However, errors and uncertainties
in these data may have a significant impact on the predictive ability of flood models or val-
ues of effective parameters estimated within distributed models depending on the modelling
application.
Synoptic scale maps of floods processed from remotely-sensed data provide wide-area,
spatially distributed and spatially and temporally discrete information on flood extents.
Such data have been extensively used and evaluated for constraining hydraulic models on
rural reaches (see Horritt and Bates, 2002; Hunter et al., 2005a; Schumann et al., 2007b)
where topographic variation has a fractal nature at large spatial scales. However, signifi-
cant elevation changes on short spatial scales in urban areas and the channelised nature of
many urban floods requires that remotely-sensed imagery of flooding capture the detailed
variation in flood extent between urban structures. In fact, the resolution requirements of
remotely sensed imagery for evaluating urban flood patterns (,..",1-2 m) far exceed current
satellite capabilities (""20 m ground resolution) and the availability of airborne data is lim-
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ited. Furthermore, even with future advances in satellite technology (e.g. TerraSAR-X at
",3 m ground resolution), problems of detecting building/ground/water transitions will still
remain as complex radar returns from these surfaces will make flood delineation problematic.
As a consequence of errors in observational data and the mismatch of scales in remotely
sensed imagery, Beven (2006) suggests that modellers can (or should) only look for applica-
tion specific consistency between modelled and observed data.
3.4 Specific data requirements
The discussion above has highlighted the wide range of high resolution data required to build
and assess hydraulic models of urban floods. However, the sparse availability of all these data
for any given site significantly restricts the sites at which urban flood risk can be analysed
in detail. The research design in §2.5 outlined a need to understand the controlling features
of urban floods and the need to develop a suite of approaches specifically designed for urban
flood risk analysis. As a consequence, the study sites will specifically need to have high
resolution topographic and topological data, estimates of flood hydrographs and data with
which to evaluate the models. It has been noted that topogaphic and topological datasets of
urban areas are readily available but flow estimates and model evaluation data are scarce.
A further issue to consider is the number of test sites required to adequately investigate
urban floods. A compromise must exist between the number of study sites, the time available
for the research and the level of detail considered at each site. In addition, the choice of
urban flood scenario is also significantly limited by the quality and quantity of available data.
The selected test sites should cover a spectrum of urban characteristics, type and severity
of floods, and areas of national and international interest. A review of the current literature
and available data sets has highlighted three possible flooding scenarios. the aspects of which
are discussed in detail below.
3.5 Greenfield, Glasgow, UK
3.5.1 Site and event description
In July 2002, much of the UK was affected by large storms characterised by extreme rainfall
depths and localised high intensity downpours (see Table 3.1). On 30th July, a large storm
was situated over much of west and central Scotland delivering approximately 75 mrn of
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Region Rainfall Rainfall Raindays Raindays
(mm) Anomaly (%) (days) Anomaly (%)
UK 98.3 134 14 3
England 84.7 144 12 3
Wales 74.2 89 12 1
Scotland 126.3 132 18 4
N Ireland 104.7 147 16 3
Scotland W* 118.6 110 18 5
Table 3.1: Monthly average rainfall amounts for Met Office regions of the UK for July 2002. The anomalies
show the difference from or percentage of the 1961-1990 long term average. * denotes the district of Scotland
containing Glasgow. © Crown copyright Met Office. All rights reserved.
rainfall in ten hours from early morning to late evening with a maximum intensity of 94.5
rnrn/hr (Jolley, 2002). The storm can be roughly divided into 3 sub-storms, each displaying
markedly different characteristics. The first storm started at 10:30 and finished at 11:45,
measured 5 mm depth with a maximum intensity of 25 mm/hr. The second storm started at
12:55 and lasted for ",,20 minutes delivering 8 mm of rain with a maximum observed intensity
of 69.3 mm/hr. These two sub-storms are typical of high intensity summer storms observed
in the UK and have a return period of ",,1 - 2 years. The third storm started at 14:15 and
lasted for 6 hours, measuring 61 mm depth and had a maximum intensity of 94.5 mm/hr.
However, 38 mm depth and the maximum rainfall intensity were observed in the first hour
of the storm which equates to a l-in-IOO year rainfall event. The remaining 5 hours of the
storm delivered 23 mm depth with a maximum intensity of 44 mm/hr which is a 1-in-3 year
return period storm (Jolley, 2002). The maximum inter-event time in the ten hour period
is 70 minutes suggesting that event can be considered as a single storm. The implications of
this are that the event does not portray the typical characteristics of a high intensity, short
duration summer storm but rather it can be regarded as a winter storm with high intensity
summer storms interspersed within it. The short inter-event time and the small proportion
of dry periods throughout the storm combined with the high return period sub-events limited
the capacity of the catchments around Glasgow to recover between events (Jolley, 2002).
The long rainfall event duration combined with high intensity sub-events overwhelmed the
local drainage capacity in the east end of Glasgow and resulted in internal property flooding in
>250 properties (see Figure 3.3). In particular, the Greenfield suburb of Glasgow experienced
localised flooding in >90 properties when a local stream exceeded culvert capacity and
spilled onto the street network. The catchment area upstream of the culvert is < 5 km2 and
the stream responds rapidly to heavy rainfall. Observations of the flooding in Greenfield
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Figure 3.3: Intern al property floodin g in east end of Glasgow from J uly 2002 flood event adap ed fro m J olley
(2002) overlain on MasterMap@. © Cro wn copyright Ordn ance urvey, All rights reserved .
suggested water flowed along two main streets oriented eru t -w t befo re interact ing with
the complex build ing configurat ion in the cent re of the domain and then pond in g at the
western edge . The study sit e consists of a combination of apa rtment blocks, scmi-de t ached
houses and a school set wit hin a topologically complex network of t re t and ope n park
land . Further more, the flood waters are constrai ned by the railway embankme nt running
east-west along the southern boundary of the domain.
3 .5.2 Data availability
The dig ital elevat ion data used to characterise th e top ography and opology of t he a r a is
a 2 111 reso lution LiDAR sur vey un dertaken by lnfoterra Ltd. fused wi h Ordnance urvey
(OS) MasterM ap® digital map data to define buil di ng location , he road ne w ork a nd
other significant land use types (sec Figure 3.4). T he raw LiOAH da ta was processed by
1nfoterr a Ltd using their standard pro cessing algorithms to produ ce a 'bare-can h 0 1'1\1
with hor izontal and verti cal accuracies of less than 50 em a nd 15 cm root mean 'qua re
error (Rl\lSE) resp ecti vely. Building and kerb height information WeL., not retai ned fro m the
original LiDAR data but rather buildings were defined as either 12 m (fur a pa rtmcnt blocks
and the schoo l) or 6 m (for sma ll houses) ab ove ground level. Kerbs were assigne d a uniform
height of 10 em above road level and the road camber was re-introdu ced to the D 1\1 bas d
on locat ion in t he Mas terMap® digital map dat a set. Although the resul ant D .~1 docs not,
rep resent actual 'ground-trut h' topogra phy. it do es represent urba n apog ra ph.... as smo o t.h .
heterogeneous surfaces wit h significant breaks of lope (Figure :~ .5 ) .
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Figure :l.4: The Greenfield stu dy si te in Glasgow. UK where a) is an aerial phot ograph and b) is th e Ordnance
Survey ~ 1a.-;ter~lapl3l of the area. © Crown copy right Ordn an ce Survey. All rights reserved.
Figure ~ .5: Digital e levatio n mod el (O E M) of Gr eenfield site wit h buildings a nd ker bs reinserte d bas ed on
t heir loca tion in t he l\(ast erl\ lap Q1) dat a represent ed by th e black Iiil l'S.
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3.6 Carlisle, UK
The data requirements discussed above highlight the need for accurate knowledge of flow
conditions for a given flood event in order to adequately assess model results in comparison
to observational data. Unfortunately, no flow measurements were available from the localised
flooding event in July 2002. Therefore, the inflowconditions for this model application (Fig-
ure 3.6) were approximated from eye-witness accounts, historical photography and culvert
geometry (Hunter et al., 2008). Furthermore, there is little quantitative data available for
model evaluation. Historical photography, anecdotal evidence and detailed knowledge of
the drainage system provides qualitative information. Nevertheless, Hunter et al. (2008)
demonstrated similar flooding patterns from a set of standard 2D flood models of varying
complexity, providing results consistent with the qualitative observations, suggesting that
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Figure 3.6: Event hydrograph used in this scenario derived from observations of flooding in July 2002.
3.6 Carlisle, UK
3.6.1 Site and event description
In January, 2005, the city of Carlisle in Cumbria, UK experienced substantial flooding as
a result of water levels approximately one metre above the 1822 level. the previous highest
recorded flood level in Carlisle. The city is situated at the confluence of one major river
(River Eden) and two significant tributaries (Rivers Petteril and Caldew) with a combined
catchment area of ",2,400 km2 (see Figure 3.7). The Petteril and Caldew rivers are both
subject to rapid flood response as a result of the steep upper regions of the catchments
(Clarke, 2005). Furthermore, the majority of the catchment is rural with the major urbani-
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sation concent rated ar ound Carl isle. As a resul t , the region around Carl isle is at risk from
substant ial flooding. However , high flows are genera lly contained by thc defence st ruc tures
alt hough t hese defences are est imated at only providing pro tection up to the I-in-70 year
event.















Figu re 3. 7: l\[ asterMap~ top ological data of Carlisle de lineat ing la nd use ty pes . © C rown copyr ight Ordna nce
Survey. All rights reserved .
In iti al est imates suggested the 2005 flood event was in t he region of a I-in-250 year flood
event on all t hree rivers bu t subsequent invest iga t ions have found th e event to be a I- in-I 50
year event on the River Eden and a I-in-IOO year event on t he Caldew and Pet teril rivers
(Clarke, 2005). The flooding was largely caused by high river levels as a resul t of almost
cont inuous heavy rainfall from J anu ary 6t h to 8t h but overwhelming of the local drainage
syst em cont ributed sign ificant ly to localised floodi ng. The sto rm event began on J anu ar y
6t h and was accompa nied by gale force winds on J an uary 7t h and 8th . T he River Eden
catch ment received up to 175mm of rain in the 36 hour period (Day , 2005). Furthermore, t he
wet antecedent catc hment soil condit ions ancl the associated full lakes offered lit tl e storage
capac ity causing rapid runoff int o t he rivers. T he resul ting river flows were up to 1,600
m3s- 1 on the River Eden in Carlisle city cent re. These high river flows overwhelmed a
number of defences in t he Carlisle region causing widesp read floodi ng throughout t he city.
T he flooding affected app roximate ly (i,OOOresident s and 3,500 homes (of which approxi mately
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1,900 properties were directly flooded) and 60,000 homes were cut off from electrical supplies
(Day, 2005). Furthermore, the fire station, police station, bus depot and football ground
were severly affected by the flooding with the bus depot forced to scrap the entire fleet.
Clarke (2005) estimates the monetary damage from the flood to be ",,£500 million.
In October 2004, the Environment Agency published a revised Flood Risk Management
Strategy for Carlisle and the Lower Eden for public consultation in order to cope with the
significant flood risk in the area. The current state of flood defences was surveyed after the
2005 flood and defence standards varied significantly from l-in-20 year to l-in-70 year pro-
tection and some affected areas were not protected at all. Furthermore, there were significant
differences between the forecast predictions from operational models and the observed flood
extent and timings (Clarke, 2005). Firstly, forecasting models and thresholds were operating
oustide previously observed and validated ranges and secondly, observations during the event
suggest flooding on the rivers Caldew and Petteril was caused by obstructions, such as trees
and bridges, in the river channel and flood waters by-passing existing defences. The scale of
the January 2005 floods prompted a rapid reappraisal of the proposals outlined in 2004 to
ensure lessons are learnt from the largest event in recent history (Clarke, 2005).
3.6.2 Data availability and collation
The January 2005 Carlisle flood event provides a unique opportunity to evaluate common
data sources available for setting up distributed flood models and assessing model accuracy
for urban applications. Data for model setup is in the form of LiDAR elevation data, river
cross-sections and river discharge time-series. Field measurements of high water marks and
flood extents combined with remotely-sensed satellite data form the basis of model evaluation
schemes. This is representative of data that would be routinely gathered before, during and
after a flood event.
Airborne scanning laser altimetry data (LiDAR) at metre spatial resolutions are becoming
increasingly available (Marks and Bates, 2000) for the generation of digital surface and
terrain models for urban areas. Mason et al. (2007) detail the development of a LiDAR
post-processing framework specifically designed for urban applications which incorporates
digital map data and pattern recognition techniques. As a result, it is possible to construct
a DTM of the ground surface and a DSM incorporating buildings and vegetation of a 6 x 4
km area surrounding Carlisle. Figure 3.8 shows the digital surface model constructed using















As discussed above, flood inundation models are driven by discharge or water level
measurements as upstream, downstream and/or internal boundary conditions. During the
Carlisle flood, significant out of bank flows at both rated and unrated gauging stations re-
sulted in substantial uncertainty surrounding flow estimates for the event. For hydraulic
modelling purposes, the presence of a number of level-only gauges around Carlisle compli-
cates thc delineation of a model domain, although the gauges internal to the domain can
act as important tools for model calibration and validation. On the River Eden, the lack
of a rated gauge upstream of the area of interest and the known problems with the rating
curve above 7.0 m water depth at the Sheepmount gauge require significant attention prior
to any hydraulic modelling. Furthermore, uncertainty surrounding the Sheepmount rating
curve limits the use of this data to internal calibration and validation of water stages. On
the River Caldew at Cummersdale and on the River Petteril at Harraby Green, substantial
out of bank flows necessitate an evaluation and subsequent possible revision of current rating
curves prior to any hydraulic modelling exercise.
In order to exploit this opportunity to increase our understanding of flooding in the ur-
ban environment, a post-event mapping survey of water levels in Carlisle was undertaken.
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Although undertaking a survey directly after the event is somewhat inappropriate, water
levels, trash lines and wrack marks are temporary features. Using a differential Global Posi-
tioning System (dGPS) setup, the [x,y,z] location of individual wrack lines and water marks
was collected throughout Carlisle city centre. This data set of ",,75 points was combined
with the EA post-event mapping data set of ",,500 points (see Figure 3.7) and represents one
of the largest data sets of urban flood extents and water heights.
A number of studies have demonstrated the utility of satellite remotely sensed images of
flood extent to inform and constrain model predictions of rural flood events (see Bates and
De Roo (2000); Horritt and Bates (200lb, 2002); Schumann et ol. (2007b)). As with the other
forms of observational data presented here, there are few applications of satellite imagery to
urban flood events. During the Carlisle event, the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrora-
diometer (MODIS) instrument aboard NASA's Aqua satellite passed over the region at 12:40
on January 10th . Figure 3.7 shows the flood extents derived from the MODIS overpass pro-
cessed by the Dartmouth Flood Observatory to remove permanent water. MODIS imagery
has a resolution of 250 m which is too coarse to resolve the detailed flood patterns around
the complex structures on urban floodplains, typically of higher spatial frequency ("'5-10 m
(Mark et al., 2004)). It is clear from Figure 3.7 that the MODIS imagery does not capture
the spatial pattern of flooding and the coarse resolution does not provide the detail required
for urban flooding applications.
3.7 River Thames at Greenwich, London, UK
3.7.1 Site description
London is home to 7.5 million people, of which 1 million people and 300,000 properties are
in the tidal flood risk area (Dawson et al., 2005). The indicative tidal flood risk area for
the Thames Region of the Environment Agency (EA) lies between Teddington Weir and
Dartford Creek (approx. 116 km2 ) (Figure 3.9) and would be liable to frequent flooding
from surge tides without the existing tidal walls and embankments. London is defended by a
complex system of over 200 km of embankments and walls, the Thames Barrier and a suite
of warning systems. However, recent development in London's previously derelict docklands
and the emergence of the the new financial district around Canary Wharf combined with
plans for significant future development over the next 15-30 years (Prescott, 2005) poses
significant questions over future flood risk.
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Figure 3.9: l\lap of the de lineated Greenw ich tid al embay me nts.
rnent Agency.
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Hall et al. (200:3) note th at flood risk in estu aries is dominated eit her by defence overflow,
which ca n be calc ulat ed using sta ndard weir equa t ions, or defence breaching, which requ ires
assess ment of defence int egri ty and inunda tion probabili ties. The latter requires an addit ional
comp utational bur den (Hall et al., 2003) and Dawson et al. (2005) notc that if extreme
sea level rise scenarios ar e considered for flood risk assess ment , the cont ribut ion to total
inundati on volume from breaching is negligibl e compared to th e inundation volume from
overflow events , Furthermore, Gould by et al. (2007) not.e t hat t he flood defences along t he
River Thames are in good condition an d t hus breac h events a rc less likely tha n overtopping
scenarios . Dawson et al. (2005) found significant increases in flood risk to Lond on and the
surround ing Tham es region from comparatively small increases in sea level which supports
the need for mod elling of ind ividual areas to assess deta iled flood risk .
For flood man agement purposes, t he EA delimit the tidal flood risk area into embay-
ments which are considered to be in hydrau lic isolation from each other, with high gro und,
t ributaries or art ificial constraining features extend ing from inland to t he river T ha mes to
form boundari es between embay ments . In ord er to investigate detailed urban fl ood risk , th e
Grecnwich embayment is chosen as a suitable study site indi cat.ive of defence integrity and
urb an to pography and to pology for the wider T hames tidal flood risk region (see Figure 3.9).
The 11.5 km 2 embayment is characterised by areas of densely clustered terraced housing and
large indust rial un its and machin ery surrounded by substant ial open spaces. Fur th ermore,
the embay ment incorp orates sig nificant assets (e.g. Blackwall Tunnel) and floodin g of t hese
features wou ld cause substa nt ia l business and service interruption for t he UK's capital.
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3.7.2 D at a availab ili ty
The Environmcnt Agency provided the LiDAR da ta sur vey for this sitc . flown in :'I arch 1999
and collected at 2 m resolution , t hrough t he FLOOD si te project (Gra nt # GOCE- 1'-2004-
505420). In order to increase the utili ty of LiDAR data , the EA have develop ed an in-hou
segmentation algorit hm that delivers a DSM , a DT~1 and a mask of build ings a nd veget ation
based on pat tern recogni tion in the raw LiDAR signal. T he EA also perfor m a . ign ificant
amount of manual pro cessing to remove brid ges and elevated road sec tions that wou ld oth-
erwise form art ificial blockages to flood prop agat ion. Figur e 3.10 shows the 2 III resol u t ion
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Figure 3.10: Digit al elevat ion mod el (DEl\I) of G reen wich site fro m LiDAH segm en od usi ng
Agency in-house processing algorithm.
II(' Environm nt
The simulation of overtopping and breach scenarios for hyd ra ulic modelling of individ-
ual flood cmba yments was conducted by HR Wallingford Ltd us ing a mod cl based on the
RASP procedure (see Hall et al. (2003)) . This method involves the devclopmcllt of fragility
curv es which integrates a full rangc of loading conditions (water level ) with th c pe rformanc
and int egr ity of flood defences (Oouldby et al. . 200 ). Each defence section is cousideror]
independ ent and has a different resist anc e to flood loading which is charac erisod by struc-
turc ty pe, crest level or condit ion . The fragility curve for each defencp sect ion, defi ned as
a con ti nuous ra ndo m variable of defence failure conditional on the load . was derived fro m
failur e models for eit her , or a combination of, overflow and piping (see Figure :t II ). Th
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Figure 3. 11: RAS P sOllrce-pathway-receptor-con seqllence model of t he risks of flood ing based on Gouldby
et al. (2008 ).
occurrence of extreme water levels is dofined as a cont inuous random variable assoc iated with
each defence sec t ion. The defence sys te m state (failed/ not failed ) is addresse d using a Monte
Ca rlo fra me work where the defence state is sampled with reference to the defence spec ific
fragilit y cur ve for a given loading. Peak flow rates int o t he floodp lain for each defence are
calc ulated using the broad- crested weir equation and converted to a water volume assuming
a t riangular hydrograph for a given duration (Gould by et al., 2008).
Over topping and breach volum es a re calc ulated for each defence section and applied as
point source inflows at the cent roid of the defence section in the LISFLOOD-FP mod el.
Inflows are derived as 1-100 , 200 and 1000 year events wit h 2, 5 or 10 breach locations
and overto pping fluxes at other locations. T his provides a catalogue of events of varyin g
magnitude to evaluate uncer taint ies in estimation of event size and characterist ics on flood
propagat ion in a complex urban ar ea. Figure 3.12 shows th e an example hydrograph deri ved
from the water volum e and breach duration est imates for t hree different event sizes.
3.8 Selected data set s
The above sections have highlighted th e requirements for succes sful and rigorous flood mod-
elling st udies and the par ticu lar intricacies of ur ban environments that require detailed treat-
ment. The data available to investigate the performan ce and test the development of spe-
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Figure 3.12: Example event hydrographs used for the Greenwich embayment derived from the HR Wallingford
Ltd breach model for the maximum breach flow generated across ail defences for the l-in-IOO, 200 and 1000
year return period events with 2 defence failures.
cific urban flood models have also been presented. Based on the data requirements and
the characteristics of the available data sets, only a subset of these data satisfy the criteria
for improving the quality of hydraulic information gathered from spatially distributed flood
inundation models of urban floods.
Flooding at the Glasgow site provides an ideal opportunity to examine model consistency
for an urban flood event as practically, its features are characteristic of urban flood episodes
and a number of models of varying complexity have been shown to provide commensurate
patterns of flooding (Hunter et al., 2008). For hydraulic modelling purposes, this site repre-
sents a rigorous test of model ability to represent flow around buildings, along defined road
networks and over open ground as well as high velocity, shallow flows along steep streets
and ponding in low lying areas. The flow conditions at this site consist of a rapid rise and
fall of the hydrograph which is typical of urban flooding scenarios. Furthermore, the flood
illustrates the ability of small catchments to generate relatively high peak flow rates as a
result of the impervious, low friction surfaces of urban environments. Observations at the
field site also suggest the ponded water at the western edge takes considerable time to drain
through the storm water drainage system. Practically, the computational requirements for
this test case are such that numerous experiments can be formulated and methods tested
prior to their application to more computationally expensive test cases both in terms of
domain extent and flood magnitude.
The Greenwich test case provides a unique opportunity to investigate the consequences
of flooding during the planning phase of a large flood defence scheme (Thames Estuary 2100
Project (TE2100)) in addition to presenting significantly different urban characteristics than
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Glasgow. The borough of Greenwich is a much larger area than considered at the Glasgow site
and critically from a hydraulic modelling viewpoint, is characterised by gently sloping land
in contrast to the harsh slopes in Glasgow. Furthermore, the land use types are more varied
leading to collections of substantially different urban structures of different size and shape
than seen in Glasgow. Possible flooding at this site is characterised by multiple flow inputs,
from breach and overtopping locations, and thus provides a rigorous test of flow interactions
in any new techniques and approaches. In addition, the flood scenarios at Greenwich are
fluvial whereas the cause of the Glasgow floods was high intensity rainfall directly on the site.
The consequences of flooding in Greenwich are important from an insurance and business
interruption perspective as the modelled events are significantly larger, with substantially
larger water volumes, and asset value is significantly higher.
The lack of validation data at Glasgow and Greenwich enables model evaluation across
scales and development of new methods for flood propagation in models of the urban en-
vironment without consideration of errors in observations. Therefore, evaluation of these
methods can be defined as a benchmarking procedure (see Oreskes et al. (1994)) within a
model verification framework (Lane and Richards, 2001). The product is, therefore, a con-
sistent methodology for evaluating the consistency of modelling methods and results and as
such, assess new approaches to urban flood modelling.
As noted above, the flooding at Carlisle, although well-documented, has a number of
uncertain features that may limit the utility of this data set during testing. Firstly, the aim
of this research is to investigate complex flow fields that occur in urban environments and how
to resolve these in hydraulic models. However, the Carlisle flood event is characterised by
complex river-floodplain interactions between the three river systems but with 90% of the flow
contained in the rural River Eden catchment. Therefore, uncertainties in the description of
the rivers and their flows may mask, or indeed counteract, increased model performance from
any new methods and approaches. Furthermore, there are significant uncertainties in the
boundary flow conditions used to drive flood models which requires substantial re-evaluation
of boundary conditions. The Carlisle data set has also highlighted practical limitations of
gathering and processing point measurements of water depths and flood extents for model
assessment for large urban catchments and flooding episodes (Neal et al., 2009a) and the
significant time required to assimilate these data. As a consequence, the delivery of the
Carlisle test site as coherent case study was not timely for each research objective.
Nevertheless, these three study sites represent a wide spectrum of urban characteristics,
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flood types and magnitudes and topographic features (Figure 3.13) and as such will allow









Figure 3.13: Spectrum of urban study sites positioned within a range controlling features for fioodwave
dynamics.
3.9 Conclusions
The preceding chapter has highlighted the significant data requirements for building a de-
tailed urban flood model, with the emphasis being on high resolution topographic data,
detailed topological information about the particular urban area and knowledge of the event
boundary conditions. The emergence of LiDAR and other remotely sensed elevation data and
MasterMap® topological data has helped to constrain the topography but uncertainties still
remain in flow data (Pappenberger et ol., 2006). In terms of the former, although a few stud-
ies (e.g, McMillan and Brasington, 2007; Yu and Lane, 2006a) have observational used data
of flooding episodes in urban areas, the availability of spatially and temporally distributed
information on particular flooding episodes is limited. In addition, the test site in Yu and
Lane (2006a) does not represent a solely urban test case and the observational data available
in McMillan and Brasington (2007) has considerable uncertainty as a result of the collection
methodology. Therefore, a different approach to model evaluation is required, namely model
verification, which in itself provides a different framework for developing and assessing ur-
ban flood models. The flooding scenarios at Glagow and Greenwich allow the behaviour of
urban flood models to be investigated without consideration of errors in observational data.
Furthermore, a model verification approach in these regions allows the controlling features
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of urban environments and the utility of new techniques to be determined. The following
chapters will therefore document the evaluation of the scale dependence of urban features
and utility of sub-grid scale porosity techniques for the improvement of flood risk assessment





Evaluation of the scale dependence
of urban environments
4.1 Introduction
The need for effective and efficient flood risk assessment tools is driven by a dichotomy of
scales within flood risk analysis where fine scale detail is required over wide areas. The fine
scale detail is required to assess risk and possible damage to individual assets and properties
(i.e. for insurance purposes) but is also required over wide areas as flood events are rarely
localised. Furthermore, wide area application is a necessity to assess the consequences of a
return to a flood rich period (Lane, 2008), in addition to the long-standing planning and
management needs. A number of authors (Hunter et al., 2005b; Sanders, 2008) have noted the
significant computational requirement of numerical models on high resolution grids invoked
by stringent time step constraints to maintain model stability. Consequently, in order to
address the large scale problem, the ability of coarse resolution models to provide fine scale,
detailed flood risk predictions needs to be assessed.
The effect of model resolution on estimates of flooding in rural areas has been extensively
explored (see Hardy et al., 1999; Horritt and Bates, 2001a; Horritt et al., 2006, 2007; Tayefi
et al., 2007) and models at coarse resolution are generally shown to perform well compared to
observed data, especially when reprojected onto higher resolution elevation models (Horritt
and Bates, 2001a). Analysis of natural topography displays a fractal property (Marks and
Bates, 2000) that can be retained at resolutions up to ",250 m (Horritt and Bates, 2001a).
Chapter 2 has highlighted the hydrologically complex nature of urban environments and a
number of authors (Mark et al., 2004; Yu and Lane, 2006a) have noted that the structures
on urban floodplains significantly alter the storage capacity and conveyance characteristics.
Mark et al. (2004) note that urban areas are characterised by length scales of 1-5 m but few
authors have explored the effect of not representing these length scales explicitly in numerical
models of urban flooding. Yu and Lane (2006a) considered the effect of coarse resolution
models for a mixed urban and rural test case although the majority of the flow was contained
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in the rural floodplain. The authors found a significant reduction in model performance at
coarse resolutions and non-stationarity of response of numerous model performance measures
with respect to the friction parameter in a sensitivity analysis.
In this chapter, the analysis of Yu and Lane (2006a) is extended to consider model
resolution, friction and resampling effects on hydraulic model predictions for a wholly urban
case without the influence of channel-floodplain interactions. This allows the evolution of
flow around structures to be examined in greater detail and the quality of representation
of the urban environment to be assessed..Specifically, the effect of scale on predictions of
surface water heights and flood extents will be evaluated (§4.3). Secondly, the influence of
different grid resampling strategies will be evaluated within the same framework to quantify
the effects of uncertainty in feature representation and discretisation noise. Thirdly, the
effects of the inclusion of different data layers for deriving coarse resolution representations
of topography is undertaken (§4.4). Finally, the sensitivity of the model to friction calibration
at different scales will be addressed to determine how effective parameter values may add
to uncertainties in flood prediction (§4.5). The lack of detailed observational data requires
a different approach to model calibration and validation. Assuming the high resolution
simulations represent a set of benchmark predictions, it is possible to verify that coarse
resolution models are consistent abstractions of the benchmark simulation. Consequently,
model verification is undertaken by assessing coarse model predictions of flood depths and
extent with respect to the benchmark solution (Lane and Richards, 2001).
4.2 Model evaluation methods
In order to establish the variability in model predictions associated with changing resolution,
resampling strategy and friction sensitivity, the effect of these model configurations was
evaluated separately prior to a combined analysis to determine detailed model sensitivities.
This study is a model verification exercise as there is no appropriate quantitative data for
any observed event. Consequently, model predictions of water heights are evaluated against
the benchmark high resolution simulation using root mean squared error (RMSE) (Eqn. 4.1).
RMSE = V-1- " (hl? - h¥,)2NC L...J va t,J (4.1)
where hi,i is the water height at cell [i,j] in the benchmark (D) or modelled (M) simulation
and NC represents the number of cells classified as wet in the benchmark model result or
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the coarse resolution model result. The ability of the coarse resolution models to adequately
predict propagation extent is analysed by calculating a global fit statistic (Eqn. 4.2) (Werner
et al., 2005b) as follows:
(4.2)
where MIlO represents the modelled cell state (wet (1) or dry (0)), DI/o represents the
benchmark cell state and N'O represents the number of cells in the benchmark model domain
(96,000 cells). p(l) therefore varies between 0 for model with no overlap between predicted
and benchmark inundated areas and 1 for a model where these coincide perfectly. In order
to deal with the changing resolution, coarse model results were resampled to the benchmark
domain size using a simple nearest neighbour approach which ensures all values within the
output stencil are equal to the predicted model result and no averaging or interpolation of
values occurs. Hunter (2005) notes that r'» ignores the areas of correct predictions of non-
flooding (MoDo) and thus this measure is not dependent on the size of the model domain. In
other words, F(I) is only concerned with areas that are wet and as such can be regarded as
a surrogate for the active floodplain area within the domain (Hunter, 2005). This measure
has been used in a number of studies (e.g. Aronica et al., 2002; Horritt and Bates, 2001a) to
calibrate a variety of flood models against observed inundation area but yields a single broad
optimum region in a two-parameter space (channel and floodplain n). As a result, a number
of other measures, (F(2), r», p(4)) with minor modifications to the numerator, have been
proposed in order to further constrain the regional of optimal model performance (Hunter,
2005). As this study employs a benchmarking approach, r» seems the most appropriate
measure as it provides a relatively unbiased result, equitably discriminating between under-
and over-prediction. The F(I) measure discriminates between modelled and observed data
at the margins of the flooded area. Examining this statistic throughout a flood event will
inevitably lead to an increase in the fit statistic as the flooded area increases relative to the
number of cells at the flood margins. This reduces the discriminatory power of the statistic
when assessing competing model structures. Nonetheless, once the flood wave dynamics have
subsided, the F(I) measure will provide an indication of the error introduced by variations
in model structure.
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4 .3 Influence of model resolution on flood propa ga tion
In order to test the importance of scale. the original high resolution DEx ls of G re enfield
and Greenwi ch are progressively coarse ned t o examine the effect of introducing qu ant. isation
noise into th e description of building loc ati ons. di mensions and shape . As urban areas
arc characte rised by obstacles and st ruct ures that dramaticall y affect t he flow area a nd
storage capacity of floodplains, coarse represent ati ons of these obstacles will tend to alter
the dyn amics of t he urban flood . However , this effect ha rem ai ned la rge y un quaut ified
and the controlling f('atnn's of Hood propagation haw not been Iullv elucidated in studies to
date.
4 .3 .1 Greenfield , G lasgow, K
In order to test the significance of sca le, the origina l ~x = 2 m (9G.000 cell s) D ' ~ l is aggre-
ga ted to three pr ogressively coarse r resolut ion DE:\ 'ls (D.X = 4 (24.000 cells ) . (G.OOO cells) .
I G m ( 1.500 cells) ) using the defaul t method nearest neighbour app roach . T his resampliug
method defines the eleva t ion of the out pu coarse grid cell a t he eleva t ion of the fine res-
olution cell in th e cent re of the output resolut ion st en cil. Figure 4 .1 shows the maxi m um
pr edi ct ed flood depths usin g the high resolution . be nchmark 2m DE:\ 1 used to evalua te th
coa rse resolution model pr ed ictions . These resul t ap pear to be consistent with observat ions
of tlw flood event in .Iuly, 2002 as the mod el simulat es shallow flow dep ths dow n th e nor hern
st ree t. running eas t to west. in teracti ons with the lJUilding fabric an d pe nd ing in t he low
lying streets north of the railway emba nkme nt,
400
JOO
700 800 90 0
Figur e 4 .1: Max imum sim ula ted llood extent from the high resolution. benchmark 2m LiS FI.OOI)- FI' so lu ion
of C rr-enfi old wi t h t.ho su rfacr- IlPight. (z) from t.he [)E~ I shown as a gn',v s('alt' overlnin l.~ ' w.iu-r depths (It) .
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Figure 4.2 shows the maximum predicted flood depths using the coarse resolution DSMs.
The most notable features are the ability of the 4 and 8 m resolution models to simulate the
shallow flow down the northern street, the ponding in low-lying region north of the railway
embankment, and the complex interactions with the building network. At 16 m, the model
simulates the former two features adequately but fails to replicate water depths around the
buildings in the centre of the domain. Nonetheless, the 16 m model appears to replicate
areas of deep water which will contribute most to damage estimates from this flood event.
However, there is a substantial difference in the spatial distribution of the water depths such
that the 16 m model overpredicts depths in the region of point Xl and' underpredicts depths
in the region of X3 (see Figure 4.1 for locations). These analyses provide indications of
model performance, although only qualitative, but do not provide an insight into the ability
of coarse resolution models to predict the dynamic propagation of the floodwave.
Figure 4.3 shows the evolution of quantitative model performance over the course of
the simulation for ~x = 4, 8, 16 m compared to the benchmark solution using the default
nearest neighbour resampling technique. Analysis of these global measures of performance
provide contrasting conclusions about the ability of the model to predict flooding at coarse
resolutions. Assessing the RMSE of predicted water levels requires a choice between evalu-
ating water elevations and water depths. In ponded regions, the use of water elevations is
likely to provide a better result than water depths as a flat water surface will be predicted
regardless of bed elevation. However, in areas of dynamic flow, such as down the steep slopes
present in the Greenfield domain, the model is likely to more accurately predict the water
depth. It should be noted, however, that the diffusion wave approximation will become less
appropriate as slope (and hence, velocity) increases. Nonetheless, Hunter et al. (2008) found
similar results for a range of 2D flood models at this site and Prestininzi (2008) has shown
the utility of diffusion wave models for transient flows. In relation to flood risk at the Green-
field site, the use of water depths therefore provides a conservative estimate of risk which
has practical application for the planning and insurance industries. The RMSE of predicted
flood depths over the entire domain is less than the typical vertical error of LiDAR data of
±15 em RMSE. In this case, the RMSE is describing changes in relative submergence as the
water slopes are negligible compared to the topography such that only the dynamic portion
of the event will affect the error distribution. This is observed in the evolution of the RMSE
as the error rises until the time of peak inflow and remains fairly constant thereafter.
In constrast, the binary measure of flood extent is temporally more variable and decreases
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Figure 4.2: Xlax uuum simulated flood dep ths from the 4. Sand IG III LISF LOO D- Fl' solnt ious w it h t he
sur face height (z) [rom the DI':1\1 sho wn as a grey sca le overlain by water depths (iI).
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F igure 4.3 : Evolution of global measures of model per formance throu ghou t th e simu lation at .6.x = 4, a nd
16 m compared to the ben chmark sol ut ion where a) is t he IV-lS I;; of predict ed flood depths and b) is th e 1"2
bi na ry measure of fit of flood exte nts.
substa nt ially with decreasing model resolut ion and sugges ts poor process or topographic
representa t ion wit hin the coarse models . Horri t t and Bates (2001a) note that pred ictions
at coarse resolu t ions will be subject to two ty pes of error when compa ring model shorelines
to a benchmark dataset. Firstly, the coarse resolu tion mod els will provide only a crude
approximation of the mod el shoreline as a result of th e quanti sation noise int roduced in
the resampling process (discussed in more deta il in §4.4). Secondly, th ere will be a bu lk
effect on coarse model pred ict ions resul tin g from changes to flow path s and local slopes t hat
is ind ependent of quantisation noise. T he evolut ion of the model fit measurement (Figure
4.3b ) sugges ts th a t although the prediction of water heights is with in expec ted erro r hounds.
significant error is introd uced into t he flood wave propagation at coarse resolutions. These
conflicti ng conjectures ind icate tha t it is necessary to consider internal model predict ions
when analysing flood pr edictions at coarse resolu ti ons (aft er Ba tes et al., 1998a ; Fawcet t
et al. , 1995).
Accordingly, t ime series of water dept h predict ions at four characterist ic locations withi n
t he Greenfields site (see Figur e 4.1 for loca t ions) ar e compared . Poin t XI represents an
area of ra pid ponding at the start of the simulatio n followed by t he slow release of water as
t he simulat ion proceeds. Poin t X2 is indi ca tive of sha llow, high velocit y flow down a well-
defined road and point X3 represents an area of permanent pond ing with little dra inage.
Point X4 represents an area of convergent flow receiving water from both t he northern and
southern road networks. In this case, the low resolu t ion models show signifi cant over- and
under-predict ion of water dep ths at the chosen locations (Figure 4.4). The overprediction
at poin t Xl , the associa ted under-predict ion at point X3 and analysis of the DEM in t he
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Figure 4.4: Evolut ion of water depths t hroughout t he simulat ion at four COn rol poin .. X1-4 . a each resol u-
t ion. Note t he black line in each diagram represents t he be nchmark 2 m solu ion .
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16 m model suggest that water release from point Xl is inhibited by the blockage of flow
paths and the overestimation of building size in the coarse DEM. Furthermore, it is likely
that resampling procedures reduce the definition of the road network and thus may cause
the under-prediction of the shallow flow at point X2 in both 8 and 16 m model resolutions.
This may explain the delayed flood wave response at point X4 at coarse resolutions and
the apparent low RMSE of flood depths but low degree of model shoreline fit mentioned
above. However, the maximum water depth predictions in high risk areas are well predicted
in models up to 8 m which suggests urban areas are characterised by critical length scales
and model performance deteriorates significantly at resolutions above these thresholds.
4.3.2 Greenwich, London, UK
The Greenwich tidal embayment has distinctly different characteristics from the Greenfield
site and also portrays significant spatial variation in land use and, as a result, building
size and distribution. From a hydraulic modelling viewpoint, the area is characterised by
gentle slopes throughout and a combination of dense networks of interconnecting streets
and large expanses of open land. Terraced residential housing dominates the south west
region and industrial docklands dominate the western edges with large areas of open land in
between. Figure 4.5 shows the location of the inflow points along each defence section and
characteristic inflow hydrographs for the I-in-IOO year return period event for a number of
the defences on the 5 m DSM.
Figure 4.6 shows the maximum predicted flood depths from a I-in-IOO year return period
event with breaches lasting ",20 minutes over an event of ",2 hours. The results suggests
that the model is able to simulate channelised flow between the complex terraced houses
in the south west corner of the domain and flow over complex open land in the northern
most regions. Furthermore, regardless of building size, the dominant flow paths appear to
be ultimately governed by the street network. This effect is particularly noticeable in the
east of the domain where the building axis length is ",20 m and the street width is ",5 m.
There is also substantial evidence for complex local topography controlling storage patterns
in the north of the domain and flows in this region are also substantially influenced by the
Millenium Dome (visible as cicular feature east of X2) and Blackwall Tunnel (south of X2).
Therefore, models at coarse resolution need to be able to resolve these complex channelised
flow patterns and topographically controlled storage areas.
The spatial distribution of maximum predicted flood depths throughout the simulation at
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Figur e <I .G: Mnximu m simulated floo d extent from the high resolution , benchm ark 5 III LISFL OOD-FP
solution of Gr eenw ich with t he surface heigh t (z) from t he DEi\1 shown as a grey scale overlai n by wate r
depths ( iI ).
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grid resolutions of 10, 25 and 50 m are shown in Figure 4.7. Detailed analysis of the Greenfield
study site suggested that critical length scales exist within urban environments that control
the propagation of flood waters. A visual comparison of maximum predicted flood extents
for Greenwich imply a similar controlling mechanism. The 10 m resolution model appears
to replicate the complex flow paths between buildings observed in the benchmark simulation
in the south east and south west regions of the domain. In addition, this model appears to
capture the topographic variations in areas of open land that determine the dominant modes
of storage around the Millenium Dome. However, artificial deceleration of the floodwave
through the dense street network is apparent in the reduction of the maximum flood extent
in these regions.
On the other hand, the 25 and 50 m grid resolution models appear to significantly alter
the dominant flow paths for floodwave propagation. Firstly, these coarse models portray
substantial over-prediction of flood extents in areas of open land which is a result of exces-
sive smoothing of topographic features in the resampling process. Secondly, prediction of
water depths and flood extents in the regions where the street network controls floodwave
progression, is poorly resolved. In particular, artificial blockages created by overestimating
building size characterises the 25 m model result where water ponds behind these blockages
(i.e. eastern area of Figure 4.7b) or the floodwave propagation is impeded (i.e. south west
region). Notably, these artefacts are also visible in areas of the 50 m resolution model (i.e,
eastern regions) but at this resolution, the buildings are underestimated in places which may
lead to overestimates of floodwave propagation (i.e. south west corner). Furthermore, both
the 25 and 50 m models exhibit emergent flow paths not apparent in the high resolution
models (5 and 10 m) due to diversion of flows in new directions and excessive smoothing of
topographic features.
Global model performance can be determined by analysing the temporal evolution of
measures throughout the simulation compared to the benchmark 5 m simulation (Figure
4.8), as conducted for the Greenfield study. In contrast to the previous study, the RMSE
and F 2 measures provide similar conclusions about the utility of coarse models in this area.
The evaluation of flood depths shows a rapid deterioration in model performance initially
to an RMSE of '""1 m which then remains constant throughout the simulation. A similar
response is seen in the model fit statistic (F2 ) where model performance is consistently poor
«0.5) throughout the event at each resolution. These global performance measures suggest
that the 10 m resolution model does not provide adequate predictions of flood depths or
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Figur e 4.7: Maximum simulated flood extent from t he 10. 25 and 50 m LISF LOOD- FP solutions wit h t he
surface height (z) from t he DE1\1 shown as a grey scale overlain by water dep ths (iI).
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extents. Although all the det ailed flow pa ths in t he densely urbani sed areas are not resolved
in th e 10 m grid , it pr ovides consiste nt patt erns of flooding at most sites in th e domain.
Furthermore, t he large RMSE across all resolutions may be, in part , caused by the floodi ng
of Blackwall t unnel in the 5 m benchmark tha t is not obse rved in t he 10 III model, or
indeed in the 25 and 50 m models. As expec ted from the analysis at Greenfield , t here is a
systematic decrease in mod el performance with decreasing model resolu tion. Not abl y, t he
small redu ct ion in performance from 25 to 50 III resolu tion which suggests there may be
a deg ree of emergent behaviour at these resol~tions . Global performan ce measures do not
provide infor mation about th e prediction of local water level vari abili ty. T his is necessary
for assessing the utili ty of coarse resolution models for damage and loss est ima tion.
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Figure 4.8: Evolu t ion of global measures of model perfo rmance th ro ughout t hc simula tion at ~x = 10, 25
and 50m compa red to the bench mark solu t ion where a ) is the RM SE of predi cted flood depths an d b) is t he
F'2 bina ry measure of fi t of flood extents .
Subsequ ent ly, t ime series of water dep th pred ictions at a number of locations with dif-
ferent cha racte rist ics within th e mod el domain (see Figure 4.5 for locations) are compared .
The area surround ing poin t Xl is charac te rised by terraced , resident ial housing, with walled ,
hydraulic disconnected gardens , connected by an irr egular , narrow street network. Point X2
is an area of industrial dock lands with buildings of XX III and large expa nses of ope n land in
bet ween whereas point X3 is an area of paved , open land. Finally, point X4 is an industrial
area with large buildings separated by narrow alleyways and st reets. Echoing findings from
the Gr eenficld site, t he coarse resolu tion models show substant ial over- and under-prediction
of water depths at t he control points. Furt hermore, there is little discernable pat tern across
the four sites alt hough th e 25 and 50 m models consiste nt ly under-predict th e wat er depths
regardless of land use ty pe .
Figure 4.9 shows the evolut ion of wat er depth at th e four cont rol points for the coarse
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Figure 4.9: Evolu tion of water depths t hroughout t he simulation at four control points. X1-4. at each resolu-
t ion. Not e t he black line in each diagra m represents t he benchmark 5m solution .
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resolution and benchmark model simulations. At point Xl, the lack of water depth results
at 25 and 50 m grid resolution is a direct result of not resolving the street network that
conveys water to this location at these resolutions and the artificial blockages created by
overestimating building size in this region. The 10 m resolution model predicts a later arrival
time and a lower water depth, a consequence of increased tortuosity caused by the orthogonal
nature of the solver in LISFLOOD-FP. Point X2 and point X4 shows similar responses at
coarse resolutions with the 10 m model over-predicting water depths and the 25 and 50 m
models under-predicting depths although all models appear to adequately predict floodwave
arrival times. The shallow water depths and floodwave timings predicted at X3 are poorly
resolved in the coarse resolution models but these shallow depths will have little impact
on flood damage and loss estimates. This analysis combined with the global performance
measures and qualitative comparison of the DEMs and flood maps suggests that the resolved
street network determines floodwave progression. This supports the conjecture from the
Greenfield study, that urban areas are characterised by critical length thresholds and model
resolutions below this threshold do not adequately resolve flood dynamics through urban
environments suggesting a simple reprojection strategy (see (Horritt and Bates, 200la))
would be unlikely to increase coarse model performance.
4.3.3 Conclusions and recommendations
Results of model simulations at both Greenfield and Greenwich imply that urban areas
are characterised by critical length scales that determine the dominant mode of water con-
veyance. At these specific sites, channelised flow along street networks seems to be the
dominant mode and thus the length scale that needs to be resolved is defined by the width
of the streets. Figure 4.10 shows the distribution of shortest building dimensions and short-
est building separation distances for the Greenfield site. The shortest building dimension
is calculated by approximating all buildings to rectangles and using the area and perimeter
data available in MasterMap® to determine the rectangle dimensions. This suggests that,
for this particular site, the critical length scale is of the order of 8m and is determined by
both the shortest building dimension and the distance between buildings.
Figure 4.11 shows the results of the same analysis of the building distribution at the
Greenwich test site. This suggests a critical shortest building dimension of ",12 m and a
building separation threshold of ",5 m. In the context of the coarse resolution modelling
results, this would explain the restricted flow observed in the resolved streets in the 10 m
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Figure 4.10: Distribution of length scales in the Greenfields area where a) is the distribution of shortest
building dimension derived from MasterMap@ and b) shows the distribution of shortest distance between
buildings.
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Figure 4.11: Distribution of length scales in the Greenwich area where a) is the distribution of shortest
building dimension derived from MasterMap@ and b) shows the distribution of shortest distance between
buildings.
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simulations and the complete lack thereof in the coarser resolution models. However, this
does suggest that in order to adequately understand flooding at this site, a grid resolution
of <10 m is required. This is commensurate with studies of other UK sites (see Yu and
Lane (2006a)) and around the world (see Mark et al. (2004)). However, it is likely that this
critical value will be site specific and needs to be determined prior to any urban hydraulic
modelling study.
As set out in §1.4, the aim of this thesis is to develop computationally efficient yet
accurate numerical models of urban environments. Therefore, it is necessary to consider
relative model runtimes to determine an acceptable trade-off between model performance
and efficiency. Table 4.1 shows the model runtimes, efficiency and associated performance
for coarse resolution models at the two test sites. Model efficiency is defined as event length
/ computational time such that an efficiency of greater than 1 means the computational time
is less than the length of the flood event. Clearly, the high time-step dependence on water
depth and the larger domain size in Greenwich reduces the practical utility of models of <10
m resolution despite the poor performance of coarse resolution models. However, the good
performance and high efficiency of the 8 m resolution model at Greenfield, coupled with
the length scale analysis in this region provides a practical trade-off between computation
time and model performance for models of this size with similar characteristics. Notably,
these results suggest a detailed analysis of critical length scales and a consideration of model
computation time is necessary a priori to determine the practical utility of a given model
configuration.
Resolution Event time Runtime Model Minimum Model perfor-
(m) (mins) (mins) efficiency timestep (s) mance (p(1))
Glasgow
2 120 1087.08 0.11 0.003
4 120 119.43 1.00 0.008 0.784
8 120 4.77 25.16 0.028 0.629
16 120 0.43 279.07 0.079 0.474
Greenwich
5 120 35080.01 0.003 <0.001
10 120 1027.33 0.12 0.002 0.347
25 120 17.78 6.75 0.013 0.223
50 120 0.17 720,00 0.566 0.199
Table 4.1: Relative model efficiency, minimum timestep and model performance at the end of the simulation
for models of varying resolution at the Greenfield and Greenwich study sites run using a 2.0 GHz Pentium
IV processor.
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4.4 Sensitivity to urban media configurations
Floods in urban environments are clearly controlled by the building configuration and asso-
ciated road network and resolving these features in coarse resolution models determines the
success of any given model application. The preceding analysis has taken a naive approach
to grid resampling without consideration of the quality of representation of the urban envi-
ronment. Therefore, this section will examine the utility of different resampling strategies
and combinations of elevation data to resolve flood information at coarse scales.
4.4.1 Greenfield, Glasgow, UK
Effects of gridding technique
In the analysis thus far, the default, nearest neighbour resampling strategy from the ArcGIS
software package (Geographical Informations Systems) was employed with no consideration
of the details of the technique. However, as noted above, predictions at coarse resolutions
are subject to both quantisation and scale reduction errors and both need to be minimised.
Thus, the method used to obtain coarse resolution DEMs thus may be influential in min-
imising that error. Urban environments are characterised by high spatial height variability
and the method of grid interpolation will greatly affect the representation of buildings at
coarse scales. Furthermore, there are a large number of possible techniques incorporated into
standard geographical information systems (GIS) software packages. The effect of these tech-
niques will be assessed by deriving coarse resolution grids using either (i) nearest neighbour
interpolation, (ii) bilinear interpolation, (iii) mean or (iv) cubic spline convolution methods.
Each method uses a different configuration of the high resolution cells for processing. The
nearest neighbour method uses the value of the input cell defined as the closest to the centre
of the output cell whereas the bilinear interpolation uses the four cells closest to the centre.
The mean technique is defined as the mean of all cells in the output stencil and the cubic
convolution applies a cubic spline function over the 16 cells nearest the centre of the output
cell.
Yu and Lane (2006a) analysed model results using bilinear, nearest neighbour and cubic
spline resampling techniques and found inconsistent results across model scales and through-
out model simulations. Figure 4.12 shows the RMSE and fit statistic at 8 m resolution for
each resampling strategy and suggests a consistent model response throughout the course
of the simulation with different resampling techniques, although there is large variability
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Figur e 4.12: Evolution of the global measures of model pe rformance at LlX = m for each resampling strategy
compared to the benchmark solutio n where a) is the R~[SE of pred icted flood depths and b) is th e F2 binary
measure of fit of flood extents.
between the different methods which is also observed across all resolu tions. The variability
between methods is likely a result of th e default stencil used in th e averaging in each III thod
in the ArcInfo GIS software package. The largest error is associat ed with th e cubic spline
interpolation which uses a 16-cell stencil whereas th e sma llest error is associated with 4-cell
bilinear and l-cell nearest neighbour ste ncil methods. Therefore, the origina l resolution and
quality of the input data will have a significant effect on coarse resolution representations of
topography. Intern al verification of water depth predi cti ons show a similar pattern , nam ely
that th e nearest neighbour method provides results most consi tent with the b nchmark data
set for predicting high water stands (Figure 4.13). On th e oth er hand , th bilinear approach
appears to compromise the predi ction of deep areas for improved predictions in shallow ar-
eas. However , it is clear that standard , 'off-t he-shelf' resampling techniques provid e no clear
substantive improvement to model results over a naive resampling strategy.
Effects of data layer com binations
A DEM of an urban area can be considered as having two distinct layers with a mask of
building locations and elevations overlaying the 'bare earth ' terrain (e.g. a DTM ). If th e
overall slope of the terrain is capt ured in coarse resolution 'ba re earth' DTM s, th en it may
be possible to drive urban flood models with a 'bare earth' description of topography. This
approach relies on the premise that the underlying topography, rather than the buildings,
controls local flow pa ths. Figure 4.14 compares the global model performance of th e nearest
neighbour DSM model configurat ion with th e neare t neighbour DTM driven models at 4,
8 and 16 m resolution throughout the simulation. These results show an increased ability of
9
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Figu re ,1.13: Evolution of water depths throughout th e simulat ion at four control point s, Xl -4 , at ~x = m
resolut ion for each rosampling st ra tegy. Note th e black line in each diagram represents the benchm ark 2 m
solution.
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the 16 m mod el to predict both flood depths and extents throughout much of the simulat ion
using the DTM compared to the DS!vI. In the same way, these results show a decrease
in model performance at 4 m but little change at 8 m resolution using the 'bare earth '
topography. At a grid resolution of 4 m using the DTM, the blockage hav b en removed
meani ng that the retarding effect of buildings on the urban floodplain has be n r moved.
Similarly, at 16 III resolution, two blockage effects have been removed which act to increase
the global performance compared to the DSM mode l configuration. Firstly, th ere is an effect
associated with removal of buildings, as in the 4 III model , and second ly, there is an effect
associated with removal the blockage artefacts introduced by resampling to coars resolution.
Totably, worse model performance is apparent at resolutions higher the critical length scale
and increased model performance below this threshold using the terrain models. This would
imply that the overall flood pattern is largely driven by the und rlying topography whereas
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Figure 4.14: Evolution of global measures of model performance throughout the simulation at Llx = '1, a nd
16m compared to the benchmark solution where a) is the RMSE of predicted flood depths and b) is th e F2
binary measure of fit of flood extents where the solid lines represent the DSM result and the dashed lines
represent the DTM result.
Figure 4.15 shows the maximum water depth predictions on the 4, and 16 m resolution
DTMs overlain with the l'vlasterMap@ to provide the locations of the buildings th at hav
effectively been removed . There is one main feature not iceable across all resolutions that
highlights: (i) the lack of local information in global performanc measures, and (ii) the
prob lems of using DTMs to drive flood models . As the buildings have been removed , th re
is increased area available for storage and a substantial amount of water 'in' th buildings,
most noticeably around X3. This increased storage area has the effec t of decreasing water
levels at X3 and X4 throughout the simulation. Furthermore, the removal of major buildings
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like the school south of X2 has acted to create a new flow path, diverting water away from
the road, leading to decreased water depths at X2 across all resolutions. These results would
imply that the artificial blockages created when including buildings at resolutions below the
critical length scale have a substantial effect on slowing flood propagation. In addition, it
would suggest that a method capable of representing the buildings implicitly, such as porosity
techniques (see Braschi et al. (1989) and McMillan and Brasington (2007)), would provide
realistic results as long as the underlying topography used to drive the model was consistent
acrose model scales.
The utility of a DTM-based model configuration is founded in the idea that the underly-
ing topography is well represented in coarse models and ultimately controls the broad-scale
pattern of inundation. However, local scale detail of flooding around buildings is not cap-
tured and indeed, the removal of buildings provides spurious areas for water storage. If an
urban DEM can be considered as two distinct layers and the DTM captures the underlying,
large-scale topographic features, it may be possible to consider the resampling of each layer
separately (hereafter termed 'two-stage resampling') which allows the quantisation noise in-
troduced at coarse resolutions to be quantified (Horritt and Bates, 200la). Based on the
findings thus far, a bilinear resampling approach is employed hereafter for resampling both
the 'bare earth' DTM and the building mask. The two-stage method reduces the uncertainty
of building size estimates at coarse resolutions as rather than smoothing the transition be-
tween the underlying terrain and the structure, it ensures a maximum overprediction of
building dimensions of !:::J.x/2. Horritt and Bates (2001a) estimate the expected quantisation
noise at any given resolution by degrading the benchmark data set to the model resolution
and comparing this back to the original benchmark data set using Eqn. 4.2. The results from
this analysis at different times during the simulation are shown in Figure 4.16. These suggest
that during the dynamic portion of the event model results at low resolutions are greatly
affected by the blockage of flow paths and overestimation of building dimensions in both the
direct and two-stage resampling methods. Furthermore, the lack of significant increase in
model performance over the standard resampling approaches suggests that resampling the
'bare earth' DTM to resolutions greater than the critical length scale of "'8 m still averages
out the road network blocking a significant flow path at this site. However, after the dynamic
portion of the event, the coarse resolution models appear to be functioning as well as could
be expected given the magnitude of the quantisation noise. At a site less dominated by steep
slopes where the 'bare earth' topography varies more gradually, the two-stage resampling
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Figur e 4.15: ~hxilllu lll simulat ed flood depths fro m th e 4, and 16 m LISF LOOD-FP so lut ions usin g the
DT~ls with the surface height (z) from th e DE~I shown as a grey scale overlain by wat er depths (It).
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method may however provide a significan t increase in model performance. T hese result s
further support the conjec ture that in order to ad equat ely repr e ent t he pat t ern of flooding
in an urban area, th e model grid size should be of the order of the minimum of sho rtes t
building length scale or building separat ion distance at the indi vidual site.
4 .4.2 Greenwich, London, U K
The Glasgow case study highlighted the significant variab ility int roduced int o coarse respre-
sentat ions of topographic data sets by the ra nge of standa rd resampling techniques in G IS
software packages. Theoretically, t he same variab ility will be int roduced into predictions of
flooding at th e Greenwich test site. As a result of preliminary test ing and th is significantly
increased computat ional cost of the Greenwich case st udy (see Table 4.1). it docs not seem
per tin ent to conduct the same analysis on the Greenwich site. Fur ther more. the original
deriva tion of the DEM s was very different in both cases. T herefore, only th e usc of differe nt
da ta layer combinat ions and th e quantisation effect will be exa mined here.
Effects of data layer com binations
Figure 4.17 compar es t he evolut ion of global perform ance measures at I f) , 25 and 50 m grid
resolu tion using t he 'sur face' and 'bare eart h' model configurat ions. The evaluat ion of flood
depths suggests increasing model perform ance with increasing resolu t ion which is cont radic -
to ry to that found at t he Glasgow test site . However, in this case floodwave propagation is
modulated by st ructure locat ion whereas in Greenfield , th e wave propagation is primarily
cont rolled by the overall downward slope of the area. Therefore, overestimation of th e effect
of st ruct ures in coarse resolut ion models will art ificially ret ard flow, and t hus increase water
(0) t = 15 mi ns (b) t = 30 mins (c ) t = 45 mins1.00 1.00 1.00
.!! 0.75 ~ 0 .75 , 0 .75 ~.;'0ViI... 0.50 0.50 0 .50
A Direc t resomplin~
Two- stage resampl ing
o Ouontisotion noise
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0 8 16 0 4 8 16 0 8 6Resolution (m)
Figure 4 .16: Fit between predicted a nd benchma rk inundated area at a) t == 15. b) I == 30 an d c) I == 40 m ins
for two different resampling strategies and the maximum expected taking quantisat ion noise int o account.
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dep ths which is compe nsated for by t he removal of buildings in the 'bare earth ' DTM-b ased
mod els . Regardless, the err or in water depth is still of ord er of 1 m suggesting poor pre-
diction of t he variable controlling damage estimates. On the other hand , when conside ring
t he fit between flood exte nt s in the benchma rk and coarse resolu tion mod els , the use of a
te rrain model ap pea rs to portray simi lar to the Glasgow test case, t hat is an decrease in
model performance at resolutions higher than th e crit ical length sca le and an increas e in
model per forman ce at grid resolut ions lower than th e critical th res hold.
Visual analysis of fl ood depth ma ps suggests a systemic over-pred ict ion of flooded extent
in the coarse D'I'M-based models compared to their DSM counterparts. However , as noted
above, global performance measures often disguise a large degree of local information and
t herefore , it is necessary to investigate the wa ter dep th pr edictions at the four cont rol po ints.
Accordingly, water depth evolut ion for th e DSM (solid line) and DTM (dashed line)
models at multiple resolutions is analysed (F igure 4.1 ). Model resp onse at points X2, X3
and X4 appears to d isplay a systemic under-predict ion of peak aw l filial wat er depths ill
th e D'I'M vbased mod els compared to both th eir DSM count erparts and the benchmark 5 JI1
simulation at all resolutions . The timing of wat er depth arrival appears stationary between
t he 'sur face' and 'bare ea rt h ' mod el configurat ions whi ch may be it result of the pr oximi ty of
the control points to th e defence overtopping and breach locations . T herefore, th e removal
of blockages , both actual and art ificial , in coa rse reso lution DTIVIs at this site reduces the
restrict ion of flood wave prop agation , t hus lowering wate r levels. At resolu tions of 25 and 50
Ill , the 'ba re eart h' models provide predictions of flood depths at poin t Xl that do not occ ur
in the DSt"'l-based models at these resolu tion. These results suggest that at 25 and 50 III
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resolu tion , t he OTM is adequately representing the actua l underlying top ogr aphy in these
regions an d thus, if bu ildings ca n be adequa tely represented in coarse resolu tion models (e.g.
porosity tec hniques), th ere is scope for using such descriptions of topography.
(0) t = 10 m ins (b) t = 30 m ins (c ) t = 45 mins
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Figur e 4.19: Fit between pred icted a nd benchm ark inun dated area at a) 1 = 10, b) I. = 30 a nd c) t = ,15 min s
for two di fferen t resampling stra teg ies and the maximum expec te d tak ing quantisati on noise int o acco unt .
F igure 4.19 shows the resu lts of a 'two-stage' resampling ap proach using the OTM and
Master .Map ® building map for th e Greenwich test site . Echoing findin gs from the Glasgow
tes t sit e, the ' two-st age' resampling approach does not appear to provide substantia l or
systemic improvem ent over the standa rd bilin ear resampling approach. Mod els at 10 m
slightly under perform the quantisa t ion noise at all times and a detailed look at the OEI\l s
suggests this is a func tion of t he orthogo nal, 5-po int stencil used in LlSFLOOO-FP caus ing
artifi cial blockage of flow in t he densely urbanised areas around points XI and X4. In
this case, t here appea rs to be lit tl e difference in the magni tude of th e quantisation noise
thro ugho ut t he simulation. As water cont inues to propaga te through the urban area for
thc duration of the simulation (unlike th e Glasgow site where water ponds for much of the
simulation ), this resu lt is not unexpected. In genera l, however , the modcIs also appear to
be per forming as well as could be expected at each resolution given the quantisation noise
int roduced by t he rcsampling process.
4.5 Uncertainty propagation in urban flooding applications
The most common approac h to urban flood mod elling is to employ a 20 approach at high
resolut ion and calibrate the friction parameters to observed data (Ha ider et al., 2003 ; Mignot
et al., 2006; Ta rrant et al., 2005). However , actual values of the frict ion param et ers will be
mod el and possibly scale dep endent, as withi n models of varyi ng complexity friction values
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account for a variety of artefacts and unrepresented processes. In complex models, these
friction values compensate for a combination of drag forces aligned in the flow direction and
shear stresses acting on the sides of the flow, whereas in more simplified models the roughness
value accounts for lack of physical process representation in the controlling equations as
well as resistance to flow. Furthermore, in rural applications, the influence of floodplain
friction values is well understood (eg. Hunter et al., 2005b) and the relationship between
empirically derived friction values and land use types has been explored (Werner et al.,
2005b). Values of Manning's n have been derived from LiDAR data for rural vegetated
floodplains (Mason et ol., 2003). However, the interactionbetween friction values and urban
evironments at different modelling scales is less clear but has been explored by Yu and Lane
(2006a) using a 2D diffusive wave model. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the shape
of the response surface to changes in the Manning's n friction coefficient used in LISFLOOD-
FP. Digital map data can be used to assign friction values to standard land use classifications
based on empirically determined values from the literature (e.g. Chow, 1959) although these
"standard" values of n are generally considered as a guide and calibrated values will be model
and scale specific. In addition, this is only an appropriate method if the basis of derivation
of the floodplain friction values uses the same assumptions as the model being applied to
the floodplain. Furthermore, using a spatially distributed friction value based on land use
classification at coarse resolutions incorporates further uncertainty as a result of the coarse
representation of the land use regions. The sensitivity of model predictions to variations
in friction parameterisation was therefore explored by conducting 30 simulations for each
resolution and resampling method where the spatially uniform Manning's n varied from 0.01
to 0.1. A large range of friction values was employed to test if friction parameterisation
can compensate for grid resolution effects. However, the range of friction values used is
likely to introduce a bias into the resulting flood depth distributions as the benchmark value
(0.035) is skewed towards the lower end of the parameter range. Nevertheless, the premise
in this research is to investigate the utility of empirically derived values from the literature
to provide guidance for practitioners attempting to determine appropriate parameter ranges
a priori for operational purposes.
4.5.1 Greenfield, Glasgow, UK
At the Glasgow site, the results from this analysis are shown as variations in the predicted
water levels at the four control points (Figure 4.20). The upper and lower lines represent the
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Figure 4.20 : Percentile ran ge of wat er depth at contro l points, X1-4, for th e ensemble of varying frict ion
coefficient simulations at ~x = 4 (panels a-d) , 8 (panels e-h) and 16m (panels i-l). The solid lines represent
the minimum and maximum water depths predicted over th e ensemble, while th e shaded area represents th
25-75 % perc entile range. The solid black line represents the benchmark 2m solut ion.
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maximum and minimum predicted water levels respectively and the shaded region represents
the interquartile range of predictions. The benchmark solution data set is shown as the solid
black line on each graph. At 4 m grid resolution, it is possible to calibrate to within 10%
of peak water levels at all points and to final water levels at all but point X4. Similarly,
in areas of deep water where damage will be greatest, the 8 m resolution model appears to
calibrate to maximum and final water depths. However, although the water depth evolution
is well predicted at Xl, the 16 m models underpredict water levels at points X2 and X3,
and cannot resolve floodwave dynamics at point X4. In general, it would appear that it
is possible to calibrate to the benchmark solution at scales up to the shortest length scale
in the urban area. At coarser resolutions (in this case, "'-'16 m), however, the flow paths
are changed significantly such that calibration within realistic values does not resolve the
discrepancies in predicted water levels at the control points. Yu and Lane (2006a) note that
the use of substantially higher values of Manning's n yields better values of global measures
of model performance at coarse resolutions but an inability to resolve the time evolution of
floodplain inundation. Therefore, even at coarse resolutions, the use of effective values is
unable to resolve the detailed flooding patterns.
Figure 4.21 shows the range of water depths predictions obtained from a similar analysis
using the same variations in Manning's n but with models driven by the 'bare earth' DTM
topography. This internal verification of water depths suggests that it is possible to calibrate
to the peak water levels at important points in the benchmark solution up the critical length
threshold of the particular urban environment. However, calibrated water depths are lower
than the DSM counterparts throughout the simulations regardless of friction value used.
The range of Manning's n values used does not reconcile flood depths at X2 across all
resolution or X3 and X4 at 16 m resolution. This implies that an increase in friction value
cannot account for the effect removal of blockages has on the flow patterns or pathways at
resolutions below the critical length scale and that parameters become effective at resolutions
above this threshold. Furthermore, without the benefit of observed data to constrain effective
parameters, uncertainty in these parameters is high leading to effective parameter values that
cannot be determined a priori.
The magnitude of the range in maximum water depths predicted in each model grid cell
at any time during the simulation on the 'two-stage' resampling and DTM grids at 16 m
grid resolution are shown in Figure 4.22. This is the uncertainty in predicted maximum
water depth generated by forcing the models with a range of friction coefficients. As noted
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Figure 4.21: Percentile range of water depth at cont rol points, Xl-4 , for th e ensembl e of varying fricti on
coefficient simulati ons at Llx = 4 (panels a-d), 8 (panels e-h) and 16m (panels i-I) using the DTM s. Th e solid
lines represent the minimum and maximum water depths predi cted over th e ensembl e, while th e shaded a rea
represents the 25-75 % percentile range. The solid black line represents th e benchm ark 2m solut ion.
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in Hun ter ct al. (200R), t his confirms that changes to un iform param et er values inv oke a
spatially complex resp onse in non- linear distributed models . Further more . t he uncer tainties
associated wit h the to pographic description introduce a fur the r non-linear spatia l response
such that even though a model may replica te observed data at part icu lar po ints, t here is no
guara ntee of similar levels of performance throughout the whol e mo del dom ai n . pecifically,
this provides further evidence that calibration of friction values ca nnot account for changes





Figlll'c ,1.22: lagnit nde of run ge in wat er depth (Iz) predi cted by LISF LOOD-FP at 16 m resolu t ion usin g a )
th c bil inear two stage resampling method or b) the DTi\1 for t he ensemble of varyi ng fric ion coe fficients.
The response surface to cha nges in the Manning's n friction coefficient across d iffere nt
scal es is stntionary with respect to the optimum value for changes in model resolution up to
values roughl y th c size of th e shortest building dimension ('" m) (Figur e 4.2:3) . In ad d ition .
there is significant variability in model performance at 4 and 8 m grid resolut ion at frict ion
values away from the optimum. Fur thermore. Figure 4 .2:~ sugges ts that a t coarser resolutions
the optimum friction valu e is significant ly red uced a mi t he shape of the resp onse surface docs
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Figur e 4.23: Model response of RMSE and F2 for t he ensemble of varyi ng frict ion coefficient sim ulati ons at
t = 30 mins for each reso lut ion usin g t he DSM mod el COil figuration. Th e dot ted line represents t he Manning 's
n frict.ion va lue used in t he benchm ark 2 m so lut ion.
not suggest any fur ther improvement in model performance at high valu es of Manning's 11.
These findi ngs are sim ilar to Yu and Lan e (2006a) , suggesting scope for the introduction
of spatially distri bu ted fr ict ion values, increasin g t he dimensionality of any calibra t ion or
sensitivi ty analysis problem but recognisi ng th e effect ive nature of frict ion values with in 2D
flood models.
Ca lculati ng t he st anda rd deviation of predi ct ed flood depths at each cell in t he domain
throughout the simulation for t he range of resampling st ra tegies and frict ion values provid es
informat ion on the relative importance of each model configura t ion across all model sca les.
Figure 4.24 shows the mean of t he st anda rd deviation of predicted fl ood dept hs at each
resolu tion for t he different mod el configurat ions. This suggests that wit hin th e geometrically
complex ur ban area, accurately representing the to pogra phy is of grea te r signifi cance than
the value of the roughness pa rameter wit hin realist ic bounds as found by Yu and Lan e
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o
Figure 4.24: T he mean standard deviat ion of predicte d flood dep th s throughout t he do mai n for t he ra nge of
resampling strategies ami ense mble of frict ion coe fficients at each rosolut ion (.6.x = ,1, 8 a nd 16m).
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(2006b) . Furthermore, the sensit ivity of model resul ts to resampling strategy is significantly
greate r at coarse r resolut ions where the averaging procedure in t he resam pling method ca n
significant ly alt er and / or block nat ural flow pat hs (i.e. roads and gaps between buildings)
with in the urban network.
4.5.2 Greenwich, London, U K
° nder tak ing a similar analy sis at Greenwich suggests a similar response to varying values
of Manning'S n for decreasin g model resolu tions (sec Figure 4.25). The 10 m grid resolu t. ion
model is ncar t he threshold length scale of t he Greenwich embayment such that in areas
of open land (points X2 and X3) it is possible to calibra te to maximum benchmark water
dep th s. However, in the dense urban network at points Xl and X4, this sensit ivity ana lys is
in Manning's 11 docs not resolve peak water depths or th o floodwave dynamics. Ther efor e,
it would seem t hat friction calibra t ion cannot account for misrepresentation of t he building
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F igu~·c. 4.25:. Pcrc~ntilc range of water dcpt h at cont rol points , X1-4, for t hc cnscmble of va rying friction
coefficient simula t ions at ~x = 10 (panels a-d ). 2:' (puncls (.~ h ) a nd 50 m [pa nels i-I). T hc solid lines
represent t he minimum and max imum water de pths pred icted over t he ensemble, while thc shaded a rea
repr esents t hc 2:'- 7:' o/t pcrcent ilc ra nge, Thc solid black line rep resents t he benchmark 5m so lution.
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areas of ope n land , t he coarse models appear t.o resolve floodwave dynamics even if t hey
do not simulate water dep ths adequately. However , commensura te with previous studies
(e.g . Yu and Lan e (2006a)) ancl the findin gs in Glasgow, coarse resolut ion models abov e the
crit ical length sca le do not resolve flow dynamics in densely spaced urb an ar eas .
Figure 4.26 shows the response surface of globa l perfor man ce measures to cha nges in t he
Manning's u. frict ion pa ra met er. Unlike the Glasgow test case, mod els at Greenwich exhibit a
stationa ry resp onse to fr iction througho ut th e full range of grid resolu tions which is probably
caused by t he deep water dep ths t hat develop at this site. However , analysis of th e buildi ng
fabric suggested that a resolut ion of 10 m in this area of Greenwich may only j ust be high
enough resolution to fully capt ure flood wave dynami cs. Similarly, t his suggests t hat mod els
of flooding at Greenwich are highly dependent on the representa t ion of the st ruc t ures Oil
the floodplain and t hat calibration cannot account for any deficiencies th erein . Furt herm ore,
similar to the analysis of Yu and Lane (2006b), the value of friction in any model of urban
flooding will only be informative if the to pography is resolved adequately within the mod e!'
. . . : .: . .: : : : .
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Figure 4.26: I\lod el response of RI\ISE a nd F2 for t he ensemble of var yi ng friction «ocffir-iout sim ulations at
t = 10 mins for eac h resolution using th e DS~I mod el configura t ion. The dott ed line represen ts t he Manu iug 's
11 frict ion value used in t he be nchm ark 5 m solution .
4 .6 Conclusions and recommendations
In t his cha pter, a rigorous ana lysis of the scali ng behav iour an d sensit ivity to floodplain fric-
t ion of a 2D storage cell type model applied to an urban floodi ng scenario has been presented.
T he topographically and topologically complex nature of the urban environment introduces
ambiguity in model results when considering globa l measures of model performan ce. Cousid-
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eration of internal predictions of water depth is therefore necessary to understand detailed
flood dynamics and evolution. In practical terms, estimates of flood damage for insurance
and defence design applications are reliant on accurate predictions of water depths. The
combination of global performance measures and internal predictions of water depth high-
lights an initial estimate of the minimum grid cell size for urban applications being roughly
equal to the shortest length scale of the urban structures.
The method used in deriving a coarse resolution DEM from a high resolution, processed
LiDAR output induces significant variability in the predicted flood extents and large differ-
ences in water level predictions thoughout the domain creating substantial variation across
resolutions when compared to the benchmark solution. Indeed, standard GIS resampling
techniques introduce a large degree of variability but here the results are consistent across
model scales and throughout the simulation in contrast to previous findings (see Yu and
Lane (2006a)). The utility of 'bare earth' digital terrain models to resolve these variations at
coarse resolutions was explored and found to be particularly significant where the underlying
topography ultimately controls floodwave propagation (e.g. Greenfield test site) in prefer-
ence to building location and alignments (e.g. Greenwich test site). These conclusions are
similar to those found at different UK sites using a more complex numerical model (Neelz
and Pender, 2007a,b). Whilst the two-stage resampling technique developed here provides
some improvement to model results over standard resampling methods, the differences ob-
served here are neglible in terms of overall model performance. These results further suggest
that regardless of the resampling technique employed, the resolution needs to be similar
to the length of the shortest building axis or building separation distance. Nevertheless,
coarse resolution models appear to perform as well as could be expected given the degree of
quantisation noise.
As noted by Hunter et al. (2008), the lack of observational data for urban floods induces
the need for modellers to consider a range of predictions from a physical range of friction
values and how sensitivity of friction values varies across scales. Calibration of the friction
parameter is the standard way of reducing uncertainty over model parameters and fitting
model predictions to observed inundation conditions. Using a spatially uniform friction
value to reduce uncertainty at coarse resolutions suggests a stationary model response up
to the threshold grid cell size and a lack of identifiable values which provide a match to the
benchmark solution at coarser resolutions. Furthermore, unrealistically high friction values
do not appear to provide a feasible approach in this case as model performance decreases
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substantially across the friction range used in this application, a result also demonstrated
by Yu and Lane (2006a).
Finally, the topographical complexity of urban areas and computational restraints of high
resolution grids requires that a compromise between detail and model runtime is achieved.
This work suggests that model resolutions up to the characteristic length scale of building size
and street width provide consistent and sufficiently accurate predictions of flooding. Further-
more, the accurate representation of the topography and topology is of greater importance
than the individual value of the roughness parameter regardless of model resolution. There-
fore, work should concentrate on the incorporation of high resolution topographic data into
coarse resolution models through sub-grid scale approaches (see McMillan and Brasington,
2007; Molinaro et al., 1994; Yu and Lane, 2006b). The development and testing of sub-grid
scale techniques will be explored in Chapter 5 and the application of these techniques to real
test cases will form the basis of Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER5
Sub-grid scale porosity approaches
for finite difference models
The previous chapter highlighted the significant sensitivity of model results to coarse res-
olution representations of topography on urbanised floodplains, whether that be surface or
terrain models. Specifically, coarse resolution models artificially increase the flood wave
propagation speed but also dramatically alter flow direction and storage capacity due to
blockage effects and coarse structure representation (see Yu and Lane (2006a) for further ex-
amples). The use of coarse resolution models stems from the practical need for efficient and
fast numerical models for near real-time flood forecasting and wide-area application. The
high computational cost incurred by fine resolution model grids limits the practical usage
of such configurations. Therefore, model and application specific techniques are required to
improve the utility of coarse resolution models and overcome the computational demands of
higher resolution numerical models. As a result, a number of authors (Braschi et al., 1991;
McMillan and Brasington, 2007; Molinaro et al., 1994; Yu and Lane, 2006b) have developed
porosity techniques for hydraulic models of urban flooding and shown the utility of retaining
sub-grid scale topographic information to more correctly represent urban flood propagation
and storage. However, the variability in terms of algorithm complexity, topographic repre-
sentation, and model dimensionality and structure means no guidelines exist to help decide
on the appropriate technique for a given application. Furthermore, the limited data available
for model evaluation and the lack of a clear evaluation methodology suggests that identifying
an optimum configuration from competing model structures and sub-grid scale techniques is
difficult.
The chapter that follows will develop a number of sub-grid scale porosity algorithms of
varying complexity with increasing data and pre-processing requirements. The first technique
(§5.1.1) is an extension of that developed by Braschi et al. (1991) to two dimensions and
additionally includes the incorporation of the porosity into the flux calculation. Introduction
of a water height dependency extends this technique further (§5.1.2), although the utility of
this approach was noted by the same authors (but not formally developed by them). Section
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5.2.1 details the development of a porosity that realises the effect of blockages and linear
elements along boundaries of coarse resolution cells. The technique is inspired by that of
Molinaro et al. (1994) although different in application. The final porosity technique (§5.2.2)
is very similar to those developed by Yu and Lane (2006b) and McMillan and Brasington
(2007). Model verification against the optimally stable LISFLOOD-FP code (Hunter et al.,
2005b) is used to objectively assess the sub-grid techniques. Moreover, the ability of the
algorithms to represent common flow phenomena in urban environments (e.g. constriction,
expansion etc.) is evaluated and the sensitivity of model results to issues of scale (e.g. sub-
grid topography, structure orientation etc.) is also addressed. Such a framework allows a
coherent evaluation methodology to be developed and subsequently applied to real-world
flooding scenarios. It is hoped that through the research presented, a clear understanding
of the utility of sub-grid scale porosity techniques may be produced. Given the limited
data available for evaluation of these methods, the simplest explanation that matches the
available observations should provide the basis for any guidance for practical application of
these techniques.
5.1 Areal-based porosity approaches for flood models
5.1.1 Development of a simple porosity scaling
Braschi et al. (1989) developed a simple scaling parameter to represent the storage capacity
of the urban area associated with a node in a lD network model. This simple porosity
algorithm scales the area available for storage based on the ratio of the unblocked area to
the total area around a given computational node. Braschi et al. (1989) estimate the urban
porosity from maps of the built environment. However, the availability of LiDAR datasets
for urban areas provides 3D spatially distributed topographic data in discrete form, allowing
a more accurate determination of the area available for storage. Given an elementary area
A larger than the resolution of the underlying topography, a value of porosity can be defined
for A. In discrete form, each cell in the computational domain can be assigned a porosity
value based on the areas permanently blocked to flow in the higher resolution sub-grid scale
topography. Computationally, the value of porosity (1"/) can be expressed as:
1"/ (x) = { 1 (z) > Zb
o (z) S Zb (5.1)
1"/A = (1"/ (x)) (5.2)
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where TJA is the porosity of A, 'f/ is the blocked (0) and unblocked (1) state of each sub-grid
cell in A, (TJ (x)) is the mean of TJ (x) over the coarse grid, x denotes the vector of spatial
coordinates (x, y) of the fine scale grid, (z) is the elevation of the coarse resolution grid and
Zb is the elevation of an individual sub-grid cell in A. Assuming that water will not breach
above a certain height above the ground surface allows the determination of a time-invariant
porosity for most floodplain applications given a few simple assumptions. Specifically within
an urban area, it is possible to assume that water will not overtop the buildings and con-
sequently, it is possible to define a fixed porosity based on high resolution maps of building
layout (e.g. MasterMap®) fused with elevation data. It should be noted that water may
enter buildings during a flood, further increasing the area available for storage. However,
parameterising seepage into buildings requires detailed building information and introduces
further uncertainty into the modelling process. Furthermore, Hingray et al. (2000) note that,
in most cases, the velocity of the passing floodwave is significantly greater than the velocity
of seepage into buildings and therefore, the latter can be disregarded.
The method developed by Braschi et al. (1989) and extended in Braschi et al. (1991),
specified the flow in an urban environment as a network of 1D channels, such that applying a
porosity scaling to the momentum equations was not necessary. As such, the porosity scaling
was only applied to the storage term in the continuity equation. When considering a 2D
model, where flow is explicitly modelled throughout the urban domain, such a simple scaling
algorithm must also account for a reduction in the area available for flow. Therefore, the
porosity approach derived in Eqns. 5.1 and 5.2 is extended to include this and is incorporated
directly into both the momentum and continuity equations for floodplain flow in LISFLOOD-




where Q is the How rate (m 38 - 1) , A is the cross-sectional area (m 2 ) , R is the hydraulic radius









where w is the cell width (m) and d is the depth of water available for How (m) and the
wetter perimeter, P, is approximated by the cell width. Therefore, Manning's equation,
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rewritten for LISFLOOD-FP, is:
In the momentum equations, the porosity value is intended to represent the reduction in
area available for flow between neighbouring cells and flow through individual cells. This
requires an alteration of the areal based terms in the momentum equation:
A = Wd"1A






Thus far, the porosity scaling accounts for reduction in flow area at coarse resolutions but the
area available for storage in any given cell will also be reduced by the presence of buildings.
Therefore, the porosity value is also incorporated directly into the continuity equation such
that:
Bh _ BQx _ BQy
"1A Bt = "1A,x Bx + "1A,y By (5.10)
where
(5.11)
where i represents the x or y subscript of the computational cell. Adopting a similar nomen-
clature to Molinaro et al. (1994), such a technique can be termed an areal porosity as it
accounts for the reduction in area available for water storage and flow across a given compu-
tational cell. In applying this technique, the slope calculation in Eqn. 5.9 is determined by
the slope of the coarse resolution topography but the magnitude of the fluxes is ultimately
scaled by the porosity value. This assumes that the coarse resolution topographic variability
in the DTM represents a good first order approximation to the high resolution terrain model.
5.1.2 Water height dependent areal porosity
The method outlined above assumes that areas are either blocked or unblocked throughout
the full range of flow depths which removes the sub-grid scale complexity and assumes that
a coarse DTM is an adequate representation of the small-scale topographic variability. It
is clear that within an urban area, most urban structures exceed the maximum flow depth,
making this a valid assumption. Nevertheless, there is a large degree of small horizontal and
vertical topographic variability in urban and rural areas that may exert a large impact on
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flow paths at low water depths. Braschi et al. (1989) noted the variability of small scale
topography in urban areas so that the urban porosity may change with increasing water
level to include water entering cellars, gradually flooding courtyards, etc. although this
formulation was not explicitly tested in their work.
It is possible to define the porosity as above in Eqn. 5.1 but extend this to make 'Tl
dependent on the depth of water. Such a variable porosity is analagous to the 'Tl defined
by Defina (2000) representing the wet fraction of a partially wet cell incorporated directly
into the St Venant equations for shallow water flow. However, the method proposed by
Defina (2000) was implemented in an unstructured grid hydraulic model where elevations
are defined at element vertices yielding sloping elements. Consider the elementary area
A with an elevation based on the associated sub-grid topography (Figure 5.1), where the
computational units are defined as horizontal. For a given height of water, h, above the
minimum elevation of A, the porosity will vary based on the sub-grid topography and as a
consequence, more topographic information will be stored in the porosity values.
(z) + h > Zb
(z) + h ~ Zb"h (x) ~ { ~
'Tl~ = ('Tlh (x))
(5.12)
(5.13)
where 'Tl~ is the porosity of A at water height h, 'Tl is the blocked (0) or unblocked (1) state
of a sub-grid cell at water height h, x denotes the vector of spatial coordinates (x, y) at the
sub-grid scale, (z) is the minimum elevation of A and Zb is the elevation of the sub-grid cells
in A. This is implemented in LISFLOOD-FP as in Eqns. 5.9 and 5.10. Practically speaking,
the free surface slope is determined based on the coarse resolution digital terrain and the
inter-cellular fluxes are consequently scaled by the porosity value. The porosity values are
determined a priori by applying a planar water surface to each coarse grid cell on a cell-by-
cell basis at any number of discrete water height increments between which the function is
assumed linear. LISFLOOD-FP uses this data in the form of a look-up table for each water
height to determine the porosity at any given time step. As in McMillan and Brasington
(2007), a corresponding lookup table for the water height based on the cell volume is also
required as storage cell models update the cell water height based on changes in volume over
a time step. Considering the same generalised topography as in McMillan and Brasington
(2007) (Figure 5.1a-b), and the associated variation in porosity and volume (Figure 5.1e),
the method implemented here is physically different. In McMillan and Brasington (2007),
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(a) (b) (c)
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Figure 5. 1: Variat ion in porosity and volume for a n idealised 2 m cell based on I m sub- grid scal e top ography
where (a )-(d) show th e sub-grid scale resolution topography and flood depth va riat ion and (e) sho ws the
variation in porosity and volume wit h water depth compared to Mclvlillan and Brasington (2007).
the porosity of a cell with an infinitesimally sma ll, but greater than zero, water dep th is zero
and assumed linear up to the first increment calc ulat ion. This leads to an underestimation
of porosity up to t he first water height increment , which will have the adde d impact of
art ificially redu cing int er-cellul ar fluxes . However , in th e method develop ed here, once wa ter
has entered t he cell, it has the same porosity th roughout the ra nge up t o he first increm ent
(see Figure 5.1e) which should provide bet ter est ima tes of inter-cellular fluxes.
Incorp ora ting a dependency on local wat er height into th e value of ur ban porosity recog-
nises t he imp or tance of sma ll sca le vertical and hor izontal elevatio n vari ability. T his approach
should, therefore , more accurately represent small scale storage and flow on a coarse resolu-
t ion model grid . Furthermore, t he ability of t he model to resolve sha llow flow and flows over
sloping terrain will be increasingly improved as model resolu tion decreas es and topogr aphic
averaging increases.
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5.2 Boundary-based porosity approaches for flood models
The areal porosity techniques, outlined above, rely on the premise that the flow between ad-
jacent computational cells is controlled by the total cellular area available for flow. However,
as fluxes are calculated at cell boundaries, the topography at the boundary is in fact the
controlling feature for flow between cells (see also McMillan and Brasington, 2007; Molinaro
et al., 1994; Yu and Lane, 2006b). A porosity value can then be determined for each cell edge
to control both the direction/orientation of flow and its magnitude. An additional feature of
introducing a porosity based on the boundary topography is that, theoretically, this should
reduce the impact of instantaneous wetting of caorse grid cells observed in coarse resolution
configurations of storage cell models (see Bates and De Roo, 2000; Hunter et al., 2005b).
The section that follows develops two methods of incorporating the boundary porosity, the
latter of which represents a method similar to that presented in McMillan and Brasington
(2007).
5.2.1 Development of a linear porosity concept
Molinaro et al. (1994) noted the blockage and reduced storage effects of urban environments
and thus defined two parameters, 1]1 and 1]A, as the linear porosity and the areal porosity,
respectively, of a given built up area. It is clear that the height of water in any given cell
is scaled by the areal porosity and the fluxes between cells are scaled by the linear porosity.
Using the concept of linear porosity to determine the cellular net flux, a linear porosity "11
can be defined as the ratio of unblocked area to blocked area of the sub-grid topography at
the boundary of a coarse resolution model grid cell.
{
1 (Z/) > ZI,b
1] (x,d) = 0
(Z/) ~ ZI,b
1]dd) = (1] (x,d))
(5.14)
(5.15)
where tn is the linear porosity of A, 1] is the blocked (0) or unblocked (1) state of a sub-grid
cell at the edge of A, x denotes the vector of spatial coordinates (x, y) at the sub-grid scale,
d denotes the direction out of the grid cell (N,E,S,W), (ZI) is the elevation of A and ZI,b is
the elevation of the boundary sub-grid cells in A at a given boundary. This formulation of
"11 replaces the value n« in Eqn. 5.9 for each direction out of any given computational cell.
Such a formulation will necessarily represent the flows between cells more accurately than
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a porosity based on the total unblocked area of the computational cell (Eqns. 5.1 and 5.2).
However, it does assume that the stencil of floodwave propagation is limited to one sub-
grid cell width, an assumption that will become increasingly limited at very coarse model
resolutions. The volume of water in a given cell is scaled as a function of the area available
for storage based on the sub-grid topography (Le. 11A) calculated as in Eqns. 5.1 and 5.2 and
applied to the continuity equation as in Eqn. 5.10.
5.2.2 Water height dependent boundary porosity
As discussed above, topographic irregularities in A may exert a large impact on the overall
flow dynamics through an area highlighting the need for a porosity dependent on water height
(similar to the .,J and 11 functions in Defina (2000)). Consequently, as boundary porosities
(1/1) determine inter-cellular fluxes, a water height dependency is clearly necessary in any
such formulation (see Eqns. 5.16 and 5.17). As resampling ratios between the resolution
of the coarse cell A and the sub-grid resolution increase, it is likely that the influence of
boundary topographic variations in the averaging process will decrease. Therefore, less
information about the sub-grid boundary elevations is retained in the coarse resolution grid
cells and boundary fluxes will represent broad scale flow features rather than fine scale
flows. Therefore, incorporating boundary topographic effects by supposing a water height
dependency in this region will necessarily provide a more realistic representation of flow
between neighbouring regions.
{
1 (Zl) + h > Zl,b
11h (x,d) = 0
(Zl) + h ~ Zl,b
11? (d) = (11 (x,d))
(5.16)
(5.17)
where 11? is the linear porosity of A at water height h; 11 the blocked (0) or unblocked (1)
state of a sub-grid cell at the edge of A at a given water height h, x denotes the vector of
spatial coordinates (x, y) of the sub-grid scale, d denotes the direction out of the grid cell
(N,E,S,W), (Zl) is the minimum elevation of the sub-grid cells in A, Zl,b is the elevation of
the boundary sub-grid cells in A at a given boundary. Similarly, the storage volume in the
elementary area is also defined as a function of water height as in Eqns. 5.12 and 5.13.
This formulation will necessarily represent the flows between cells more accurately than
a porosity based on the total unblocked area of the computational cell. The volume of water
in a given cell is scaled as a function of the area available for storage based on the sub-grid
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topography (7]) calculated as in Eqn. 5.1. Eqn. 5.18 provides the detailed application of such
an approach to the LISFLOOD-FP governing equations for floodplain flow.
where
ah _ 8Qx _ 8Qy
riA 8t = rll,x ax + rll,y 8y
ril = min (rll,i; 'Tll,i-l)
(5.18)
(5.19)
where iil is determined as in Eqn. 5.11 using the linear porosities and rl is from Eqn. 5.1.
It is computationally simple and physically feasible to implement this boundary porosity
approach within a framework dependent on water depth as detailed above for a simple areal
porosity as an extension to the original formulation.
A number of authors have noted the artificially increased flood propagation speeds at
coarse resolutions in storage cell diffusion based models (Bradbrook et al., 2004; Hunter
et al., 2005b; Yu and Lane, 2006a). This effect was countered in .JFLOW (Bradbrook et al.,
2004; Yu and Lane, 2006a) by including a percentage wet parameter based on grid-scale
effective velocities and in LISFLOOD-FP by introducing an unconditionally stable time
stepping procedure (Hunter et al., 2005b). In the former, the percentage wet parameter is
derived using velocities based on a non-numerical stability criterion that is not applicable
to the equations the model solves (see §2.2.3 for a more detailed discussion). In the latter
formulation, coarse models still over-predict the flood extent at any time by one grid cell
width. Therefore, although the linear porosity approaches will resolve fluxes between cells
more physically, the model may still over-predict flood propagation at Coarse resolutions as
there is nothing controlling the rate of flow across a given cell to the other boundary.
5.3 Summary of techniques
A number of authors have developed similar porosity techniques for a variety of models of
different complexity dependent on application and Table 5.1 summarises how the porosity
techniques developed here relate to the techniques already in the literature. The fixed areal
porosity (7]FIX) developed here is an extension to two dimensions of the method originally
proposed by Braschi et ol. (1989) for a ID road network model. The original technique
was used to represent the area available for water storage associated with each node in
the network whereas in this case, the porosity value is used to represent blockages smaller
than the model grid cell which reduce the area available for storage. Furthermore, it is also
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explicitly incorporated into the momentum equation for flow between floodplain cells unlike
the 1D road model developed by Braschi et al. (1989) where such a method was not required.
The possible importance of incorporating a water height dependency into the areal porosity
(11VAR) was recognised by Braschi et al. (1989) to represent water ponding in cellars and
buildings themselves. In this case, the water height dependency is to represent small scale
horizontal and vertical topography variability that affect both the storage of water on the
floodplain and the propagation of the floodwave through the urban fabric.
Molinaro et al. (1994) initially developed the concept of linear and areal porosities for a
fully hydrodynamic finite difference 2D model; the concept of which was used here to develop
the 11BOUND and 11BVAR sub-grid porosity approaches. The fixed linear porosity scales the
fluxes out of any given cell in each direction based on individual boundary porosities and the
water storage in the cell is scaled by the areal porosity (11BOUND). The original formulations
were derived in a different manner than presented here but form the basis of the concept. The
water height dependent boundary porosity (l1BVAR) approach is similar to the technique
developed in McMillan and Brasington (2007) but does not require incorporation into the
flow limiter equation as the adaptive time stepping routing in LISFLOOD-FP negates the
necessity for such a formulation.
These techniques represent a progression of increasing complexity from the simple areal
based fixed porosity approach to the incorporation of boundary effects and the influence
of small scale vertical topographic variability into the porosity value. In addition, this
research represents the first time the methods are developed in a single model structure and
consistently implemented to allow comparative testing.
5.4 Verifiable solutions for model testing
To assess model performance effectively, we require a structured sequence of numerical ex-
periments that are simple enough to isolate the effect of the algorithm being studied but
complex enough to provide a rigorous and realistic test of the model. A number of studies
(Bradford and Sanders, 2002; Horritt, 2000b, 2002; Hunter, 2005) have shown the utility of
analytical solutions to the governing flow equations as a rigorous test of model and algo-
rithm performance. These analytical tests allow the effects of numerical techniques to be
assessed in isolation from additional sources of uncertainty, such as friction parameterisation
,
boundary conditions, bed topography and inaccurate process representation, which all affect
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Derivation and application
Adapted for 2D from 10
model proposed by Bruschi
et al. (1989, 1991)
Idea mentioned in Braschi
et al. (1989) but not derived
or tested hy them
Derived from a method pro-
pOHCd by Molinaro rt al.
















A fixed areal porosity value for each coarse cornputational grid cell
ba.sed on any sub-grid resolution and on the location of blockages to
flow throughout all flow depths that is applied to hoth the momentum
and continuity equations
A height variable areal porosity value for each coarse resolution com-
putational grid cell based on the sub-grid scale topography and derived
from a coarse resolution DTM using the minimum of the sub-grid reso-
lution input DTM that is applied to both the momentum and continuity
equations
A linear porosity value determined for each direction out of a coarse
rf":SOllItion cell ha.."if'(i 00 the locat ion of permanent blookeges t.o flow
throuF;hout all flow depths tbat is applied to the momentum equation.
Uses the areal porosity (I)FIX) to scale the area available for storage in
the continuity equation
A linear porosity value determined for each direction out of a coarse 5.16, 5.17, Similar to ~cMillun and
resolution cell based on the sub-grid scale topography and derived from 5.9, 5.18, Brasington (2IKl7) and Yu
a coarse resolution DTM using the minimum of the sub-grid resolution 5.19 and Lane (2IXl6b) developed
that is applied to the momentum equation. USCH the areal porosity {elf 2D <lilfusion wavl' Hl,"!l'ls






Table 5.1: Summary of the porosity techniques developed here compared to published techniques
5.4 Verifiable solutions for model testing
the model. Unfortunately, for the problem under consideration here, the need to include
micro-topography and large-scale floodplain structures in any testing regime will introduce
non-linearities into the model configuration, removing the possibility of using analytical solu-
tions for algorithm testing. As a result, a sequence of numerically verifiable tests to highlight
the utility of the various porosity algorithms are devised and implemented.
In a one-dimensional sense, flows in urban areas are characterised by constrictions and
expansions along roads and at road junctions (Braschi et al., 1989) and in a two-dimensional
sense, by flows around prominent urban structures. Therefore, the ability of the porosity
algorithm to simulate constriction, expansion and complex flow structures around obsta-
cles needs to be assessed objectively. Hunter et al. (2008) have shown the consistency of
LISFLOOD-FP with relation to more complex numerical schemes for propagation of flood
flows around urban structures at fine scales. Furthermore, Prestininzi (2008) has shown the
utility of a diffusion wave model for simulating an impulsive dam break wave over complex
topography where the model adequately predicts floodwave arrival times and peak water
levels. In both cases, the diffusion wave models fail to represent high-frequency oscilla-
tions, bores and wave reflections but these can be regarded as 2nd order effects that have a
small influence on the overall dynamics of the event at larger scales and have little impact
on assessments of possible flood damage. In addition, Hunter et al. (2008) showed that
shock-capturing numerical schemes do not produce results substantially different from non
shock-capturing schemes in full 2D hydrodynamic models. Consequently, the performance
of the porosity algorithms can be evaluated using verifiable tests of the prominent modes
of flow in urban areas. The verification of model results takes the form of Ch. 4 and as in
Yu and Lane (2006b), where the performance of coarse resolution models is assessed with
respect to a high resolution benchmark solution.
5.4.1 Flow around structures
The simulation of flow fields around a complex configuration of buildings requires that the
water levels around these structures are represented accurately. Consequently, the perfor-
mance of the porosity algorithms to represent flow around a prominent structure is assessed
objectively. Flooding of a domain of 120 m x 120 m with one building centred at [55, 65}
with dimensions 10 m x 10 m, at a resolution of Dox = 2 m is driven by a wave of constant
velocity of 0.5 ms- 1 with a Manning's n of 0.035 on a horizontal plane (80 = 0). Coarse
resolution models often portray blockage of flow paths, redirection of flow and misrepresen_
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tation of storage area. To assess the performance of the simple areal sub-grid algorithm at
coarse resolutions, the computational grid is resampled to DEMs at tlx = 5, 10, 20 and
40 m resolution, using the two-stage resampling technique outlined in Ch. 4. Figure 5.2
shows the computational grid at a number of resolutions, to highlight the resampling eff ct
on individual buildings, and the associated porosity values in the coarse resolution models.
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Figure 5.2: The effect of grid resarnpling on a single building using the two-stage resampling technique and
the associated porosity values where (a) and (d) show the 100 m2 building on th e 2 m grid , explicit ly and
using porosity, (b) and (c) show the effect of resampling to 20 III and tlO III resolutions respectively and (e)
and (f) show the associated porosity values. Note the grey scale on plots (d) to (f) represent a decrease in
porosity values.
5.4.2 Multiple blockages, constrictions and expansions
T he propagation of a flood wave through a series of blockages, constrictions and expansions
should identify the ability of the porosity algorithms to accurately r present the wetting
front and the water height variation upstream an d downstream of th se features. It should
be noted, however , that LISFL OOD-FP doe not incorporate local acceleration or inertia
and thus will not represent hydra ulic transients such as shocks (Hunter et al., 200 ) which
may occur when a floodwave impacts a building. A wave of constant velocity of 0.5 msr '
is propagated over a horizontal plane (So = 0) from the western edge through a domain
of 120 m by 120 m with a Manning's n of 0.035. Based on the length seal analysis in
Ch, 4, the spacing between buildings and the building dimensions on UK floodplains can
be approximated as '"'-'5 m. Therefore, the benchmark solution is configured at tlx = 5 m,
Figure 5.3a show the aligned building configurations within the 5 m computational grid . The
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(0) ~ = 5 M (b) t.z = 20 m (c ) t.z = 40 m
120 f 1 20~--- ~~. --,'20 ~ I, I
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Figure 5.3: The effect of grid resampling on a collecti on of buildings using he two-st age resampling techn ique.
effect of resampling (a) to resolutions of 20 and 40 III is shown in (b) &: (c) . resp ectively.
5.4.3 Flow over complex t op ograp hy
In orde r to establish t he effect of small-scale top ographic irregular it ie on th c propagation of a
floodwavc, two hypoth etical floodplains arc genera ted : (i) a . implo ono-dimcnsional flowpat.h
with an obstacle half way along (Figure 5.4) and (ii) stocha t ica lly generated Gaussian
rand om field to pography on a regular grid (F igure 5.5a). In th e first casc o a const ant flux
of 0.5 m2 s- 1 is applied in th e western most cell propaga t ing down a channel of 2 x 10 111.
The nor th and south bound ar ies are assum ed closed and at th e eas te rn boundary. a normal
dep th condit ion is imp osed. In the second case . a synthetic modelled variogram is used to
deri ve the topography with a sill of 0.1 m and a range of 1 Ill. The genera ed field has
dim ensions 320 III hy 96 III and a resolution of 6 x = 2 III to ena ble regular re -a m pling to
4 coarse resolut ion DEivis (6 x = 4, , 16 and 32 Ill ) . A ini ial buffer region of 64 Ill . U ing
Figure 5.4 : Setup of th e simple 1D cha nnel test case with a sma ll obstrue ion for t lit' wat er height lIt'pe ndent
porosity techniqu e (17VAH) sh owin g the obstar-lo an n Ilow dir or.t ion.
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the average elevat ion of the high resolution grid, is added to the west ern edge of the domain
to allow flow to develop in each model configuration before interaction wit h t he small-scale
topography. Figure 5.5 shows the varia tion of this surface wit h model resolution. A wave of
constant velocity of 0.5 ms- 1 is applied at t he west ern boundary, the nor th ern and southern
boundaries are speci fied as zero-flux , and at t he eastern boundary, a nor mal dep th conditio n
is imposed. A Man ning's n of 0.035 is applied across the ent ire domain in both cases .
40 80 120 160 200
(b) 6x = 8 m
40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320
(d) 6x - 32 m
o '--~~~_~_~_~__~..........
40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 0 40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320
0.000 0.996
• (m)
Figure 5.5: T he effect of grid rosampling on Gaussian ra ndom field to pography fro m a benchmark of 2 m
resoluti on to 8, 16 and 32 m reso lut ion.
5.4.4 Flow through complex urban environments
T he final test of t he porosity algor ithms is a more repr esenta tive appl ication to spa tia lly-
complex urban topography, atte mpt ing to capt ure t he effect of grid and sub-grid scales,
and wet tin g and drying effects. Accor dingly, a 200 by 200 m indicati ve subset of urb an
topogra phy is extrac ted from the Ca rlisle LiDAR dataset at a resolution of 2 m. The data
were th en simply aggregated to prov ide 4 coarse resolut ion DEMs (.6.:1: = ,'l , 10, 20 and 40 m)
with each cell being ass igned an elevat ion using t he near est neighb our resampling techniq ue.
A wave of constant velocity of 0.75 ms- 1 provided t he flow boundary condit ion imposed
along th e west boundary of t he domain to simula te t he wetting process. Zero-flux conditions
were specified at t he nort h and sout h boundaries with a normal dep th cond ition imposed a t
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200
175
(0) t:.:r = 2 m
25 50 75 '00 ' 25 150 175 200
(c) t:.:r = 20 m
(b) t:.:r = 10 m
(d) t:.:r = 40 m
27.69
• (m)
Figure 5.6: T he effect of grid resampling on compl ex ur ban to pography from the \.iD An survey of Carli sle
from a be nchmark of 2 m resolu t ion to 10. 20 and 40 m resolu t ion .
th e east boundary and Mannings n was arbitrarily sp ecified at O , O:~ ,j . F igure .j .G shows t he
effect of resampling t hc high resolu t ion DS).! to coarse resolut ions ,
5.5 Model results and di scussion
Thc appropriate represe ntation and display of resu lt s from porosity Y\W a pproaches 11<1 ' a
significant effect 011 t he appa rent model performance. Yu and Lan e (200Gb) vval ua to their
sub-grid approach by coarsening the be nchmark data set [observed ur mo dell ed) to the
mod el resolu tion (i.e. pr ojecting a 2 m benchmark to a 4 m mod el grid resol ution) and
thus der ivin g a wetting fro nt (Fig ure 5.7a&b) (Yu. 200.5). This stra t t'g~' is likely to under-
and over-es t ima te mod el ex te nt per formance as there is a loss of pre cision in the eval ua t io n
data. However. Yu (2005) recogn ised that synoptic observatiuns of !loud extout (e .g. area l
photography) will be subject to averaging and subsequent possible mis-dass ilication at the
flood edge so the usc of a wetting front. cell approach red uvo thcs« unr -ort ai nt ies . Huwever.
as the work report ed here is a pure model verifica tion st. udv, the n 'sll lt" an' a measu re of
rela ti ve mod el performance (rat her than absolutc when comparing to (II )"t'l"\'at ioual dut a )
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and therefore, uncertainties in benchmark results do not need to be considered.
The assessment of predicted water depths will be influenced by the choice of comparison of
water depths above the DEM or comparison of water elevation predictions. The use of a sub-
grid porosity approach implies a need to represent small-scale topographic variation in order
to adequately resolve flood information (water depth and extent). Therefore, comparing
water depths/elevation on a coarse grid induces an averaging process that the use of a
porosity-type approach aims to avoid. In addition, Chapter 4 has shown the significant
changes in structure location in coarse resolution grids and therefore, if water depths are
assessed at a coarse resolution, the ability to assess damage and loss for any given flood
event will be limited.
As an alternative, Figure 5.7c&d shows a model evaluation strategy, similar to that
suggested in Horritt and Bates (2001a), for comparing model results at the fine resolution of
the benchmark solution whereby water depths are projected on to the coarse grid to derive
free surface elevations. The free surface elevations are then resampled to the high resolution
using a linear interpolation and reprojected on to the high resolution DEM thus resolving high
resolution depth and extent information. Furthermore, as the sub-grid techniques used here
can compare any ratio of coarse to fine resolutions, the reprojection onto a high resolution
DEM, allows multiple model configurations to be compared accurately and consistently.
5.5.1 Flow around structures
The correct implementation and subsequent utility of the simple areal porosity technique
can be assessed with respect to changing model resolution and the consistent prediction of
water surface elevations around a prominent building on the floodplain compared to the high
resolution benchmark. Figure 5.8a-c and d-f show the RMSE of predicted flood dept hs on the
5, 10, 20 and 40 m resolution grids using the coarse DSM and the 1]FIX porosity algorithm
at discrete times during the simulation. The timings of panels (a) to (c) coincide with: i)
the initial interaction with the building; ii) the floodwave reaching the boundary; and iii)
approaching steady state in the fine resolution 2 m benchmark solution. The top panel
shows the assessment of flood depths prior to reprojection whereas the bottom panel shows
the results after reprojection onto the fine resolution grid. In terms of the porosity approach,
this reprojection step is vital to resolve the water depths around individual buildings that
are represented implicitly where porosity values are greater than zero.
The identical prediction of flood depths in the coarse resolution and 1]FIX models at
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Figure 5.i: Co mparison of t he different met hods for evalua t ing coa rse and fino resolution mode l results.
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5 and 10 m resolu t ion verifies t hat t he a lgorithm has been imp lemented correctly within
LlSFLOOD-FP. In addit ion, the very similar nature of t he results at 20 III and 40 III at th e
t ime of interaction with the building further implies t hat where the porosity valu e is equa l to
one, the origina l mod el formula tion and the porosity approaches are identical. However , the
resul ts at resolutions of 20 and 40 m later in the simulation suggest poor pred iction of water
levels t hroughout th e dom ain with signifi cantly higher RMS errors when incorporating th e
bu ildings into the grid d irect ly. T he 1JF IX algorit hm sign ificant ly increases the acc uracy of
predicting water depths around buildings O Il a coarse mesh reducing errors by over 50% at
steady state on the 40 III grid .
(0) t = 180 5 (b) I = 40 0 5 (e) t = 520 5
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Figure 5.1i: Rl\IS E uf pred ict ed flood depths compa red to 2 m ben chm ark solut ion a t eac h reso lut ion where
th e top row (a) - (c) is th e flood depths before rep rojection and t he bottom row (d) - (f) is the flood dep t hs
after reprojection onto the high resolution DSl\ 1.
T hese errors are du e to t he overpredict ion of flood extents by one cell when com pa ri ng
models at coarse resolution to those at a finer resolut ion or a resul t of th e discret e na ture of
the pred ict ions such that a hori zontal wa ter surface is determined for each cell. The ini t ial
erro rs at all resolutions provide an insight into th e magni tude of the noise introduced a t
coa rse resolutions despi te ident ical represen ta t ions of to pog ra phy.
Scaling t he water dep th and fluxes by an ar eally defined porosity value appears to provide
increased model performance in te rms of water dep ths and domain flux when considering
a single floodplain irr egul arity (i.e. a building). However , urbanised floodplains are char-
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acterised by sequences of buildings with different orientations and floodwave dynamics are
determined by the interaction of flow with these features. Therefore, it is necessary to con-
sider how the floodwave interacts with a complex network of buildings to convey water on
an urbanised floodplain.
5.5.2 Multiple blockages, constrictions and expansions
To demonstrate the importance of flows interacting with a number of buildings and configura-
tions of buildings, a floodwave is propagated through a variable set of buildings, constrictions
and expansions using the DEMs shown in Figure 5.3. As LISFLOOD-FP does not incorpo-
rate the physics to represent the high frequency oscillations and head loss effects that occur
when waves encounter obstacles, the performance of the porosity algorithms can be evalu-
ated in relation to the replication of the wetting front propagation and the water heights
through the building network compared to a higher resolution benchmark. However, the
above analysis suggests that the simple areal porosity only provides significant improvement
at large ratios of building size to grid resolution (i.e. 1:4) and thus the results are shown for
ratios of 1:4 (20 m) and 1:8 (40 m).
Figure 5.9 shows the evolution of estimates of water depth through the course of the
simulation at 20 m resolution using the two-stage resampling and porosity techniques com-
pared to the benchmark 5 m solution at the three control points. Point Xl corresponds to
directly upstream of the first bank of buildings, point X2 is in the centre of the domain and
point X3 is downstream of the final set of buildings (see Figure 5.3). As expected, at coarse
resolutions a faster wave propagation is predicted. The positioning of point X2 is critical for
comparison of water levels in this case as a shift in the x-direction would cause a prediction
of zero water depths as a result of the overestimation of building size. On the other hand,
regardless of location, the T]FIX formulation predicts a water surface profile similar to that
in the benchmark simulation (considering the over-prediction associated with coarse resolu-
tion models). The most interesting result occurs at point X3, where the coarse DSM model
predicts a more accurate water depth evolution than the porosity formulation. However,
Fawcett et al. (1995) and Bates et al. (1998a) note the importance of internal validation of
model predictions wherever possible and the exact location of point X2 will greatly impact
on any conclusions from this internal validation. Kirchner (2006) stresses the need for getting
the right answers for the right reasons and notes the tendency of environmental modellers to
trust model results without consideration of the causes of the results. These guidelines are
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Figure 5.9: Evolution of water depth at control points XI-X3 in the model domain at 20 m resolution for t he
resampled DSM and ryFIX approaches compared to th e benchmark 5 m solution on th e aligned model grid.
of par amoun t importance in this case where the porosity approach is behaving as expected
and providing consistent results at this model scale whereas the coarse DSM configurat ion
is not providing results for the right reasons.
The sign ificant effect of grid rosampling Oil predict ions of water depths at coar e reso-
lution is shown in Figure 5.10 where the 40 m model fails to pr diet water levels in th
centre of the urban configuration and simulates substantially lower water levels in the Ie of
the buildings. On the other hand , the porosity approach simulate consist nt water levels
throughout the domain . As a resul t of the instantaneous wetting of all ntir cell ill storage
cell approaches (or indeed any scheme where water depths and topography are discreti d
at cell centres) , t he porosity model over-predicts water depths initially. Neverth less, this
model under-predicts final water levels at both X2 and X3. This sugg sts that th porosity
(0) Point 1 (b) Point 2 (e) Point J
0.80 0.80 0.80
0.150 0.60 0 .150
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Figure 5.10: Evolution of water depth at control points XI-X3 in the model domain at 40 m resolution for
the resampled DSM and 1/F IX approaches compared to the benchmark 5 m solution on th e aligned model
grid.
algorithm is artificially decreasing water levels too much and as such, is compensating for
the ten dency of coarse resolution models to overesti mate wave propagation velocities.
Figure 5.l1a shows the RMSE of, and bias in, water level predictions in the coarse DSM
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and 7,FIX models compared to the high resolution benchm ark.. rotably, the RM E of flood
depths in the porosity approach is <0.02 m at steady state compared to >0.2 m in the DSM
approach where the depths around the buildings are not resolved . The coarse DStvi resul ts
also show a large under-prediction of water levels associated with this los of detail. The
bias in the porosity approach tends to zero as the model approaches steady tate which is a
direct result of wat er depth over-prediction upstream, and under-predict ion downstream, of
the obstacle.
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Figure 5.11: Evolution of RMSE and bias in water level predictions for the 40 III D M and 1]FIX methods
where th e solid line represent s t he RMSE on th e left y-axis and the dashed line corresponds to the bias on
the right y-a.xis.
In this case, the areal porosity value accounts for the reduction in flow and storage are a
adequately, within the accuracy expected at coarse resolutions. Furthermore. conditions
have been highlight ed where coarse resolution models without porosity may provide results
consiste nt with high resolution benchmarks although the cause of this may be unphysical.
Although the 1]FIX algorithm has performed well, in sit uations where flow paths are more
tortuous, it may be necessary to include the effect of boundary blockage on the floodwav
prop agation.
Effects of struc ture orientation an d configuration
To investi gat e the impact of structure orientation on the utility of poro ity formulation . t he
boundary porosit y formulation is applied to the aligned building case. In thi case, at 40 m
resolution in the centre cell, the bound ary porosity is 0.5 in the z-dir ction at the east and
west boundaries and is 0.5 in the y-dir ection at the south boundary and 1.0 at the nor th
boundary compared to a direction independent porosity of 0.75 in the "FIX III thod. Thi
will act to ret ard floodwave propagat ion in the x-direction, and specifically into the porou
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cell, which will further reduce water depths around the urban configuration . The evolut ion of
water depths at the three control points for the coarse DSM, 7]FIX and 7]BO ND methods on
the aligned grid are shown in Figure 5.12. lotably, the boundary porosity algorithm predicts
a lower water level than the fixed porosity approach at point X3 which is expected given the
distribution of porosity values in the two approaches. However, as a result , the boundary
approach significantly underestimates the benchmark water level predictions suggesting an
over-emphasis of the effect of the buildings on overall flood propagation in th e boundary
approach.
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Figure 5.12: Evolu tion of water depth at control points XI-X3 in th e model domain at 40 m resolution for th e
resampled DSM, 7)FIX and 7)80UND approaches compared to the benchmark 5 m solut ion on the aligned
model grid.
The evolution of RJ\1SE and bias of flood depths for the 1]FIX and 7]80 NO methods
show a decrease in overall performance for the boundary porosity formulation (s Figur
5.13). An increase in the RMSE and bias suggests an over-estimation of the impact of the
boundary cells on the overall floodwave propagation. Furthermor ,th increase in bias is a
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Figure 5.13: Evolution of RMSE and bias in water level predictions for the 40 m DSI\l, 7)FIX and 1J80 ND
methods where a ) the solid line represents the RMSE on the left y-axis and the dash ed line corresponds to
th e bias on th e right y-axis.
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The simple areal porosity approach appears to resolve broad scale flow dynamics and
internal water depths in coarse resolution models when compared to high resolution bench-
mark solutions. However, the ratio between the building size and the grid resolution needs
to be sufficiently high (i.e. 1:8) to significantly improve model results. Furthermore, the
boundary porosity approach does not appear to improve model performance further and
indeed, in these simple test cases, actually decreases model performance by over-estimating
the impact of boundary cells. These tests have also highlighted the need to ensure models
are getting the. right answers for the right reasons (Kirchner, 2006), in that coarse resolution
DSM models may, at times, appear to perform adequately but for reasons related to the
numerical solver rather than the quality of representation of the buildings. However, the
techniques tested above are only applicable where small-scale vertical height variations do
not significantly impact on the direction and velocity of the passing floodwave.
5.5.3 Flow over complex topography
The analysis of flow over complex topography provides a rigorous test case for the water
height dependent porosity approaches. The most important first step is to ensure that the
formulation and implementation in the C++ code is functioning as expected. Once this has
been established, it is possible to explore how the methods perform over more complex
topography.
Channelised flow
The first test consists of propagating a wave down a simple channel with an obstacle of 2
x 2 m and 0.1 m height between 4 and 6 m along the channel as shown above in Figure
5.4. In order to simulate similar behaviour in the porosity method, a slight modification
from the benchmark configuration is required. In order to allow propagation in the ryVAR
method, the obstacle is specified as twice the height but half the width when determining
the 1JVAR values as this will represent the broad scale effect of the obstacle on the flow
(Figure 5.14a). Figure 5.14b shows the variation of porosity with water height and the
associated volumes of water stored for a given water height based on the high resolution
topography. During the simulation, the porosity approach uses a DEM with a flat bed
as underlying topography, consistent with the theory that the porosity value accounts for
small-scale topographic variation.
The variation in water elevation along the channel at various times during the simulation
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is shown in Figure 5.14c. During the initial passage of the floodwave , the variable porosity
approach under-predicts wate r levels upstream and over-predicts water levels downstream
of the obstacle. However, this is due to the initially open nature of the porosity description
of topography compared to the completely blocked nature of the DSM up to 0.1 m water
depth. Nevertheless, it is clear that once the obstacle become substantially ubmerged,
and the mode ls approach steady state, the DSM and 1JVAR models converge on consistent
solutions. These re ults suggest that the height variable porosity is formulat d correctly
and thus, capable of representing the broa d scale effect of small-scale topographic irreg ular-
ities. Consequently, it is necessary to evaluate the utility of the ryVAR and ryBVAR porosity
formulations at simulating flow over complex topography.
Complex topography
In the section that follows, the height variable porosity techniques ar evaluated against
high resolution benchmark simulations and coarse resolution DSM models . McMillan and
Brasington (2007) noted the significant small-scale variation in topography in an urban area
as justification for the development of thc height dependent porosity (similar to 71I3VAR d -
veloped here) . The authors specify the porosity and volume as initiating from th minimum
elevation of the high resolut ion DSM in the coarse gr id stencil but conduct th model simu-
lation on the coarse resolution DTM (normally derived as the average of the high resolution
DSM). As long as the coarse resolution DTM is representative of the underlying topography,
this approach will retain the slope characteristics of the topography. In this cas ,th us of
both the coarse DTM and the mimumum elevation models (MEI\-I) will be ass ssed.
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Figure 5.14: Water height dependent areal porosity for the channelised 10 now over a single obstacl where
(a) shows the porosity and DSl\l set ups, (b) shows the variation in porosity values and volume for the centre
cell and (c) shows the progression of the wetting front down the channel where the black represents the
benchmark and the grey line represents the porosity method.
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Figur e 5.15: Dist ribut ion of simulated wat er depths (h) after 600 s using th e J/VAR porosity technique
reproj ect ed onto the high resoluti on DEl\! (z) where (a) is th e be nchmark 2 m simulation. (b) is t he coa rse
resolut ion 0 81\\, (c) is the 17VAR using t he DT M and (d) is th e ,/VAR using t he 1\\E1\\ at 32 m resolu t ion .
Figure 5.15 shows the simulated distribution of water depths after 600 s for the high
resolu tion benchmark, and th e coarse resolution D'TM and 1]VAR porosity method s using
the DTM and MEN! at 32 m grid resolution . All the coarse resolu t ion results have been
reproject ed onto th e high resolu tion DSM using thc method outlined in Horrit t and Ba tes
(2001a). The most notabl e feature is the good agreement in terms of wat er depths between
the high resolu tion benchm ark , coarse resolution DTM and th e l/VAR method using the
DTM . On t he ot her hand, t he l/VAR l\!E l\l method appears to substantially over-estimate
pr opagation speeds and water depths. The usc of a minimum DE l\! will act to progressi vely
under-est imate elevatio ns as resolutions become more coarse , As a resu lt, this will tend to
over-estimate the connectivity between those cells which explains t he over-pr ediction of flood
depths and extents in the '1]VAll MEM formulation .
F igure 5.16 shows t he evolut ion of RMSE an d bias in th e flood depth pr edictions through-
ou t the simulation at 16 and 32 m resolut ion for th e DT l\L //VAR-DTl\1 and /N AH-ME!'vl
methods compared to the 2 m benchm ark solution. Thc evolut ion of the Rl\ ISE and bias
further suggests that thc //VAR-ME :YI meth od overest imates fl ood dep t hs throughout the
simulation. Furth ermore, once reprojected , t hese results suggest tha t the coa rse DTi\1 ap-
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proach provides a more consistent predi ction of water depths than t he usc of a porosi ty
approach. This resul t suppo rts earlier findings that if a coarse resolu t ion model is a gooe!
predict or for flood extent, reprojection onto a high resolution DEM will provide good pre-
dicti ons of water depth (Horr it t and Bates, 2001a). Despit e these findings, it is clea r t hat
although the height variable porosity should be calcula ted from t he minimum grid, the 1II0d -
cis should be driven by the averaged DTIVI topography.
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Figure 5.16: Evoluti on of RMSE and bias of water de pt h predi ctions a t 16 a nd 32 III resolut ion using the
DTM , rJVAR-DTrvl a nd r}VAR-l\IE~1 meth od s where t he dark line corres ponds to t he 16 III resolution a nd
th e grey line correspo nds to the 32 m resolution .
Analysi s of the variation in the porosity and volume for a rcpresontati ve 32 111 grid cell
and associated 2 m reso luti on topography (Figure 5.17) prov ide fur t h ' I' evide nce for the
poor performance of the porosity techniques compared to t he coarse resolu t ion DSi\l resul ts.
Although t hew is significa nt variation in the porosity values with water dep th , the volume-
dep t h rela tionship is basi ca lly linear. Below 0.2 III water dep th , t he sto rage volume is close to
zero and abo ve 0.2 III water depth, the volume-water depth relationship is linear. Therefore,
as the va ria t ion is lim ited to the first 0.2 III , t here is little impact of t h is variati on On t he fl ow.
Overall, t h is further highlights the poin t th a t small-scale top ogr aphy does not substantially
a ffec t. t he dyanmics of floodwavc propagation and therefor e, if a DTl\·I-based mod el is a
good pr edictor of flood exte nts, a rep roj ection strategy is suitab le to retrieve deta iled dep th
informa t ion (Horr it t and Bates , 2001a).
As t he T1VAR approach over-predicts flood extents and dep ths at coa rse resolut ions , t he
use of t he boundary based porosity ('lBVAR) may provide a n alterna ti ve. F igure 5. 1 shows
the spatial distribution of pr edi cted flood depths after 600 s for t he 32 III resolu tion water
height dep endent area l a nd boundary porosity met hod s. The 11BVAR techn ique appea rs to
under estimat e flooe! dep ths t hro ughout the domain , as ob served when using th e 'lI30 UND
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approach . Indeed , this approach also seems to alter th e dominant flow path. . ovor-pred ict. ing
floodin g in the north and under-predi cting flood ing in t he south of the domain . The evolu t ion
of R~'1SE and bias of flood dep ths during the simulation at re olu tions of 16 and 32 m is shown
in Figure 5.19. Although t here is a sign ificant degree of variability during the simulation. in
the main the coarse resolu tion DT~1 approach ap pears to outpeform the porosity approaches
at both 16 and 32 m resolution . In addition. the INAR techniques generally provides better
pr edictions than 1]BVAR techniques at both mod el resolut ions.
These results suggest that although small-scale to pography irr egu larit ies may cont ro l the
initial rate of wetting of a cell, coarse resolu t ion descr ipt ions of topography retain enough
detail (up to ratios of at leas t 1:16), to simulate the broa d sca le feat ures of the Hoodwave.
Fur thermore, as long as t he pred icti ons of flood exte nt are satisfactory (i.e. wave celerity is
accurately represen ted ). reprojcct ion onto a high resolu t ion DE~1 provid es goo d esti mates
of local flood depths. In addi t ion . the simplistic scaling of fluxe a nd depths ba ed on water
height depend ent porosity values, do not appear to pro vide an improvement to resu lt. com-
pared to th e coa l'S D M resu lts. However. explicit inclusion of sm all-sca le topography and
slope relationsh ips (as in Yu and Lan e, 200Gb) may provide a viable al te rnative. Xevert.he-
less, it would see m t hat if the effect of st ruct ures ca n be incorp orated int o coa rse resolution
models (i.e . through l/FIX valu es) , flood predictions at th ese resolutions lIIay pr ovide the
t rade-off between detail and computation ti me requ ired for practica l applica t ions. In order
to test this hypothesis, the analysis that follows will apply the four porosity approache to
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Figu re 5. 17: Water he ig.ht .depe nd ent <L:eal porosity for a si ngcl coarse resolu t ion cell of complex topography
where (a) shows the vari ation of sub-g rid scale 2 III top ography for the :12 III cell and ( lJ) shows the associate d
porosity and volume Iuuctions with increas ing water depth.
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Figure 5.18: Dist ribution of simulated wat er de pt hs (It) afte r GOO :i using t he 'IVAH an d '1I3VAIl porosity
tec hn iques reprojected onto t he high reso lut ion DEM (z) where (a) is t he benchmark 2 III simulation , (I» is
t he coarse resolution DS~I , (c) is t he 1JVAR a nd (d) is th e 1113VAR at 32 m reso lut ion .
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Figu re 5. 19: Evo lution of RMSE and bias of wa t er depth predi ctions at 16 a nd 32 m resolution usin g th e
DT M , 1/VAR and l/BVAR meth ods where t.he dark line corresponds to t he 16 m resolution a nd th e grey line
co rrespo nds to t.he 32 rn resolution.
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5.5.4 Flow through complex urban environments
The use of idealised urban configurations does not replicate the true variability of urban
topography and therefore is not a stringent test of utility of the different porosity techniques.
In this test case, a floodwave is propagated over a subset of processed LiDAR from the
Carlisle region. This 200 by 200 m subset of Carlisle is from the area around the River
Petteril classified as the West Petteril in Neal et al. (2009a). The authors note that the
area is characterised by building separations of ",2 m and longest building axes of rv15 m
suggesting a grid resolution of 2 m is required to fully capture the floodwave propagation
in this region. Furthermore, coupled with the combination of aligned and rotated buildings,
relative to regional flow direction, and long terraces of houses, this site will act as a rigorous
test for the porosity techniques. Firstly, the performance of the four porosity methods will
be assessed with respect to a benchmark solution. Secondly, the effect of the resolution of
the sub-grid topography will be examined and finally, the sensitivity to the Manning's n
friction parameter will be analysed.
Sensitivity to grid resolution
Figure 5.20 shows the spatial distribution of predicted water depths after 400 s of the simu-
lation for the porosity techniques compared to the high resolution benchmark and the coarse
resolution DSM approach at 20 m grid solution. The effect of using a coarse DSM appears
two-fold in this case. Firstly, there is a significant loss of detail in predicted water depths
around individual buildings once the water depths are reprojected. This could be resolved by
intelligent reprojection of water surfaces in those areas, however such an approach would not
be mass conservative. Secondly, there appears to be significant retardation of the floodwave
as the coarse resolution DSM overestimates building sizes causing significant blockages to
flow paths. On the other hand, all four porosity techniques appear to resolve the propagation
through the urban area and as a result, better resolve the water depth distribution around
the buildings. However, it would also appear that the porosity methods over-estimate flood
extent, although a number of authors have noted that coarse resolution instances of diffusion
wave models often portray this characteristic (Hunter et al., 2005b; Yu and Lane, 2006a).
However, these results only provide a qualitative assessment of floodwave predictions.
Accordingly, the evolution of global model performance measures for the four porosity and
coarse DSM approaches thoughout the simulation will be analysed (Figure 5.21). In general,
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Figure 5.20: Spatia l d ist ribu tion of wa ter dept hs after ,100 s for (a) th e 2 III resolution ben chm ark . (b) th e
coarse reso lution DSI\ [ a nd (c)-( f) the fou r porosity approach es at 20 III reso lut ion.
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these results suggest that, using the porosity methods, there is considerable improvement
of model results over the coarse DSM models across all grid resolutions throughout the
simulation. Across all resolutions, there is a reduction of the global RMSE of flood depths
from "'0.4 m to "'0.1 m, which is associated with correctly resolving the wetting front and
depths around buildings. Specifically, at 10 m resolution, the boundary porosity formulations
(71BOUND and 71BVAR) appear to out-perform the areal porosity approaches in terms of both
the prediction of water depths and flood extent throughout the simulation until the domain
is completely wet. At 20 and 40 m resolution, the difference between the boundary and areal
formulations is less pronounced which suggests that as resolution decreases, representing the
bulk effects on the flow becomes adequate for resolving flood flows. Notably, the fixed areal
and boundary porosity methods produce decreased water depth errors at 40 m resolution
compared to the water height dependent sub-grid scale methods. This further suggests that
at coarse resolutions representing the bulk effect of large-scale obstructions is more important
than the small-scale local topography. Moreover, although there is an increase water depth
errors from "'0.07 m on the 10 m grid to "'0.12 m at 40 m resolution, these values are
within the RMSE of typical elevations measurements from LiDAR instruments. Overall,
there is little to distinguish between the four porosity methods and thus, invoking Occam's
Razor and the 'point of diminishing returns' (Bergstrom, 1991), suggests that the simple
fixed areal porosity method (71F1X) will adequately represent flow through an urban area at
coarse resolutions.
Sensitivity to sub-grid resolution
Neal et al. (2009a) noted that the controlling length scale in the West Petteril region was the
separation between neighbouring buildings, which was of the order of ",2 m. Consequently,
the section that follows will examine the sensitivity of model predictions to the resolution of
the sub-grid scale topography in this region. Figure 5.22 shows the evolution of RMSE and
p2 for the 7]FIX porosity approach using 2 and 5 m sub-grid scale topography. These results
suggest that 5 m sub-grid topography is adequate to derive fixed areal porosity values for
coarse resolution models. Although the 5 m grid resolution is not high enough to resolve
all building separations, or indeed the exact building outlines, the broad scale effect on the
flow is still captured implicitly in the porosity values. Notably there is a slight reduction in
the ability of the model to predict water levels at 10 m resolution using the 5 m sub-grid
topography. However, in this case, the value of porosity can only vary by 5 discrete values
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Figure 5.21: Evolution of global performance measures of model performance throughout the simulat ion at
10, 20 and 40 ill resolution for the coarse resolution DSl\l and four porosity techniques where (a) corres ponds
to F2 and (b) corresponds to RMSE.
and therefore will be more greatly influenced by the misr epresentation of the buildings in
the 5 ill OSM. As the porosity results do not appear affected at coars scales, t his om wha t
relaxes th e significant data requirements proposed for urban flood mod elling.
Sensitivity to floodplain friction
Yu and Lane (200Gb) suggest that at coarse resolutions, floodplain friction is an effect ive
paramet er that can be re-introduced when a greater degre of topographic inform a tion is
present in the model (i.e. using a sub-grid scale treatment). Figure 5.23 shows th e response
surface of RMSE and bias of water depths for 10, 20 and 40 m re olution mod Is to var ia tions
in Manning's n. As expected, for any given friction value , the porosity techniques provide
results mor e consistent with the high re olution benchmark than do th coarse resolut ion
DSM models. However , there are also substantial differences in the shape of th e response
surfaces between methods and across resolutions. In general , th e 77FIX and ryVAR method s
provide physically and numerically intuitive responses to Manning's n wh reby th optimum
value is well defined and identifiable for both the RMSE and bias . In th e coarse 0 M
models, th e opt imum friction value varies significan tly with resolution and the r spo n e
is not predictable a priori (i.e, 10 and 40 m models have a lower optimum value th an
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Figure 5.22: Evolution of global performance measures of model p rformance throughout th simula t ion at
10 20 and 40 m resolution for the coarse resolution D [ and 1]FIX technique for ub-grid r solution of 2
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Figure 5.23: Model response of RMSE and bias for the ensembl of varying friction coefficient imul t io n at
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the 20 m model for RMSE and bias). Nonetheless, the coarse DSM models do appear to
have decreased optimum values of n with respect to the benchmark solution which may
be a result of attempting to overcome the artificial blockages introduced into these model
grids. In contrast, the porosity approaches provide an increased optimum value of friction
for the RMSE of flood depths compared to the benchmark solution. However, as coarse
scale configurations of storage cell models over-predict flood wave propagation speeds, the
increased friction value acts to reduce propagation speeds. Furthermore, the coincidence of
optimum values of n for both the RMSE and bias supports this conjecture. These results
suggest that there is scope for the incorporation of a %wet parameter (Bradbrook et al.,
2004) or appropriate consideration of velocities alongside the porosity algorithms.
5.6 Conclusions and recommendations
The review of current sub-grid scale porosity approaches (in Chapter 2) has highlighted the
significant number of techniques of varying complexity, that have been developed over the last
20 years for inundation models of varying complexity. These techniques have generally been
shown to improve predictions of flooding variables in coarse resolution models with a view to
providing satisfactory assessments of flood risk over wide areas. The dichotomy in flood risk
that requires fine scale, detailed predictions over wide areas provides an continuing need for
the development of such techniques. However, given the variability in approach to specifying
porosity and the models in which the techniques were applied, there was a clear need to
rigorously test a number of different algorithms within a consistent modelling framework.
In response to this need, four porosity techniques of increasing numerical and data re-
quirement complexity have been developed and applied to a simple finite difference storage
cell inundation model, LISFLOOD-FP. The four techniques consist of: (i) a simple areal
scaling based on the ratio of unblocked to total area of grid cell (ryFIX), (ii) a water height
dependent version of the areal porosity (ryVAR), (iii) the incorporation of boundary cells
governing inter-cellular fluxes (1']BOUND) and (iv) a water height dependent version of the
boundary based porosity (ryBVAR). A procedure of testing on verifiable cases whereby poros-
ity results were compared to high resolution benchmark solutions provided a framework for
checking the conceptual model, the numerical implementation and the utility of the different
approaches.
Testing of the simple fixed areal and boundary porosity methods suggested improve-
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ments in predictions of the water height distribution around single buildings and collec-
tions of buildings compared to standard grid resampling method. However, these porosity
approaches appeared to over-estimate the impact the buildings by reducing water levels
although this is likely to be an effect of the increased wave propagation speeds in coarse
resolution configurations of storage cell codes. In the case of flow over complex topography,
the water height dependent porosity methods did not appear to provide an improvement
over standard gridding techniques. However, Horritt and Bates (2001a) suggest that where
a coarse resolution DTM adequately represents the underlying topography, a reprojection
strategy will adequately resolve the spatial flood depth distribution. This result suggests
that representing the bulk effect of buildings on the flow direction and flow paths is suffi-
cient to improve predictions of floodwave propagation. Applying the four methods to flow
through a complex urban area, showed significant improvement over the coarse resolution
DSM approaches widely used in the literature. However, the porosity methods are largely
indistinguishable which further suggests that representing the bulk effect is the most impor-
tant factor, and therefore, the simple areal scaling porosity provides the best compromise
between data requirements and numerical complexity.
The preceding chapter has shown the utility of various porosity approaches for improving
predictions of floodwave propagation through idealised urban areas. However, to rigorously
evaluate these methods, it is necessary to apply the suite of approaches to floods of vary-
ing type (e.g, fluvial, pluvial) and magnitude, and to different urban areas (e.g. Glasgow,
Greenwich). This evaluation will form the basis of Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER6
Application of sub-grid scale
porosity techniques
The preceding chapter has documented the development and subsequent testing of four sub-
grid scale porosity techniques to enhance predictions of flood variables in coarse resolution
models. These tests have illustrated the utility of such techniques at resolving water level
predictions in the near-field of structures 011 the floodplain. In addition, representing the bulk
effect of the building configuration appears to be sufficient to improve model performance
at coarse resolutions. Furthermore, the water height dependency of porosity values did not
appear to provide significant advantages over simple fixed areal-based porosity methods.
The implementation of these porosity methods within the same modelling framework allows
for consistent testing across a wide range of applications, both idealised and real-world.
Furthermore, the sub-grid scale methods developed here are broadly representative of those
currently available in the literature and the results of this study thus allow robust evaluation
of their utility, independent of model structure.
The porosity techniques developed in the literature have thus far generally only been ap-
plied to single observed flooding scenarios (McMillan and Brasington, 2007) or to laboratory
scale experiments (Sanders et al., 2008; Soares-Frazao et al., 2008). Application of these
methods to flooding scenarios of varying magnitude and in different urban settings and con-
figurations will allow rigorous evaluation of appropriate techniques. In addition, few studies
have considered the detailed dependence of porosity methods to grid and sub-grid scale res-
olutions. This chapter will, therefore, document the application of these four techniques to
benchmark scenarios in Greenfield and Greenwich (as in Chapter 4) and to observed data
from the Carlisle event of January 2005.
6.1 Greenfield, Glasgow, UK
Chapter 4 documented the significant effect of model resolution on predictions of flooding
at the Greenfield test site. In addition, the non-stationary response of optimum friction
parameter values in coarse resolution models was highlighted. The following sections discuss
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the use of increasing complexity porosity formulations for prediction of flooding in coarse
grid models at this site.
6.1.1 Fixed porosity approaches
Figure 6.1 shows the spatial distribution of areal porosity (17FIX) values for 8, 16 and 32
m grid resolutions based on the 2 m LiDAR survey of the Greenfield site. These were
derived by assuming buildings remain as blockages throughout the full range of flow depths
for this flood event; a reasonable assumption as water depths do not generally exceed ",1
m at all resolutions (Ax = 2, 4, 8, 16 & 32m). At 8 m resolution, the pattern of porosity
broadly mirrors the building locations (overlain as black lines from MasterMap® data) which
is consistent with the analysis of building separations from Chapter 4. However, it does
highlight the offset to building locations caused by the use of a regular grid model, even
at resolutions below the critical length scale. In fact, Schubert et al. (2008) have shown
the utility of unstructured grid models for representing buildings at this site. The porosity
values at 16 and 32 m resolution show progressively more uniform values representing the
composite effect of the dense building configuration rather than individual buildings.
The evolution of global performance measures of the fixed areal porosity method (dotted
line) compared to the original DSM gridding method (solid line) benchmarked against the
high resolution 2 m solution is shown in Figure 6.2. In this case, it would appear that the
porosity technique provides considerable improvement to predicted flood depths and flood
extents across all model resolutions. In fact, the 17FIX model performance at any given
resolution is now roughly equal to the performance of the DSM model at a subsequent
higher resolution. This is likely to be a result of the porosity technique better resolving
water depths around buildings, where coarse DSM models do not predict flooding due to
the overestimation of buildings size. At 32 m resolution, the improved prediction of flood
depths becomes apparent during the ponding phase when the porosity method enhances
floodwave propagation to the souther-most streets which is prevented in the DSM model at
this resolution by the mis-representation of building size. The ratio between fine and coarse
grid models is 1:8 and 1:16, for the 16 m and 32 m models, respectively which confirms the
conjectures from Chapter 5 regarding the significant ratios between model grid and sub-grid
topographic resolutions required to justify the use of porosity methods. However, in order
to assess this with any certainty, it is necessary to analyse the water depths at the same four
control points as used in Chapter 4.
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Figure G. I: Sp at ia l d istribut ion of I} using th e fixed ar eal poros ity appro ach for t hc , 1G and :l2 lJl resolut ion
DT i\b; us ing the 2 11\ benchmark DSM a nd i\las tcr i\lap @ da ta.
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Figure 6.2: Evolution of global measures of model performance throughout the simulation at ux = 8, 16 and
32 m compared to the benchmark solution where a) is the RMSE of predicted Hood depths and b) is the F2
binary measure of fit of flood extents. The solid line represents the original DSM approach and the dashed
line represents porosity 1)FIX approach with 2 m sub-grid topography.
Figure 6.3 . hows the evolution of water depths at the four control points for the ,16 and
32 m resolution models using the two-stage DSM resampling method ( olid line) and the 1]FIX
method (dott d line). At Xl, the 8 and 16 m porosity models provide results more consistent
with the 2 m benchmark solution, in terms of flood peak and final water depth, than the DS 1-
based models. Although the 32 m porosity model under-predicts the benchmark solution by
"-'25% in terms of peak water depths, the final water depth is resolved to within ",10%, which
is a marked improvement over the DSM-based model of the same resolution. Furthermore,
using the porosity approach at 8 and 16 m resolution provides estimates within the range
of predicted water depths at this point given variations in Manning's n and model structure
(see Hunter et al., 2008). The evolution of water depth at point X2 is poorly captured
in both methods across all resolutions >2 m, although the poro ity approach portrays a
slight improvement over the DSM-based model at 8 m re olution. These result suggest
that the road network is not well resolved at X2 in coarse resolution models implying a
small-scale topographic control on the propagation down this street, which may well be
resolved by the water height dependent porosity techniques. However, as the shallow depths
at this point are likely to have little effect on estimates of damage, poor prediction at coarse
resolution may be an acceptable trade-off for increased computational sp ed. Point X4
displays a similar behaviour with a slight increase in model performance in the m 1]FIX
model but no change to the performance of the 16 and 32 m models using the poro ity
approach over the DSM-based approach. At X3, the fixed areal porosity technique at m
resolution appears to overestimate water depths compared to both the benchmark 'olu t ion
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Figure 6.3: Evolution of water depths throughout the sim ulat ion at four control points, XI -4, at 11.7: = 8, 16
and 32 m grid resolution using 7]FIX approach. The solid line represents the DSM a pproac h and th e dotted
line represents th e 7]FIX results. 1 'ot e th e black line in each diagram represent s th benchm ark 2 m solution.
and the respective DSM model. However , at 16 m re olution, the porosity approach r solves
floodwave arrival t ime more accurately and redu ces t he unde r-prediction evide nt in th e DSM
model , a factor that may be resolved further if cons ide ring the wat 'r elevations rather than
water depths. The most substant ial increase in model performan ce is visibl in th 32 m
model where t he porosity ap proach resolves the water depth volution at X3, unlike t h
DSM-based model which doesn 't predict any water reaching t his location. However , the
16 and 32 m models (DSM or 17F1X) do not provide predictions within th range of water
depths created by friction par am eterisa tion and model choice out lined in Hunter et al. (200 ).
Intern al veri fication of water depths t herefore suggests an incr ase in model performanc at
resol utions below the minimum distan ce between bu ildings (rv m) in the 17FlX method
compared to t he original two-stage resmpling technique.
Horri tt an d Bates (200111.) postulate th a t coa rse resolut ion models will b subjec t to
i) quan tisa t ion noise resulti ng from a crude ap proximation of the mod el shoreline and ii)
a bulk effect caused by the cha nge in model sca le, which in t he urban case resu lts from
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misrepresentation of t he building configuration. Figure 6.4 shows the modelled fit statistic
from t he DSM and 1]FIX models compared to the expected amount of quantisation noise
at varying times during the simulation. These results suggest that during the dynamic
port ion of the event (i.e. "-'15 mins) the porosity techniques provide little improvement over
the traditional DSM resampling method. However , during the ponding phase (i.e. "",,30 &
45 mins) , the porosity mod els outperform the DSl\1-based methods across all resolutions.
Notably, the T/FIX met hod also outperforms the quantisation noise during ponding. This
suggests that both the bu lk effect and crude approximation of the model shoreline in coarse
resolution models can be accounted for by the use of a porosity technique in combination
with a reprojection strategy.
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Figure 6.4: Fit between predicted and benchmark inundated area a t a) t = 15, b) t = 30 and c) t = 45 mins for
the two-stage resampling technique and theTIFIX approach and the maximum expec ted taking quantisation
noise into account.
S nsitivity to sub-grid resolution
In testing a sub-grid scale porosity method, Yu and Lane (2006b) use the sub-grid scale to-
pography in a ratio of 2:1 between fine and coarse resolution topographic datasets, however
the sensitivity to such a formulation has not been assessed. The sens it ivity of the 1]FIX
method to the specification of sub-grid scale topography is shown in Figure 6.5 where results
for 16 and 32 m porosity models contain sub-grid information from th e ~x = 2, 4 and m
DSMs and the m porosity model contain sub-grid information from the ~x = 2 and 4 m
DSMs. The most notable feature of this comparison is the similarity of per formance in the
T/FIX models regardless of resolution of the sub-grid topography. However , considering the
critical length scale in this urban area is "-'8 m and that the correspond ing model performs
adequately, this result is not altogether sur prising . The ~x = III DS I clearly represents
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Figu re 6.5: Evolution of global measures of model perform an ce t hrougho ut t he simulation at ll.x = , 16 and
32 m compared to the benchmark solution where a) is the R I\ISE of predicted flood depths and b) is th e F2
binary measure of fit of flood extents. T he solid line represents the original 0 M approach , th e dashed line
rep rese nts porosity 7]FIX approach with 2 m sub-grid topography, the dotted line represents <1 m sub-g rid
topography and the dashed dot dot line 8 m sub-grid topography ( 16 and 32 m mod els only).
the building network in sufficient det ail to derive broad sea l areal porosity valu s at this
site . Fur therm ore, t his finding relaxes the high resolutio n data I' quirem nts noted in §3.2
and reduces the significant processing tim e of high resolution num erical flood mode ls.. 'ev '1'-
theless, where flood pro pagation depends more significant ly on small-seal local topography
(i.e. on gent le slopes), the need for th e inclusion of a conveya nc or boundary porosity as
well as a water height depend ence may be significant.
Influen ce of bounda ry porosities on fl ood propagation
Sanders et al. (2008) note the importance of accurately representing the conv yane (con-
veyance porosity or 1/BOUND developed here) between c lls as w 11 as th storag (s torage
porosity or 1]FIX developed here) in a given grid cell. In cont rast , th results from hap-
tel' 5 suggest that ju st representing the bulk effect of build ings on the fl ow is sufficient to
resolve flood propaga tion . Figur e 6.6 shows th e spat ial distribu tion of boundar y porosity
values compared to t he fixed area l porositi es. The pat tern appears broadly similar although
th e boundary porosity formulation displays some substantial directional blockages that ar
underest imat ed in the area l porosity, especially in the regions around X2 and X3. Figur
6.7 shows the comparison of global performance measures for the fixed areal (1}F IX) and
boundary (1]BOUND) porosity formulation throughout the simulation. Th I' appear to
be no added value in incorporat ing a boundary based porosity in coal's resolution mod-
els at this site. However , in thi s particular case , th e overall lope, rather than th building
configurat ion, cont rols bro ad scale flow direction and the reproj ction st p accounts for ov 1'-
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Figur e G.6: Spatial dbtribution of '7 us ing the fixed po rosity a pproaches for the :12 1I1 r('solut ion DT ;-' !s us ing
t he 2 m benchma rk DSr-.1 and Mas t er l'vla p® da ta wher e a ) represen ts t he flFIX value,.; (us in Fig 6.2 ) . b )
re presents t he TI130 Ui\'D values for the i\'ort h-Sout h directi on a nd c) rep re,.;cnts the fl130l :\lJ vahw,.; for the
Eas t- \Vest d irect ion. Note t hat two va lues of bou ndary poro,.;itics are s hown in one grid ce ll for each d irect ion .
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Figure 6.7: Evolution of global measures of model perform an ce t hro ughout t he simulat ion at Llx = 8, If! a ud
32 m com pared to t he benchmark solut ion where a ) is t he RMSE of predict ed flood dep t hs and b) is t he F2
binary measure of fit of flood extents. The solid line represen ts t he origina l DSl-.1 a pproac h, t he dash ed line
represents poros ity T/F IX ap proach a nd th e dot ted line represents porosity IJ f3 0 UND approach
es timation of flood exte nts in a par ti cular cell from t he 7]FIX formulati on . Furthermore , as
LISFLOOD-FP ca lculate s a volumetric flow rate rather than a velocit y between cells , as
long as t he porosity adequate ly represen ts the overall volumetric cha nge , global performan ce
measures are unlikely to be largely affected. In a more com plex num eri cal mod el that ex-
plicit ly resolves velocity ca lcula t ions, the impact of a boundary porosi ty formula t ion (e.g.
Sand ers et al., 2008 ) may be more substant ial.
Sensit ivity to friction parameterisation
Resul ts from a porosity technique in a similar class of mod el (Yu and Lan e, 2006b) sugges t
t hat as more sub-grid scale topographic infor ma tion is incorporated into coa rse grid mod els
usin g porosity techniques, t he value of Manning's n frict ion parameter becomes more iden ti-
fiable with resp ect to the opt imum mod el parameterisa ti on . F igure 6. shows t he resu lts of a
sensit ivity a nalysis in 11 for the DSI\l and 17FIX porosity mod els across a range of resolut ions.
These resu lt s suggcst lit t le cha nge in mod el response to Manning 's 11. at 4 i n resol ution usin g
t he " F IX porosi ty formulation in preference to the DSM approach but. substant.ial effects
at coarser resolut ions. Not ably, there is an increase in t he iden ti fiabili ty of the optimum
frict ion value in the 8 a nd 16 m mod els usin g the porosity approach when conside r ing th e
errors in wat er depth es t imat ion, a resu lt also found by Yu and Lan e (2006b). Further-
more, the porosity mod els at 8 and 16 m grid resolut ion show an inheren t s ta t ionar ity of
J\lanning·s n with respect to t he 2 m benchmark solu t ion value. At 32 m resolu t ion. t he
model resp onse to frict ion parameteri sa tion proves to be both non-sta t ion ary compared to
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the benchmark valu e and non-identifiable in tcrms of opt imum value. Never theless, t hese
results sugges ts that friction values becomes less 'e ffective' at coa rse resolu t ions as more
topographic param eterisation is introduced into the mod el via a porosity paramet er.
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Figurc 6.8: Model response of RMSE and F2 for the ensemble of varying friction coe fficient simulations at
t = 30 mins for eac h resolutio n using thc DSM (diamonds) and T/ FIX porosity (dots) model configur a t ions.
The dottcd linc repr esent s the Munning's 11 friction value used in the benchmark 2 m solution .
Regardless of the succ ess of the simple area l porosity method . coa rse grid mod els of t h is
site st l"ll)!;)!;!<' to resolve the hi)!;h velocity, shallow Hows down t he nor t hern-inc t street. The
an alysis abov e, coupled with results from Chapter 4 suggest that small- cale to pographic
variability may cont rol the flow in t his region . However , alt hough such sha llow flows do not
impact on damage est imates , these flows affect t hc degree of ponding at t he weste rn edge of
the domain . Therefore, it is important t o analyse t he effect iveness of water height dep endent
porosit y values at resolving th ese shallow Haws.
6 .1.2 Water hei ght dependent porosi t y a p p r oach es
Figure G.9 shows the spa t ial dis tribution of height dep endent areal porosity values at various
water depth increments on the 1G III grid for the Glasgow test site. T here is substantial
vari abi lity in porosi ty values with increasing water depth up to de pths of 0.5 in . t hereafter
th e porosity values appear to mirror the building configuration as much as is possible at 16 m
resolution . The porosity variability at small wat er depths would imply a strong dep enden ce
of flood wave propagat ion on t he local topography. However, as the domain slopes downwards
considerably (So = 0.01) from eas t to west. the vari ation in porosi ty is act ually describing
the sloping terrain in thc coarse grid cells.
Thc evolut ion of global model performanc e measur es for the r/FIX an d rNAH methods
compare d to the DSivl approach ar e shown in Figure 6.10. T hc hcight variable porosity
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Figu re 6.9 : Sp a ti al d ist ribut ion of 1)VAR for th e 16 m resolution D'TMs usin g th c 2 m benc hmark DS~ I an d
l\las te rl\l ap °l) data at va rious wat er de pt h incre ments.
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tho be nchm ar k value and no n-identi fiable in terms of optimum value . Never theless , these
resul ts sugges ts that frict ion values becomes less 'effective' at coa rse resolut ions as mo re
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Figure G. : Model resp onse of RM5E and F2 for the ensemble of varying frictiun coefficient simulations at
t = 30 mins for each resolut ion using th e D51\1 (diamonds) and 1]FIX porosity (dots) mode l configura tions.
The dotted line represents th c Manu ing's n friction value used in th e benchmark 2 1I\ solution.
Regard less of t he success of t he simple area l porosity method , coa rse grid models of this
sito struggle to resolve th o high velocity, sh allow Mows down the northern-most st reet. The
a na lysis abo ve. coupled with resu lts from Cha pter 4 suggest that small -scale to pographic
vari abili ty may cont rol t he flow in this region . However , although such sha llow flow do not.
impact on damage est imates, these flows affect. the deg ree of ponding at t he western edge of
the domain . Therefore, it is impor t an t to a na lyse the effect iveness of water height. dep enden t
porosity values at resolving t hese shallow flows.
6.1.2 Water h eight d ependent porosi t y a p p r oaches
Figure G.!) shows the spatial d istribution of height dep endent areal porosity values at various
water dep th increments on t he 16 m gr id for t he Glasgow test sit e. There is substantial
vari ab ility in porosity values with increasin g water dep th up to depths of 0.5 m. thereafter
the porosity values appear to mirror t he building configuration as much as is possible at 16 m
resolution. The porosity variability at small water dep ths would imply a strong dependence
of Iloodwavc propagation on t he local to pography. However , as the domain slopes downwards
considerably (So = 0.0 1) from cast to west. t he variation in porosity is actuall v describinz
" • b
t he sloping ter rai n in t he coarse grid cells.
The evolut ion of global model performan ce measures for the I]F IX and r]VAR methods
compared to the OS?vl app roach arc shown in Figure G. 10. T he heigh t va riable porosity
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approach ignificantly reduces model performance at and 1G m re olution compared to
both the 1]FIX and DSM based models throughout the simulation. Most notably, model
performance decreases dramatically in the T/VAR method at 8 m grid resolution as the
model approaches steady state when water is ponded in the low-lying regions (around X3).
The 16 m model also portrays a reduction in model performance in terms of F 2 compared
to the DSM based model and significantly under-performs the I/FIX model. In contrast,
at 32 Ill, model performance in terms of RMSE and flood extent increases as the model
approaches steady state relative to the DSM based approach. However, the RMSE of the
32 m 1]VAR rises more steeply than for the DSM and 7]FIX model formulations during the
dynamic portion of the event. Notably, the I/FIX method outperforms the T/VAR method
throughout the simulation by >20%.
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Figure G.10: Evolution of global measures of model performance throughout the simulat. ion at. ~x = 8, 16
and 32 m compared to the benchmark solution where a) is the R~ISE of predi ct.ed flood depths and b) is the
F2 binary measure of fit of flood extents. The solid line represents the original DSM approach , the dotted
line represents porosity 7)FIX approach and the dashed line represents porosity 1JVAR approach
The poor performance of the T/VAR method at this particular site may be a function
of the specific formulation of porosity when applied to steeply sloping terrain. Firstly, the
storage porosity values (areal porosity for both T/VAR and T/BVAR) are calculated based on
horizontal water surface profiles. In addition , in LISFLOOD-FP (as in any finite difference
approach), elevations are defined at cell centres as a horizontal plane. It can po tulated that
the combination of these two features may lead to spurious volume-depth conversions in the
two-stage look-up table approach of the water height dependent porosity algorithms. Figure
6.11 shows the variation in 2 m sub-grid topography for four 16 m cells of the Glasgow digital
terrain model and the variation in porosity for those four 16 m resolution cells . The rno t
notable feature of these porosity functions is the rapid increase in porosity in the range 0 - 0.25
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m water depth which may suggest that the linear interpolation between discret water d pth
increments does not adequately represent the actual function. It may be that topographic
terrain variation within a coarse grid cells must be approximately normally distribut d to
allow height variable porosity functions to improve model results. These r ults sugg sts that
as long as the digital terrain model provides a good description of the underlying topography,
simple areal based fixed porosity techniques (1]FIX or Soares-Frazao et al. (200 )) provid
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Figure 6.11: Water height dependent areal porosity for four coarse resolution cells of the Glasgow DSM where
(a) shows the variation of sub-grid scale 2 m topography for four 16 rn cells and (b) shows th e a;;80 inted
porosity functions with increasing water depth.
6.2 Greenwich, London, UK
The Greenwich test case highlighted the significant sensitivity of urban areas to th narrow
separations between buildings and the potential for substantial alteration of flowpaths and
storage in coarse resolution models. In addition, the DTM-based mod Is of this sit sug-
gested that some regions were solely controlled by the building configuration and floodwav
propagation in other areas was controlled by small-scale topographic irregularities. As a con-
sequence, the fixed and height dependent porosity techniques can be applied in this r gion
to establish the influence of these different controlling mechanisms for flooding at this sit e .
6.2.1 Fixed porosi ty approaches
Figure 6.12 shows the spatial distribution of fixed areal porosity values throughout th Green-
wich embayment at 10, 25 and 50 m resolution based on the 5 m benchmark DEM. At 10 III
resolution, the porosity value echoes the building configuration and highlights the ar as of
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Figur e £i .12: Spa ti al d ist ribu tion of'n using the fixed a real porosity appro ach for the 10, :lei and eiO III resol u t ion
D'TMs using th e 5 III benc hm ark DSl\1 an d Mas terr.lap i8l dat a.
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large buildings around X4 and the detailed street network at Xl. In contrast. at 25 ami 50
m resolu tion, the porosity values provide aggregate approximations of the building network .
in particular around Xl. The large variabili ty in porosity values arou nd X2 across all res-
olutions highlights t he complex nature of structures, buildings and open land in industrial
areas .
The evolut ion of global RMSE and F 2 for the DSM and I/FIX models of Greenwich at
10, 25 and 50 m resolu tion (Figure 6.13) shows considerable improvement of flood dept h
and extent pr edictions when employing the porosity based approach. Notably. th e HMSE
erro r is redu ced to "-'0 .1 m for all resolutions such that a high resolution 10 m porosity model
provides no substantial improvement over a 50 m porosity model, reducing the computa tional
cost for the same performance. However, th e RMSE est imates are largely driven by the deep
ponding observed in t he Blackwall Tunnel (south of X2) that is captured across all resolution
in the 7lFIX-based approach. Fur thermore, the 25 and 50 m porosity based models redu ce
t he erro r of water dep th predictions in comparison to the 10 m DStvl model. However,
there are large regions of shallow water such that it is necessary to consider t he flood exte nt
predictions to adequately evaluate the porosity based models. Figur e 6.13b shows tha t th e
porosity approaches increase the fit between the benchmark and modelled flood exte nt. In
fact , th e 25 and 50 m 'l FIX models provide global flood exte nt fits similar to t.hr- 10 III D ~ [ ­
based model whkh further justifies the trade-off between resolut ion and comp utational cost.
In addi ti on , the 10 III TJFIX models yields a 50% improvement over the DSl\I-based 10 III
model at steady state ill terms of p2. An examination of t he maximum predicted flood
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Figure 6. J3; Evo lttlion of globa l meas ure:; of mod el perfo rmance t hro ughout th e s imulation at D. X = 10, 25
and 50 In compat~d to the benchm ark solution where a) is the RMSE of predi ct ed flood dep th s and il) is
t he F2 bi llll O' me~ure of fit of flood extents . The solid line rep resents t he origin al DSl\I approach and th e
dash I l' e reprex., FIX
ec III Ilts poros ity 1/ approach wit h 5 1Il sub-grid top ography.
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Figur e 6.14: Maximum sim ulat ed flood exte nt at 25 m resolut ion with the su rface height (z) from t he DEt--l
shown as a grey scale overlain by water depths (II) usi ng (b) t he coarse 0 81\1 a nd (c) t he ,/F IX met hod .
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dep ths thro ughout t he simulat ion (F igure 6.14) highlights t he localised improvements that
prod uce the global increase in mod el performa nce. T he flood extent map high ligh ts t hree
areas of significant local improvement to floodwave propagation using t he porosity a pproach
(labelled Al-3) and also highlights regions where both the porosity and DSl'vl models over-
predi ct flood ext ents (labelled B1). The improvement in flood exte nt pr edi ct ion in th e urba n
areas around Xl an d X4 (A I and A3 , resp ectively ) is a direct result of usin g th > DT~I a nd
incorporating t he build ing information to drive flow di rection . However , at 81 , there is clear
over-pred iction of flood exte nts in both t he DSM and fixed area l porosity based mod els which
suggests t hat loca l to pog ra phic irr egu lari ti es cont ro l flood wave direction . Therefore. wa ter
heigh t dep enden t porosity methods may provide t he added level of detail required to force
fioodwave propagation in th is region .
Influence of boundary porosities on flood propagation
Figme 6.15 sho ws the evolution of global perfo rman ce measur es for the ,/F 1X a nd 1/130 UND
porosity approaches at 10, 25 and 50 m resolution using the 5 m resolu tion sub-grid to pog-
raphy. As obs erved at t he Glasgow site, the incorporation of boundary dep end en t. poros ity
va lues docs not increase model performance compared to t he areal porosity meth od at reso-
lutions coarser than t he bui lding dimensions (i.e. 25 a nd 50 Ill). In fact , in thi s case, mod el
resul ts arc almost iden ti cal. However , a t resolutions simi la r to th e bu ilding dimensions,
the boundary porosity methods provide contrasting resul ts dep ending on th e perfor man ce
measure . Conside ring water dep th predi cti ons, the boundary porosi ty lowers t he IlM SE
(a) RMSE (b) F- Sta tistic
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Figure 6.15: Evolut ion of globa l measures of mod el performance throughout th e simulat ion at tiL = 10, 25
and 50 m compared to th e benchmark solution where a) is th e 1{~ lSE of predic ted flood depths and b) is t he
F2 binary measure o f fit of flood exte nts. The solid line repr esents t he or igina l DSl\1 a pproac h, th e dashed
line represents the 1]FIX a pproach a nd th e dott ed line represents the 1/BOUND a pproac h using 5 m sub-g rid
topogra phy.
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by ", 10% but also decreases the p2 measure from 0.6 to 0.5 when compared to the T/FIX
method. T his suggests the boundary porosity formulation over-estimat es the importance of
the single-cell stencil at the boundary and thus under-estimates flood depth predictions - a
finding that echoes resu lts from Chapter 5.
Sensitivity to friction parameteristuioti
Floodwave propagation in Greenwich appears to be controlled eit her by the building configu-
ration or small-scale topographic irregularities, depending on the region under investigation.
As the simple fixed porosity methods have been shown to replicate propagation through a
dense urban network (above and in Chapter 5), it may be possible to parameterise the flow
over open land using Manning's n. Figure 6.16 shows the variation in RMSE and F2 for
the ensembl of floodplain friction variations documented in Chapter 4 at 10 mins through
the simulation for the DSM and T/FIX methods. Although the porosity approach increases
model performance across resolutions for any given value of floodplain friction compared to
the DSM-based approach, model performance appears insensitive to actual values of flood-
plain n. There are two possibl e and contrasting reasons for such a model response. Firstly,
the Greenwich t st cas is characterised by deep water at the inflow locations which may
cau th relative in ensitivity to frict ion values. Secondly, the embayment has a number
of different land use types such that th e global performance measures are compensating
for localised differences throughout the domain and providing an aggregate mod el response.
'ons idering the latter , it may be beneficial to incorporate a spatially varied approach to
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Figure G.lG: Model response of RMSE a nd F2 for the ensemble of varying friction coefficient simula t ions at
t = 10 mins for each resolution using t he DSM (t riangles) and 1JFIX porosity (dots) model configurat ions .
The dot ted line repr esents t he Mann ing's n fricti on value used in the benchmark 5 m solution.
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in coarse resolution mod els (i.e. using a porosity-type approach) , friction specificat ion may
be more physically-based (as suggested in Yu and Lane (2006b )) .
6.2.2 Water height dependent porosity approaches
The Greenwich embayment is characterised by extensive areas of open land and terrae d
housing. The T]FIX method has been shown to improve coars resolution pr dicti on of flood
depths and extents in dense urban areas with respect to coarse DSM mod Is. Floodwav
propagation in the areas of open land. however, was poorly represented du to th av raging
procedure in transforming high resolution terrain models to coars resolution ter ra in mod-
els. As a result, the T]VAR method is implemented to d termin if small-seal topographic
irregularities can be better resolved in coarse resolution models where sub- grid seal flow
paths exist . Figure 6.17 shows the evolution of RI'vlSE and p2 for th height varia bl area l
porosity compared to the original DSM model formulation at 10, 25 and 50 III resolut ion .
In terms of flood depth predictions, the porosity models show an improvement compa r d
to the DSM-based models. However , analys is of the flood extent predictions shows a r '-
duction in model performance in the 7]VAR approach which is magnified significantly at. 10
m resolution. Visual analysis of flood extents shows that the wat r height d P ndent fir II I
porosity approach under-pred icts floodwave propagation throughout th e dom ain. In ord .r
to diagnose the cause of the under-predict ion, the evolution of wat r velum in th domain is
analysed (Figure 6.18). This shows that the 7]VAR approach is non-nu cons rvativ which
appears to manifest during propagation from the inflow point (i.e. wh n th e inflow point is
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Figure 6.17: Evolution of global measures of model performance throughout th e sim ulation at ~x = 10, 25
a nd 50 m compa red to the benchmark solution where a) is th e RMS E of pred icted flood d pths and b) is
th e F2 binary measure of fit of flood extents. The solid line represent s the origina l D M a pproac h and th
dash ed line repr esent s th e 1)VARapproach using 5 m sub-grid topography.
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method. The look-up table is required as the use of height dependent porosities in a storage
cell approach becomes an implicit problem. As a result, this method becomes significantly
more complex to implement numerically, artificially adding to model complexity. Therefore,
this method fails to meet the aims of the thesis to develop simplistic methods for wide area
flood risk assessment. In addition, the ryFIX approach has been shown to significantly im-
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Ftgure 6.18: Evolution of water volume throughout the simulation at LlX = 10, 25 and 50 111 compared to
the benchmark solution. The solid line represents the original DSM approach, the dotted line represents the
IIFIX method and the dashed line represents the 'I,VAR approach using 5 m sub-grid topography. Note the
solid and dotted line overplot regardless of resolution.
6.3 Carlisle , Cumbria, UK
Neal et al. (2009a) detail the collection and processing of one of the largest water and wrack
mark data sets from an urban flood event with complementary LiDAR, digital map and
multipl gauge data from the Carlisle 2005 event. In addition, the authors develop and
calibrate a LlSFLOOD-FP model at 25 m resolution using DSM and DTM descriptions
of topography. It was noted in this study that where significant blockage influence flow
dir ction and storage, the 25 m DSrvl and DTM-based models could not be calibrated to
give optimum performance with respect to both floodplain water marks and in-channel stage
with a simple two-parameter space. However, there may be scope for spatially varied friction
values in th channels given localised channel characteristics (1Teal et al., 2009a). In response
to localised poor model performance in the DSlvl-based models and results from the Glasgow
and Greenwich test cases, the fixed porosity approach (11FIX) is implemented on the Carlisle
2005 event. As a result of the significant computation time of the 25 m model , a similar 50
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Figure 6.19: Digital elevation models of the Carlisle model domain where (a ) is the I m DSM, (b) is t he 50
rn DSM and (c) is the 50 m DTM.
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III model using the DSM and 7]FIX approaches is tested in this case. Figure 6.19 shows the
1 and 50m digital elevation models used in this case. It is clear that the 50 m resolution
DSM does not provide a coherent match to the 1 m DSM whereby there is substantial
misrepresentation of the build ing configuration and in places, the buildings appear as random
noise incorporated into the DEM. On the other hand, the 50 m DTM app ears to resolve
the broad-scale topographic attributes around Carlisle . The models are setup as in Neal
et al. (2009a) with channel flows derived from Environment Agency gauge data (F igure
6.20), a uniform slope applied to each channel (for the kinematic solver) and LiDAR-derived
topography processed as in Mason et al. (2007). Horrit t et al. (in review) assessed the quality
of the Environment Agency gauge data using a high resolution finite volume flood model
(SFV) and found the existing rating curves to be well estimated above bankfull stage when
calibrated using low flow conditions and Manning's n roughness values from the literature.
Ievcrtheless, it is still likely that there are errors in the flow estimates although there is
insufficient data to estimate the magnitude or distribution of the errors.
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Figure 6.20: Inflows to the Carlisle model from th e Rivers Eden , Petteril and Caldew (reproduced from Neal
et al. (2009a)).
As in Neal ei ul. (2009a), a calibration of Manning's n values was conducted using
a matrix of 66 simulations using channel values evenly spaced in the range 0.03 to 0.0
and floodplain values evenly spaced from 0.02 to 0.12. Model performance is assessed by
comparing maximum simulated water depths with observed maximum water marks. In
order to maintain a consist ent model evaluation strategy, the approach employed in Teal
et al. (2009a) is implemented here such that in th e event of a simulated flood exte nt not
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Figure 6.21: Contour maps of Rl\ISE for the ensemble of friction values for the arlisle area using (a) DSfo.l
and (b) 7]FIX approaches.
reaching a wrack mark, the water surface of the nearest wet cell is us d to calculat th
error in the imulation (see Neal et at. (2009a) for further ju tification) . Figure (j,21 . how.
the model response surface to variations in the channel and floodplain Manning's 11 friction
parameters for both the 50 m DSM andT/FIX models. The two model configuratiom xhibit
considerably different shape response surfaces with respect to friction param t risat.ion , with
the 7]FIX approach showing a greater sensitivity across the range of both floodplain ami
channel friction values in particular. The most accurate 0 Mvba, d imulation yi Id d II
global RMSE of 0.53 m at a channel n of 0.045 and a floodplain n of 0.0 although optimal
solutions «0.55 m RMSE) exist in the range of channel It of 0.01\ to 0.05 and floodplain
n of 0.06 to 0.11. A floodplain Manning's n of 0.0 is ubstantially higher than lit ratur
prescribed values (e.g. Chow, 1959) for rural and urban surfaces.
In contrast, the most accurate 1]FIX simulation was at a channel friction of 0.06 and It
floodplain friction of 0.02 delivering an RMSE of 0.31 m. Neal et al. (2009b) show d that
a 10 m model of the same event yielded a global RMSE of 0.2 m which is approximat ly
the magnitude of the error in the observational data (J .. 1Tea l, pers. comm.). Th r spouse
surface in the 71FIX model portrays the characteristic L-shaped param ter simp whereby
lower floodplain friction values compensate for higher values of chann I friction (Hunter
et al., 2006) as hown by Neal et at. (2009a) at 25 m resolution for both th 0 1- and
DTM-based models. Yu and Lane (200Gb) suggested that as more topographic inforrnntion
is incorporated at coarse grid scales, values of Manning's n becom I ss cal d p ndent. In
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this case, the optimum friction values from the 7JFIX configuration arc high in thc channel
with respect to empirically derived values for natural river channels. leal et al. (2009a) note
that this is likely to be a function of the kinematic approximation for channel flow and the
backwater effects observed at bridge structures (Clarke, 2005). However, on the floodplain,
the optimum range is ......0.02 - 0.03 which is often quoted as the n value for smooth paved and
tarmac surfaces. In Carlisle, the majority of the flow is over open grassland with a smaller
proportion of flow through the urban area although the flow over open land can actually be
regarded as 'valley-filling' as it is highly topographically constrained. Therefore, flow in this
region is not likely to exert a large influence on the friction parameterisation and thus the
calibrated floodplain n value is more physically-based.
Figure 6.22 shows the histogram of errors between the simulated and measured water
levels for the most accurate simulations in the DSM and 7JFIX model configurations. These
results show a main peak at -0.25 m and a secondary peak at -1.25 m for the DSM model
whereas the/IFIX shows a cluster of errors from -0.5 m to 0.5 m. The DSll.,J model over-
predicts water levels by 1.5 m and under-predicts by as much as 2.0 m whereas the 7JFIX
model over-predicts by 0.75 m and under-predicts by 1.5 m. The small range in the l]FIX-
based model explains the increase in global model performance compared to the DSM-based
mod 1. The spatial distribution of these errors will provide information on local model






























Figure 6.22: Histograms of errors between maximum water level measurements and the most accurate simu-
lations for the Carlisle area (observed - simulated) using (a) DSM and (b) T/FIX approaches.
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manifested. Figure 6.23 plots the spatial distribution of errors for the most accurate simulu-
tions on 10 rn DSM (Neal et al., 2009b) compared to the 50 m DSM and TJFIX result» wlll'fl'
upward arrows indicate over-prediction by the simulation and downward arrows indiruu-
under-prediction. These plots highlight that the 71FIX model provides enhanced predict ions
of water levels in both the urban and rural areas, although the increase in perforrnanee ill
greatest in the urban areas. In particular, the f1FIX model reduces the over-prediction ill
the West Petteril region and in the Caldew region, the combination of under- and over-
prediction is markedly reduced. In addition, the 50 m f1FIX model produces errors of similar
magnitude and spatial distribution as the 10 m DSM model. The increase in perforuuuu-«
in the Caldew sub-region may be a function of the over-estimation of building dimeuxious in
the DSM-based model causing blockages to flow paths (leading to under-predictiou of wall'r
depths) and backwater effects behind large building artefacts (leading to over-pn-dirt icn).
An investigation of the Manning's n parameter response surface in this region (Figure ti.1·1)
shows that the DSM model is insensitive to floodplain friction which SUAA(ost.s that thb
area has become hydraulically disconnected such that water is pending IL'i Il result u( lIIi.s-
representing buildings in the DSM. On the other hand, the f1FIX 1II0dd prudlll'l'S 11 fI'SpOlll'oC'
surface that is more sensitive to the specification of channel and Hoodplaiu Irirt IoU \'!lllll'!l
and also displays the characteristic L-shape. The RMSE value is also reduced (rom 0.;';' III
for the DSM-based model to 0.29 m for the TJFIX model in this region, Furtlu-nuon-. I lit'
optimum channel roughness has remained stationary with respect to the glohlll 1'Slinllllt· of
channel n but there has been a slight increase in the optimum floodpluin 11 value.
Around the West Petteril, the T/FIX model reduces the large over-predict.ion o( wlllo'r
depths visible in the DSM-based model (Figure 6.23) and in the histognuwi of dt'plh t'rrur
(Figure 6.22). Neal et al. (2009a) suggest that these errors correspond to flood l'xtl'lIl wruck
marks, which are better resolved using porosity as the flows ill thl' urbnn ILTt'/I Ilro' 1)l't1o'r
represented. This region is also characterised by large under-prediction I'rror~ wluch aro'
apparent in both the optimum DSM and T/FIX models. However, ~1'1l1 dill. (:!IM)!lIl) 1I1lll'
that these points correspond to water level marks on the sides of hlliJdillRs /llld sl rlll"lllro~
which tend to be higher than those taken from flood extent wrurk mnrks whkh IIIU\' Ill'
caused by local flow conditions, bias in the interpretation of th('t;(' mllrk,. and wrack murks
deposited on the falling limb of the hydrograph. Figure 6.25 shows f(>t;j)OIlSt' of H~ISE III
variations in channel and floodplain 7L in the West Petteril region for till' I>S~I IIlId I/FIX
models. These results suggest it is not possible to calibrate channel IIlId floodpillill fril"l illn
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(a) 10 m DSM
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Figure 6.23: Spatial distribution of errors in the most accurate simulations for the Carlisle area from the (a)
10 In DSM (r produced from Neal et al. (2009a)), (b) 50 m DSM, and (c) 50 m 7]FIX approaches.
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Figure 6.24: Contour maps of RMSE for the ensemble of friction values for the River Caldew sub-region using
(a) DSM and (b) 7)FIX approaches.
to overcome limitations of topographic representation in coars resolution D M 1II0d ls as
the error is >0.85 m regardless of friction values. The "FIX mod I yi Ids a r spons surface
with a slightly increased optimum floodplain 11 and slightly decr as d .ha nnel II with respr t
to the global and Caldew sub-region RMSE values. How ver , the 1II0dei may b att mpting
to fit to the water mark data in this region thus obtaining a high floodplain 11 to gene ra te
higher water elevations. Nevertheless, the porosity approach provides a more idcnt ifinbk-
friction response surface globally and for individual sub-r gions than th 0 l-based model.
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Figure 6.25: Contour maps of RMSE for the ensemble of friction values for the West P tt ril sub- r ion using
(a) DSM and (b) 7)FIX approaches.
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6.4 Conclusions and recommendations
Chapter 5 showed the utility of porosity type approaches in coarse resolution models of
idealised urban areas and flood events. This chapter has documented the application of these
methods to urban areas with different characteristics and flood events of varying magnitude
and type. In addition to extending the analysis of Glasgow and Greenwich for modelled
benchmark results, the performance of porosity methods has been evaluated with respect to
an observed flood event in Carlisle.
The simple areal porosity method (71FIX) approach has been shown to significantly im-
prove predictions of flood extent and water depths at resolutions below the critical length
scales of urban areas compared to coarse resolution DSM models when evaluated against
high-resolution benchmark simulations. The requirements for sub-grid scale topography to
define the porosity values in this method appear to be relaxed such that sub-grid scale de-
scriptions that resolve the critical length scales of the urban area are sufficient. Furthermore,
the incorporation of a boundary porosity to resolve inter-cellular fluxes at coarse resolution
does not improve predictions when compared to benchmark modelled data sets. This sug-
gests that it is sufficient to represent the bulk effect of buildings with simple hydraulic models
although this may prove important in more complex numerical schemes.
In Chapter 5, water height dependent porosity approaches did not significantly improve
predictions of water propagation. Application of these methods to the Greenwich and Glas-
gow test cases actually highlighted the practical difficulties of using such an approach within
storage cell type models. The inclusion of water height dependent porosity values in the con-
tinuity equation yields an implicit formulation with two unknowns such that a look-up table
is required. The results above have shown that such an approach is difficult to implement in
scenarios where there are significant drying phases. Nevertheless, McMillan and Brasington
(2007) have shown the utility of this formulation for a similar storage cell model. However,
the water height dependence introduces significant pre-processing and data requirements
without yielding substantial improvements to model results over simple fixed areal based
approaches.
The applications of porosity techniques to the Glasgow and Greenwich sites displayed the
utility of porosity techniques at replicating model derived inundation characteristics. The
Carlisle flood event provided the first opportunity to evaluate simple porosity approaches
with respect to observed flood data. At a single resolution, the 71FIX porosity method has
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been shown to reduce the global error in water depth predicts by ""40% compared to a coarse
resolution DSM approach. In fact, the magnitude error achieved with 7]FIX was similar to
that reported for a 10 m DSM-based LISFLOOD-FP model of the same flood event (Neal
et al., 2009b) with significant increase in model efficiency. FUrthermore, as suggested in Yu
and Lane (2006b), the incorporation of topography into coarse resolution models produces
more physcially-based friction parameterisations. These results create an opportunity to
implement further porosity approaches at multiple resolutions.
A central aim of this thesis was to develop simple and practical techniques for wide area
flood risk assessment in urban areas. The fixed areal based porosity approach has been shown
to produce significant improvement to model results over traditional resampling techniques
without the addition of significant data requirements or computational cost.
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusions, limitations and future
work
In the past 20 years, flood inundation models of rural flooding episodes have been exten-
sively built and tested against bulk catchment flow measurements and synoptic scale remotely
sensed imagery. However, until recently, urban areas have largely been disregarded in flood
modelling studies despite the concentration of risk in urban environments. In addition, re-
cent studies concerning flood risk assessment under climate change scenarios (e.g. Wilby
et al., 2008) suggest considerable increase in flood risk throughout the UK. The realisation
of this increasing flood risk has recently prompted a proliferation of urban flood inundation
modelling studies throughout the hydraulic and hydrological community. Further consid-
eration of flood risk assessment highlights a clear dichotomy between the scales on which
information is analysed and the areas over which said information is needed. Specifically,
fine scale detail is required over wide areas for the planning and insurance industries creat-
ing a significant computational burden. Computationally efficient techniques are therefore
necessary to deliver the required detail within manageable and practical timescales.
Methods and approaches are needed to deliver a compromise between the level of de-
tail, accuracy and the computational burden to adequately assess flood risk. As a result,
modelling frameworks, data sources and numerical techniques originally developed for rural
flood events have been transferred to the urban setting with varying degrees of success. In
response to the limited success, bespoke tools for data processing (e.g. Mason et al., 20(7)
and numerical modelling (e.g. Yu and Lane, 200Bb) specifically targeted to the characteristics
of urban areas and urban floods have been defined and implemented. However, the effects of
the compromise between detail and computational efficiency on predictive ability and model
accuracy have, to date, not been explored in detail.
As flood models are being increasingly applied to urban areas, it is important to elu-
cidate the features of urban areas that modulate flood flows and as such, understand the
effects of model resolution and structure. To date, most studies have arbitrarily chosen a
model resolution based on modeller knowledge of the test site and a compromise between
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project length and computation time. A few studies have considered the effect of model
grid resolution on model performance when compared to benchmark high resolution mod-
elled simulations (Neelz and Pender, 2007a; Yu and Lane, 2006a). However, the quality of
representation of the urban structures and their detailed effect on flood flows has not been
explored in detail. As such the features that control flow through urban environments have
not been fully explored.
Despite advances in technology, the computational requirements of high resolution models
are restrictive in terms of facilitating fine scale detail over whole cities. A variety of methods
exist to address this problem such as using variable resolution grids (VRGs), multi-block grid
methods and sub-grid scale topography parameterisation. The research presented here was
specifically targeted towards the development of simple methods for practical application and
as such, sub-grid scale porosity type approaches present the most appropriate area of research
for this application. A variety of sub-grid scale methods, harnessing the availability of high
resolution data sets (e.g. LiDAR, MasterMap®) and reducing the computational burden,
have been developed. However, the development of the wide variety of sub-grid scale porosity
techniques has occurred in a array of model classes and structures (e.g. Molinaro et al.,
1994; Sanders et ai., 2008; Yu and Lane, 2006b). As a result, the required level of algorithm
complexity for a given increase in model performance and the choice of appropriate technique
for a given model structure are not well understood. In addition, most techniques have not
been tested on floods of varying magnitude in urban areas with substantially different flow
and building characteristics. Indeed, a number of methods have only been evaluated against
laboratory scale experiments (Sanders et al., 2008; Soares-Frazao et al., 2008). Therefore,
it is necessary to standardise the model structure to evaluate required algorithm complexity
and subsequently, test the algorithms on a range of flood events and urban areas.
The ultimate goal of this whole area of research is to develop computationally efficient
methods for fine scale, wide area predictions using simple to implement, practical approaches
for engineers. The research presented in Chapters 4 to 6 has sought to address this aim within
a structured framework to provide substantial progress towards a coherent methodology
towards flood risk assessment over whole cities.
7.1 Specific conclusions and recommendations
The main conclusions that can be drawn from this thesis are detailed below.
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7.1.1 Evaluation of the scale dependence of urban areas
Urban flood modelling practitioners have until recently arbitrarily chosen a model resolution
with little physical basis based on modeller skill, and computational and project constraints
(e.g. HR Wallingford, 2004; Tarrant et al., 2005). This creates a need for understanding
the effects of this choice in terms of model predictive ability and subsequently in terms of
management decisions. Therefore, the LISFLOOD-FP model, originally developed by Bates
and De Roo (2000) and further improved by Hunter et al. (2005b), was applied at a range of
model resolutions to flooding scenarios in regions of Glasgow and London in the UK. Due to
a lack of observed data from historical floods, a model verification procedure was undertaken
whereby coarse grid resolution model results were compared to high resolution benchmark
simulations (Lane and Richards, 2001; Yu and Lane, 2006a). Results suggest that coarse
representations of urban topography and topology have significant effects on storage and
conveyance characteristics of urban areas. Indeed, there appears to be a critical threshold
for grid resolution in urban flood modelling studies based on the distribution of gap distances
between buildings. Use of digital map data allows the characterisation of urban areas a priori
such that practitioners can provide a physical basis for model grid resolution that can be
study site and flood event dependent and as a result maximise computational efficiency.
Chapter 4 also investigated the utility of different digital elevation data sets and friction
parameterisations for enhancing predictions from coarse grid model configurations in an
attempt to further optimise computational efficiency. Despite an intelligent use of building
data and digital terrain models, there appears to be a limit on model performance similar in
magnitude to the quantisation noise introduced at coarse resolutions. In addition, spatially
lumped variations in Manning's n do not provide an alternative to topographic representation
and cannot be used to enhance the performance of coarse resolution models. Overall, these
findings point to a need to characterise the length scales of urban areas prior to any hydraulic
modelling study.
7.1.2 Development of porosity algorithms for finite difference models
In response to poor model performance at coarse resolution, and the proliferation of sub-grid
scale porosity techniques in the literature, a consistent modelling and testing framework was
necessary to evaluate the utility of porosity-type approaches. Engineers and catastrophe
modellers require simple and practical methods in order to improve model predictions but as
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yet no guidance exists in terms of algorithm complexity. The porosity approaches developed
in Chapter 5 were specifically designed to be simple to implement and yet make optimal use
of the available data sets.
The fixed areal (71FIX) and boundary (71BOUND) based porosity methods assume that
the building configuration is the modulating feature of flow in urban areas and thus assume
blockage throughout the full range of flow depths. As such, these approaches rely on the
coarse resolution terrain models being a good description of the underlying high resolution
terrain. Results from the analyses in Chapter 5 suggest that for hypothetical and real urban
configurations this assumption holds. The height dependent porosity approaches (71VAR and
71BVAR) do not appear to enhance predictions of flow over complex topography over and
above the results obtained from the fixed porosity techniques. Furthermore, these methods
incur significant pre-processing and computational cost as a result of their implicit nature.
Therefore the fixed areal based method (71FIX) appears to be the best compromise between
data requirements, pre-processing costs and model performance
7.1.3 Application of porosity approaches to urban floods
Chapter 6 documented the application of the porosity algorithms to the Greenfield and
Greenwich test cases (initially analysed in Chapter 4). These results showed the utility of
the simple fixed areal porosity method with respect to improving model performance on
coarse resolution grids. Notably, the results also suggest that sub-grid scale resolutions for
the derivation of porosity values may be of the order of the gap distance between buildings.
As a result, this relaxes the data requirements for urban flood studies. In addition, the fixed
boundary porosity provided no additional significant increase in model results to warrant the
increased algorithm complexity and pre-processing requirements. Furthermore, the height
dependent porosity methods proved significantly more complex to implement within the test
cases reported here and as such were not deemed 'fit for purpose' as simple and practical
methods.
Comparison of the fixed areal porosity results with observed maximum flood depth and
extent data for a ",1-in-150 year return period flood event in Carlisle in January 2005 suggests
a significant improvement in model performance compared to the standard coarse resolution
model approach. Indeed, the 71FIX method at 50 m resolution produced results comparable
to a standard 10 m resolution model of the same flood event. In addition, a Manning's n
friction parameterisation for this reach suggests a stationarity of optimum floodplain friction
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values with respect to empirically-derived values from literature; a result also found at the
Glasgow and Greenwich test sites and by other studies (e.g. Yu and Lane, 2006b). Across
all the study sites, the inclusion of spatially-distributed fixed areal porosity values delivered
model performance similar to that achieved by standard model configurations at double
the model resolution. In practical terms, the porosity approach, therefore, provides similar
results for significantly less computational cost considering the reduction in number of cells
and the increase in model time step.
7.2 Critical assessment of methodology
Through this thesis, a number of limitations have been identified, both within the research
presented here and the research upon which some of this work is based.
7.2.1 Limitations of the LISFLOOD-FP model formulation
Hunter (2005) noted that although the adaptive time step formulation improved results
obtained from LISFLOOD-FP, the computational constraints imposed by this time stepping
procedure mean the model would be most efficiently applied at large grid resolutions (Le. >
50 m). Nevertheless, Hunter et al. (2008) use the LISFLOOD-FP model for a high resolution
(2 m) study of urban flood inundation and most model results presented here are at resolution
higher than 50 m. In fact, work in parallel with this thesis has shown full 2D hydrodynamic
models to be more efficient on grids up to 25 m resolution. In addition, estimates of damage
from flooding may be highly dependent on water velocities as well as water depth and the
LISFLOOD_FP conceptualisation is not designed to provide realistic estimates of velocity.
Hunter et al. (2008) also highlight the small-scale local oscillations and reflections that occur
during urban floods which LISFLOOD-FP is not capable of resolving. Therefore, in any
Scenario where these reflections and oscillations in water level have a significant impact on
damage estimates (i.e, during a levee breach), a diffusion wave type model is not appropriate.
However, diffusion wave type models do represent the broad scale evolution of floodwave
dynamics and indeed, the further inclusion of inertial terms may provide a compromise
between model complexity and process representation.
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or.2.2 Limitations of sub-grid scale porosity techniques
The sub-grid scale porosity techniques evaluated in this thesis have been specifically devel-
oped for the finite difference model used here but are indicative of those currently documented
in the literature. Although are limited by the simplistic approach to scaling of fluxes and
storage area. In contrast, Yu and Lane (2006b) explicitly calculate flow and storage water
depths based on the sub-grid topography but only consider ratios of 2:1 between grid and
sub-grid resolutions. Similarly, the methods developed here assume that coarse resolution
terrain models adequately represent the sub-grid scale variation in the underlying terrain;
an important assumption when considering 'the slope between neighbouring grid cells.
In the work presented here, the boundary based porosity approaches have only been
evaluated with respect to a single sub-grid resolution. In fact, as boundary porosities are
explicitly calculated using the topography of a single-cell stencil at the edge of a coarse res-
olution cell, boundary porosities may well be very sensitive to the sub-grid scale topography
from which they are derived. However, the results above suggest that the boundary poros-
ity formulation does not significantly influence model results so as to warrant this added
algorithm complexity and pre-processing step.
The incorporation of water height dependency into both the areal and boundary-based
porosity approaches proved significantly more difficult to i) calculate and ii) implement in
the LISFLOOD-FP numerical code. In addition, the utility of such an approach appears to
be test case dependent such that incorporating this method into a country-wide flood model
(e.g. the RMS UK Flood Model (Lohmann et al., 2009), JFLOW (Bradbrook et al., 2004))
may be unfeasible. However, McMillan and Brasington (2007) used an approach similar to
11BVAR and demonstrated a significant increase in model performance. As a result, more
research is required to understand the poor predictions from these methods observed in this
research.
7.2.3 Limitations with respect to evaluation strategy
In the majority of this thesis, model evaluation has taken the form of a verification study
(Lane and Richards, 2001) comparing coarse resolution results to a high resolution bench-
mark simulation. This makes the assumption that the high resolution model is a more
accurate representation of the actual flooding process than the coarse resolution model' an,
assumption that may be more applicable in urban areas given the large, high frequency vari-
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ations in elevation. FUrthermore, the assessment of coarse resolution results will be largely
dependent on the method used for comparison to the high resolution benchmark. For in-
stance, Yu and Lane (2006a) evaluate models at the coarse resolution using a wetting front
concept whereas in this research, model results are resampled to the high resolution for
evaluation.
In the case where observed flood depth and extent data are available, the methods for rep-
resenting topography in coarse grid models may be evaluated more realistically. The Carlisle
test site represents one of the most comprehensive data sets available to date concerning an
urban flood event that combines spatially distributed post-event maximum water level and
extent measurements with gauged hydragrophs and digital topography and topology data.
Nonetheless, problems with the observed data still remain. Most notably, the observational
data used here provides a single point measurement in space and time and thus does not
provide a method for evaluating the dynamic performance of numerical flood models, In
addition, Neal et al. (2009a) note the problems of post-event surveys of water depths and
extents. Water marks form as a result of the waves and reflections that occur when the
floodwave interacts with the building network and wrack marks may be deposited on the
falling limb of the hydrograph leading to mis-interpretation of maximum flood elevations.
7.3 Perspectives for future work
The main focus of this research was to develop computationally efficient hydraulic flood
models for wide area application while at the same time delivering fine scale detail for tho
planning and insurance industries. Although a number of approaches have been presented
to meet this goal, there remains significant scope for improving wide area predictions of
flood risk from hydraulic models. Recent advances in computing technology (e.g. Accelerator
boards (ClearSpeed™, GPUs, etc.) and High Performance Computing clusters (BilleCrystal
@ UoB)) has created a significant opportunity to enhance hydraulic models and thus relax the
current computational constraints. The responsibility now lies with environmental modellers
to adapt current models to take full advantage of the available resources. In fact, recent work
using the OpenMP API (Neal et al., in press) for shared-memory processor architectures
and the Microsoft DirectX 9 programming language on GPUs (Lamb et al., in press) have
demonstrated significant model speed ups for explicit diffusion wave type flood models. Given
the raster data structure and simple numerics of LISFLOOD-FP, adaptive or hierarchical
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data structures (e.g. quadtree) may provide a framework for variations in grid cell size
providing local detail where required and increasing computational speed on the larger grid
cells.
The increases in computational efficiency brought by the porosity techniques developed
in this thesis also provides an opportunity to move from deterministic to ensembles of sim-
ulations. As a consequence, ensembles of simulations may be used, in operational terms,
for prediction purposes in flood inundation forecasting or indeed in research terms, for in-
vestigating the relative uncertainties in any given flood modelling exercise. The latter is
the focus of a NERC Flood Risk for Extreme Events (FREE) programme work package
investigating the uncertainty cascade from general circulation models (GCMs) of climatic
conditions through to flood inundation estimation.
The fact that the simple porosity technique performs well at a variety of test sites suggests
that it may be possible to apply this technique to data sparse areas where high resolution
DEM and land use data is not available. Aerial photography and optical satellite sensors
may be able to inform areal porosity values through image classification in order to resolve
flows through large urban areas. Furthermore, these large scale data sets may be used to
characterise different types of urban configurations within a larger ttrban agglomeration and
thus it may be possible to classify large portions of these urban areas by porosity values.
The work presented in this thesis has also recognised the lack of validation data available
for model assessment and reliable gauged flow data to accurately parameterise flood events.
Recent large flood events in the UK (e.g. summer 2007) that coincide with a number of
satellite acquisitions and aerial photography missions provide an increasingly amount of in-
formation to study the dynamics of urban floods. In addition, the use of wireless technologies
for hydrometric data retrieval (e.g, GridStix project under the NERC FREE programme)
will further increase the data available for model evaluation. Nevertheless, the impact of
'off-river' or 'disconnected' flooding in urban areas caused by overwhelming of local drainage
systems still presents significant research problems.
The combination of these research directions will provide the tools necessary to assess
flood risk over wide areas while still providing local, fine scale detail. In addition, this will
allow environmental modellers to more efficiency and exhaustively assess the uncertainty in
data sources and model structures, and their effect on model results as the computational
burden has been resolved.
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